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Letter To Readers
Our current auction is the largest catalog we have ever produced. We want to sincerely thank all of our
wonderful consignors, suppliers and bidders (both new and old) for making this possible.
The largest number of lots for this style auction in our history, there is just wonderful material all throughout
the auction. We have a huge selection of slabbed baseball card HOFers and Rookie Cards dating to the
19th century, rarities, complete sets and some great unopened material. The auction has a deep selection of
baseball autographs, with fine autographed cards, photos and so much more.
In various categories, we have tremendous material from a New York football Giant, Yankee and Met trainer
from the 1940s through 1969, there are great autographs and some absolutely superb memorabilia, including
rare gold and diamond jewelry. Basketball and football collectors will see a broad offering of top quality
autographs, complete sets and single cards, boxing collectors will see many real nice Ali signed items.
The key lot in the auction is a superb signed 1933 Goudey Babe Ruth card. Slabbed by PSA, the autograph
is graded a 7. This is a truly awesome Babe Ruth item.
Key items in the auction continue with a near T206 set (434) different in very low grade, 1927-1929 Postcard
Back Exhibit Babe Ruth PSA 3 mk, 1933 Sport King Babe Ruth PSA 3, 1939 Play Ball Ted Williams PSA 4
and a 1948 Leaf Jackie Robinson PSA 3. There is a gorgeous freshly graded 1951 Bowman Mickey Mantle RC
PSA 5 with great centering as well.
The key lots continue with 1951 Bowman Willie Mays PSA 2, 1952 Topps Jackie Robinson PSA 2,
1954 Bowman Ted Williams PSA 7, a 1954 Bowman near master set (302 pcs) and a gorgeous 1954 Topps
set with PSA 6 and 7 keys. There is a superb 1964 Topps Mantle PSA 8, two very scarce 1968 Topps Plaks in
PSA holders, a 1976 Topps baseball wrapped full wax box and a 1977 Topps baseball wrapped full wax box.
We have a nice Ruth/Gehrig signed ball graded a PSA 4.5 in this section, a 1934 Yankees team ball and
conclude the key lot section with some cornerstone basketball items: 1948 Bowman George Mikan RC PSA 3,
1961-2 Fleer Chamberlain RC PSA 6, a pair of Michael Jordan 1986-7 Fleer Rookies, PSA 6 and 7 and a
superb Peter Max Michael Jordan signed large print.
Other notable highlights of the auction include several freshly graded T206 cards with rare Carolina Brights
backs, a pair of T206 Cobbs with Polar Bear backs, a very tough 1910 E91-C Honus Wagner PSA 3, several
1917 Felix Mendelsohns, 1935 Goudey Ruth PSA 2.5, 1939 Play Ball Joe DiMaggio PSA 3 and 4.5,
1949 Bowman Jackie Robinson PSA 3, 1948 Swell Sport Thrills Jackie Robinson PSA 3, 1952 Bowman Mantle
PSA 4, 1952 Coke Tip Test Phil Rizzuto PSA 5, 1952 Topps Mays PSA 2, a deep run of nice 1952 Topps
Canadians that are all PSA graded, 1953 Topps Jackie Robinson PSA 4, 1953 Topps Mickey Mantle PSA 3,
1954 Bowman Mickey Mantle PSA 6 and 1954 Topps Aaron Rookies PSA 1 and 3.
We have card sets and lots going back to the turn of the century, a fine selection of quality Perez Steele sets
and lots and terrific autographs from classic HOF players.
Basketball collectors will see many fine Michael Jordan UDA and other signed items, high grade cards and sets.
Football collectors will see a world class Goal Line signed set with all of the rarities, and quality unopened
wax boxes from 1982, 1984 and 1986.
Baseball memorabilia concludes the auction with an eclectic offering of interesting material dating back to the
19th century, including photos, a 1954 Topps Willie Mays basket catch ticket and some fine pins.
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Clean Sweep Auctions #292
CLOSES Wednesday June 8th
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule
cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com
99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350
Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 625 - 0900
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PHONE BIDDING ENDS At 12 AM EST ON THE FINAL NIGHT OF THE AUCTION.

Rules of the Auction:

1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY.
2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 8 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS
BY 8 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.
3. VIP BIDDING: IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.
4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Payment must be by check,. money order or Zelle. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held
10 business days. We do not accept credit cards or paypal.
6. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 14 days after the auction.
7. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
8. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax, Illinois and New Jersey bidders must pay sales tax or provide a signed resale certificate.
9. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
10. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST;
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon
request to any bidder if not on our web site).

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:
James Buntins		
Laura Dabic		
8717 Fletcher Pkwy
26311 Misty Glen		
La Mesa, CA 91942
Lake Forest CA 92630
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Bob Davies			
238 Riverview Point Se
Calgary Canada		

James Larsen
1100 E Commerce
Slinger WI 53086
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Key Lots

1		 1933 Goudey 149 Babe Ruth Signed Card - PSA 7 Signature.........................15000
With all of the amazing activity in the sports card market in the past few years, there will
never be a bigger name than Mr. George Herman Babe Ruth. The most iconic and collected
cards of Babe Ruth are his four 1933 Goudey cards, these have naturally exploded in price in
recent years. Signed 1933 Ruth cards have always been extremely rare, desirable and highly
treasured by anyone lucky enough to possess one.
Offered is a very colorful, attractive and superb signed card. This card has perfect color and
image quality. There is some creasing, the one grade for the grade is mainly due to slight
damage by the upper right corner. The back is clean, the rest of the card is not bad at all. A
great card unsigned, this card is truly remarkable as it has a striking black fountain pen ink
signature. Signed in an ideal spot, this is a large, classic and superb Babe Ruth signature.
PSA graded the autograph a 7. With the incredible prices being realized for high-end cards,
in some cases approaching seven figures, these seem like an amazing value right now.

7

Babe Ruth will ALWAYS be the number one name in sports collecting, a signed example of
one of his most iconic and collected cards is an extremely significant and super desirable
collectible. It will be interesting to see if these shoot up in the hundreds of thousands of dollars range in the future, I personally would rather have this than so many of the other cards
trading for huge prices.
7
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Key Lots

2		 1909 T206 Near-Set
		 w/many HOFers and Southern Leaguers (434 different)
............................2500
Super low grade T206 very near set, the person who put this together got any card he could,
he was completely unconcerned with condition. The cards are again super rough but nonetheless, this is a strong percentage of a full set. The lot contains twenty-three different
Southern Leaguers and thirty-three HOFers, some tougher cards are here as well. In terms
of grade, perhaps 10% or so of the cards could be Good or approach VG, not everything is
super low grade.
We will have scans of the top 50 cards on our website, so please consult those for more condition detail, the lot has no rare backs. This will surely find a happy home as near T206 sets in
any grade are still revered by collectors and painfully difficult to assemble in today’s market.
8
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Key Lots

3		 1927 Exhibits		 Babe Ruth Portrait (postcard back)
PSA 3 mk............2000
Terrific Babe Ruth image, this is an iconic image of the Babe from the height of his fame. A
very unusual set, these were issued from 1927 to 1929 and have a postcard back. Unmailed
and quite clean, 22 is written neatly on the back led to the qualifier. The image is immaculate,
the larger size affords for such a terrific image. The edges are not bad at all, mild wear at the
bottom two corners led to the 4 grade. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under
magnification, the surfaces are very clean overall. This is a strikingly attractive card of Ruth
from the 1920s.
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Key Lots

4		 1933 Sport King 2 Babe Ruth
PSA 3..................2500
The key to one of the great 1930s gum card sets, this has a truly classic and wonderful image
of Babe Ruth. The offered card is an outstanding 3 as it has almost perfect centering, great
color, clean surfaces and a very fresh overall feel. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles,
even under magnification. The corners exhibit only mild and consistent wear, slight wear
by the lower right corner on the back probably kept this at a 3. It would be extremely
difficult to find a finer Sport King Ruth 3 than the offered card.
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Key Lots

5		 1939 Play Ball 92 Ted Williams RC
PSA 4..................1500
One of the all time classic Rookie Cards, these are always super desirable. The offered
card is notable for outstanding centering. The card is slightly toned as is typical for the
issue and has moderate corner wear. The surfaces are otherwise clean, we cannot see any
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. It will be interesting to see where these
trade at in a few years.
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Key Lots

6		 1948 Leaf
79 Jackie Robinson RC
PSA 3..................2000
The most valuable standard issue Jackie Robinson card, this is now a cornerstone card to so
many collectors. Offered is a particularly bright, attractive and colorful 3. Superior to most
that trade, this card has quality centering and a perfectly focused and registered image. The
back looks good, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The front
of the card has some stray print, it is not bad at all. This is an exceptional 3 in our opinion
due to the superb image and lack of any creasing.
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Key Lots

7		 1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC
PSA 5..................7500
The ultimate baseball card to so many collectors, this is of course the true Mickey Mantle
Rookie Card. The key card to one of the greatest baseball card sets, one can see why these
have been appreciating so rapidly in recent years. The offered card is a real stunner. Freshly
graded and new to the hobby, this has very fine centering, gorgeous color and a world class
image. Strikingly fine, the borders are bright white and the back is perfectly clean. The corners come to points, the card has a super vibrant and fresh look and feel to it. This looks to
be a very fine Ex 5 example of a true cornerstone card, it will be very interesting to see where
13
the market goes on this great card in the next few years.

Key Lots

8		 1951 Bowman 305 Willie Mays RC
PSA 2..................1500
Vital Rookie Card of one of the very finest players in all of baseball history, this is now a
cornerstone card. Freshly graded, PSA was very tough here, we thought this would be a 2.5.
Very well centered, this has hardly any creasing, a fine image and good color. The corners are
not bad at all, the card has some very subtle general wear on the front. The back is clean with
no stains, this is a very high quality card for the grade.
14

Key Lots

9		 1952 Topps 312 Jackie Robinson
PSA 2..................1000
Super hot card, these have exploded in price in recent years. Offered is a pleasing 2, notable
for quality centering and no creases. The image is not bad at all, the card has some general
wear on the front but retains good color. The back looks great, this is a quality card for the
grade.
10		 1954 Bowman 66 Ted Williams
PSA 7..................1000
One of the classic and vital 1950s baseball cards, this is a revered card. Offered is a superb 7,
notable for outstanding centering. The offered card has four very sharp corners, clean borders, no print issues and a fine image. The back is perfectly clean, this is an absolutely ideal
if conservative example of a PSA 7 card from the 1950s. Great card.

Key Lots

11		 1954 Bowman		 Near-Master Set w/Mantle PSA 7
Ex-Mt/NM..........1500
Extremely attractive and often overlooked 1950s Bowman set, I love the images and colors
on these cards. Collected over years and years by our fastidious old time consignor, this is
outstanding collecting work. The condition is a superb Ex-Mt/NM overall with many superb
condition cards, no doubt many of these cards will end up in plastic tombs. We are offering
the Ted Williams as a separate lot as it is a 7, the set is otherwise a very near master set with
many variations. Each card is in a top loader for protection, the lot contains 302 total cards.
Anchored by an extremely desirable Mantle PSA 7 and Berra PSA 8, we grade the key cards
as follows: 1 Rizzuto Ex-Mt, 6 N Fox NM, 15 Ashburn NM, 45 Kiner Ex-Mt+, 58 Reese NM,
64 Mathews Ex-Mt+ ctd, 65 Mantle PSA 7, 66.2 Piersall Ex-Mt, 89 Mays Ex, 90 Campanella
Ex-Mt+, 101 Larsen RC NM+, 132 Feller Ex-Mt, 138 Hodges Ex-Mt, NM, 145 Martin Ex-Mt
(both var.), 161 Berra PSA 8, 170 Snider NM+ and 177 Ford Ex-Mt.
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Key Lots

12		 1954 Topps		 Complete Set w/PSA 7 Banks RC
Ex-Mt/NM..........1500
Very desirable 1950s Topps set, these often have major condition issues. Offered is a superb
Ex-Mt/NM overall set with many superb Near Mint and possibly better cards. From an old
time collector with a great eye, this set represents some outstanding collecting work. The
condition is stunningly consistent, only a handful of cards are graded, no doubt many more
will be in the future. The Aaron Rookie came back a PSA 2.5 due to extremely minute wear
on the back, the card is beautifully centered with great color, we have seen many similar
cards in 4 holders, PSA was beyond harsh with the grade, there are no creases or wrinkles,
the card looks great. We grade the key cards here as follows: 1 Ted Williams PSA 6, 3 Irvin
Ex-Mt+, 7 Kluszewski NM, 10 J. Robinson Ex+, 13 Martin NM, 17 Rizzuto Ex-Mt+, 20 Spahn
NM ctd, 30 Mathews Ex-Mt+, 32 Snider Ex-Mt+, 35 Gilliam Ex-Mt, 36 Wilhelm NM oc, 37
Ford Ex-Mt+, 45 Ashburn NM, 50 Berra VG+, 70 Doby NM, 90 Mays PSA 7, 94 Banks RC
PSA 7, 102 Hodges Ex-Mt, 128 Aaron RC PSA 2.5, 132 Lasorda RC PSA 7, 139 O’Brien’s ExMt, 201 Kaline RC VG, 239 Skowron RC PSA 7 and 250 Ted Williams PSA 4.5.
17

Baseball Cards

13		 1964 Topps 50 Mantle
PSA 8..................1000
The absolute key to the set, this is one of the most collected Mantle cards from the 1960s.
Freshly graded, this is simply a gorgeous 8. Very well centered, this has the nicest image that
we have ever seen on a 64 Mantle. The borders are pristine, the card looks to be immaculate.
All four corners are quite sharp, the back is vibrant and clean. Who wants to make a major
move with their high grade 64 set or just add a classic Mantle 8 to their collection?

Baseball Cards

15		 1968 Topps Plaks		 Checklist #1 (Mantle, Yaz, Killebrew etc) PSA 4..................1500
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these hardly ever come to market and are especially difficult to find with numerical grades. Graded by us, this is an awfully nice card for the grade.
One of the tougher 1960s Mantle Topps test items, this has four crisp corners and vibrant
black borders. Centered to the right border, very subtle surface wear on three players, including Mantle and Hunter, appears to be the only condition issue. The other HOFers include Yaz, Killebrew, Frank Robinson, Hunter and Kaline. These have been selling for huge
prices in recent years, great card, this is a fine addition to any Mantle or advanced 1960s
card collection.
16		 1968 Topps Plaks		 Checklist #2 (Aaron, Clemente, Mays, Rose) PSA 3................900
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these hardly ever come to market and are especially difficult to find with numerical grades. Freshly graded by us, this is an awfully nice card for the
grade. Well centered with beautiful color and vibrant black borders, this looks great. The
corners come to points, the surfaces are clean, a slight surface crease on the right side of the
card keeps this at a very high-end 3. Scarce and desirable issue, this is needed by advanced
Aaron, Clemente, Mays and Rose collectors, which is a sizable market. Great card.

Key Lots

17		 1976 Topps Unopened Wax Box (15 cent version) - BBCE Wrapped.................3000
Great unopened item, these have sold for as high as $18,000 in recent years. One of the most
popular sets of the era in PSA 9s, this is a superb item. A scarce and extremely desirable box,
this walked into a show and is completely fresh to market. The box and packs are tight and
fine, this came from the original owner! All of the top unopened baseball items through 1980
are from a single source, the gentleman who had these demanded (and received) a king’s ransom of HOF Rookie Cards and Mantles before he would give up this treasure!

Key Lots

18		 1977 Topps		 Unopened Wax Box - BBCE Wrapped
............................1250
One of the most popular sets of the era in PSA 9s and 10s, I remember fondly collecting
these in packs at the time. A scarce and extremely desirable box, this walked into a show
and is completely fresh to market. The packs are tight and fine, this came from the original
owner! All of the top unopened items through 1980 are from a single source, the gentleman
who had these demanded (and received), a king’s ransom of HOF Rookie Cards and Mantles
before he would give up this treasure!

Key Lots

19 Ruth/Gehrig Signed Ball
PSA 4.5...............2000
Very likely signed in the mid-1920s, offered is a mildly toned red and blue stitched Official
League cork center ball. This has three signatures: Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and Paddy Smith.
Mr. Smith was a 1920 Red Sox, but this had to have been signed after that given the style of
the signatures. Oddly enough, Paddy Smith is signed on the sweet spot. An affordable and
fully presentable Ruth/Gehrig signed ball, each signature is 100% displayable as a single
signed baseball. Ruth signed on panel to the left of the sweet spot, PSA graded his autograph
a 5, Gehrig signed to the right of the sweet spot, PSA graded his autograph a 5 as well. PSA
graded the ball itself a 4, with an overall grade of 4.5. Good ball. PSA DNA (full).
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Key Lots

20 1934 Yankees		 Team Ball w/Ruth and Gehrig
7..........................2000
The 1934 Yankees would be the final team to pair Babe Ruth with Lou Gehrig. The Yanks
went 94-60 that season. The offered ball is an evenly toned OAL Harridge model. There are
25 total signatures that vary mildly in darkness. There are seven total HOFers: Ruth, Gehrig,
Lazzeri, Dickey, Gomez, Ruffing and Combs. The sweet spot has a classic Babe Ruth signature, the Lou Gehrig autograph is near the top of one side panel and quite solid as well. The
other signatures vary in darkness, one panel is lighter than the rest of the ball and not easy to
discern. Aside from the HOFers, other autographs on the ball include Red Rolfe, Dixie Walker, Ben Chapman and Johnny Allen (D’1959). Good ball. PSA DNA (full).
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Key Lots

21
1948 Bowman		 George Mikan RC
PSA 3..................2500
A true cornerstone basketball card, it will be interesting to see how these move in price in
the coming years. Offered is a solid PSA 3, notable for rich color and an excellent image.
Centered to the top border, the offered card has clean borders and surfaces, the back is nice
as well. Corner wear keeps this at VG, but the wear is consistent. This is a very pleasing and
attractive 3, now may well be the perfect time to add this great card to your collection given
the market for top cards.

24

Key Lots

22
1961 Fleer 8 Wilt Chamberlain RC
PSA 6..................1000
The ultimate basketball player to so many fans, this is one of the most important basketball
cards ever produced. Notable for a great photo, the offered card is a super sharp 6. The color
and imagery are perfect, the surfaces are perfectly clean. The borders are white, the corners
are all sharp. Centered to the upper right corner, this is a well presented 6.

25

Key Lots

23
1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC
PSA 7..................1000
The ultimate basketball card to so many collectors, offered is a fine 7. With razor sharp corners, perfect color borders and immaculate surfaces, this looks great. Perfectly centered left
to right, mild centering to the top border keeps this at a super sharp 7. Who wants to fill this
titanic hole in their Michael Jordan or NBA Rookie Card collection?
24
1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC
PSA 8..................2000
The ultimate basketball card to a world of collectors, these are always super desirable. Offered is a quality 8, with note to solid centering. Perfectly centered left to right, this is centered just a touch to the top border. The corners are all sharp, with hardly any wear. The red
borders look great, the image of MJ dunking is flawless. This is a very fine and solid 8 to our
eyes.
26

Key Lots

25 		 Jordan, Michael Signed/Framed Superb Peter Max Print
9.5.......................1000
Visually striking, the pictures do not do this justice. One of the best Jordan prints, this is a
low production piece (178/423). Jordan soars into the air in his red Chicago Bulls uniform to
win yet another classic game! The Jordan autograph is huge and absolutely flawless, as nice as
you will ever see, famed artist Peter Max signed this as well. Very nicely matted and framed,
the total size is 28x35. JSA LOA (full).
27

Baseball Cards

Baseball Card Single Graded Cards

26		 1887 N172
Buck Ewing (W/ Mascot, N.Y’s)
PSA Authentic. 375
Fun card with this vital 19th century player, the image is
light but presentable. The card is not bad at all, the back has
mild wear, we thought this was going to be a 1.
27		 1887 N172 Old Judge Jocko Milligan
(SL-Throw-right arm head high) SGC 1.5................ 50
Respectable card, this has a pleasing image and no back
damage. Corner wear is the issue here, this is not bad at all
for the grade.
28		 1887 N172 Old Judge Park Swartzel (Arm out
shoulder high, hands clasped, Kansas Citys) SGC 1.5....... 75
Uncommon team, this card has a nice image. The front is
quite crisp and clean, typical back issues keep this at a 1.5.
Nice card.
29		 1887 N28 Allen and Ginter Caruthers PSA 5...... 100
Ideal 5, this has excellent centering, super clean surfaces and
a superb image. Extremely mild edge wear keeps this at a 5,
the back looks great.
31		 1888 N333 SF Hess Newsboys
		 Hyde			
Beckett AA......... 50
Extremely rare 19th century issue, we do not know what the
alteration is. The condition is extremely rough, with multiple creases and general wear. The back is clean overall, the
image actually is still pretty nice. Good type card.
32		 1888 N403 Yum Yum Tobacco
			 Billy Sunday
SGC A............... 100
One of the great stories in early baseball, Billy Sunday was a
player cum top evangelist preacher in the 1920s. Sunday has
very few cards, this is one of the scarcest. The best our consignor could afford or find, the bottom advertising has been
clipped. The image is slightly out of focus but respectable,
the back has extensive damage. Despite the major condition
issues, when will another one of these come around?
1895 Mayo Cut Plugs
30		 John Clarkson (arm outstretched) SGC 1.5.......... 250
A difficult card to find, this is a desirable HOFer. A perfectly
acceptable 1.5, the image is good, the back has no paper loss.
Creasing, corner wear and general wear keep this at a 1.5
overall, this is not bad at all for the grade.
33			 Buck Ewing (Cincinnati on shirt) PSA 4 mc...... 750
Very desirable card, Ewing is one of the pre-eminent 19th
century HOF baseball players. A key to this revered set, this
is a freshly graded and very sharp looking card. Cut almost
complete to the right border, hence the qualifier. This has a
perfect image, jet black borders and an immaculate image.
The back shows only slight wear, we cannot see any creases
or wrinkles, this is an excellent example of a HOFer from a
most vital 19th century baseball card set.
34		 Charlie Ganzel
PSA 1.................. 75
More like a 2, this has a perfectly clean back and no obvious
creases. General wear on the front of the card is the only real
issue here.
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1895 Mayo Cut Plugs

Baseball Cards

35		 Billy Hamilton
PSA 3................ 550
Very desirable card, this elusive 19th century HOFer has
very few cards. A key to the set, this example has a fine
formal image and attractive black borders. The back looks
great, the corners show very mild and consistent wear. There
are no visible creases or wrinkles, but some general surface
wear is present. Nice card.
36		 Yale Murphy		
PSA 1.................. 75
Bright card has surface wear by the top and bottom border
and is centered heavily to the right. Still, this card is more
like a 2 than a 1. The back has no issues.
37		 1895 Newsboy Cabinets
		 John Ward		
SGC A............... 100
Great 19th century true cabinet card of an important figure
in baseball history, this is just terrific. A HOFer and fascinating person, this card has a slight chip in the bottom
border. We assume this led to the Authentic grade but we
are not certain. The card offers an extremely attractive larger
format image of Ward leaning on his period bat, the condition is not bad at all. The back has some staining but no
paper loss, the surfaces on the front are clean overall.
38		 1907 Lincoln Publishing Philadelphia Athletics
		 Schreckengost
SGC 1............... 150
Great type-card, these are such attractive cards. Mild staining and some light creasing led to the very conservative 1
grade, the card displays much better than that. Unmailed,
the back is quite clean.
39		 1907 Novelty Cutlery Harry Lord PSA 2 mk....... 100
Clean and attractive postcard, this displays quite well.
Scarce issue, this has not been mailed, we do not follow the
qualifier, perhaps pencil was erased.
40		 1908 American League Pub Postcards
		 Joseph Birmingham
PSA 4................ 125
Very attractive postcard issue, these have a great design and
hardly ever come to market. Offered is a very clean 4, the
back looks great, the surfaces are clean. Moderate wear at
the bottom two corners likely led to the 4 grade, nice card.
41		 1908 Rose Postcard Unglaub
PSA Authentic. 150
Great issue, this has been mailed, which led to the Authentic
grade. Some might say the postmark and writing are charming and only enhance the postcard, the front retains good
color and fine imagery.
42		 1909 E97 Briggs Joe Kelly
SGC 2.5............ 190
Classic card, this card has such a fun image. Offered is a very
attractive 2.5, notable for great color and a terrific quality
image. Well centered with consistent corner wear, the back is
clean. Very mild creasing and corner wear keep this at a very
pleasing 2.5.

29
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1909 T204 Ramly

Baseball Cards

43		 Walter Blair		
PSA 5................ 150
Well centered, this is a Highlander pitcher. Clean 5, the
corner wear is very mild, the gold borders look good, solid
card.
44		 Rube Manning
PSA 4................ 100
Tough card, some of these have sold for big prices over the
years. Well centered, this has one fine crease and a nick on
the image. The gold borders look good, the back is clean.
45		 Nap Rucker		
PSA 4................ 100
Popular Brooklyn Dodger pitcher, this is an elusive card.
Well centered with hardly any creasing, the image is fine,
the surfaces are very clean. Solid 4.
46		 Admiral Schlei
PSA 5................ 150
Well centered with solid gold borders, this has a fine image
and displays very well. Nice 5, light corner wear appears to
be the only issue here.
1909-11 T206 Singles
47		 Abstein
PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights).............. 500
Colorful card has no creases, the back has some very subtle
wear and displays well. The corners show typical wear for
the grade, the image and color are strong. This is a very difficult and extremely desirable T206 back that is missing from
all but very advanced T206 collections.
48		 Clark
PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights).............. 500
Brightly colored card, this is centered to the right border.
There is one small crease by the lower right corner, the front
is clean overall. The back has some very subtle wear and
displays well. Carolina Brights are among the most difficult
and attractive T206 backs and are always extremely desirable.
49		 Maddox
PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights).............. 500
Brightly colored card, this has a nick at the upper left corner
on the otherwise very clean front. The back has some very
subtle wear and displays well. Carolina Brights are among
the most difficult and attractive T206 backs and are always
extremely desirable.
50		 McGraw (portrait, with cap)
		
PSA 4 (Sovereign 460 back).............. 300
Fine combination of a key HOFer and a scarce back, nice
card. The offered card is a colorful and attractive 4, with
a fine image, rich color and a clean back. Centered to the
lower right corner, the corner wear is reasonably consistent,
creasing is very minimal.
51		 Myers (Meyers) (fielding)
				
PSA 2 (Carolina Brights)........... 500
Colorful card has an attractive image, creasing and some
general wear keeps this at a 2. The back has some very subtle
wear and displays well. Carolina Brights are among the most
difficult and attractive T206 backs and are always extremely
desirable.
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52		 Phillippe
PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights).............. 500
Colorful card has an attractive image, quality player, the
front is pretty nice. The back has some very subtle wear and
displays well. Carolina Brights are among the most difficult
and attractive T206 backs and are always extremely desirable.
53		 Cy Young (glove shows)
PSA 2................ 300
Very desirable card, this one has particularly good color and
a terrific image. Well centered left to right, it is cut slightly
to the bottom border. The borders are white, the back is
clean. Corner wear and some fine creasing keep this at a
very pleasing and attractive 2; it is amazing how hot this
card has been in recent years.
54		 Ty Cobb (red background)
		
PSA 1.5 (Polar Bear)........... 400
Desirable T206 Cobb, this has the popular Polar Bear back.
Nice card for the grade, this example offers excellent color
and image quality and a clean back. Centered mildly to the
left border, moderate creasing and some general keep this at
a 1.5. Good card.
55		 Ty Cobb Red Background
PSA 1.5 mk....... 300
Freshly graded, this is not bad at all. The Polar Bear back
has a subtle mark but is otherwise clean. The card has a
respectable image, the creasing is very minimal, corner wear
and some general wear keep this at a 1.5. There are just so
many collectors looking for T206 Cobbs in this grade due to
the huge prices, this should be a very popular lot.
56		 1909 W555 Bender, Chief
SGC 4................. 50
Tough card, the cut is good, the image looks nice. Clean
card, we cannot see any creases.
57		 1909 W555 Brown, Mordecai SGC 4................. 50
Elusive card, this has crisp edges and a good cut. The image
is nice, some very fine creasing keeps this at a 4.
58		 1909 W555 Joss, Addie
SGC 5................. 75
Nice card, this has the same image as his T206 card. Very
nicely cut, the borders look great, this looks like a really
nice 5. This is a very tough issue to find in this quality.
59		 1909 W555 McGraw, John
SGC 4................. 50
Fairly well cut with a nice image, the surfaces are clean,
there is hardly any creasing.
60		 1910 E91-C American Caramel
		 Walter Johnson
SGC Authentic... 50
Crisp card is from an original collection, we do not believe
that there are any alterations. The card has crisp corners,
white borders and perfectly clean surfaces. This has a diamond cut as can be found on this issue, the back is miscut
slightly to the left edge. We are not sure why this did not get
a numerical grade, but things are different these days with
the grading companies. This is a very crisp and attractive
early card of the famed Walter Johnson, we hardly ever see
these.
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61		 1910 E91-C American Caramel
		 Honus Wagner
PSA 3................ 500
Scarce and very affordable period Honus Wagner, these
hardly ever come to market. Often found in terrible condition, a 3 is a really good grade for this issue. A fine looking
card, this has terrific centering, clean white borders and
great color. The back is super clean, the corner wear is very
mild and consistent. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles,
but there is a subtle surface scrape at the far right border on
the front.
62		 1911 D304 Brunner’s Bread
		 O’Toole, Marty
SGC 4................. 50
Strong 4, this is well centered with excellent color. The corner wear is not bad at all, the surfaces are clean, we cannot
see any creasing.
63		 1911 D304 Brunner’s Bread
		 Shafer, Arthur
SGC 4.5.............. 50
Fine looking card, this is well centered with excellent color.
We cannot see any creasing, this looks awfully good for the
grade.
64		 1911 E100 Type 1 Nelson, Slim PSA 5................ 450
Very tough PCL issue, these hardly ever come to market.
Often found with major condition issues, a 5 is an amazing
grade for these cards. The offered card has bright color and
white borders, the back looks great, the corner wear is very
mild.
65		 1911 E100 Type 1 Pearce, Bunny PSA 5............ 450
Very tough PCL issue, these hardly ever come to market.
Often found with major condition issues, a 5 is an amazing
grade for these cards. The offered card has terrific color and
white borders, the back looks great, the corner wear is very
light for a 5.
1911 M116 Sporting Life
66		 Eddie Collins (blue)
SGC 3............... 100
Well centered with good color and no creases. The back is
clean, the corners are not bad at all, a nick at the left border
on the front likely kept this at a 3.
67		 Sam Crawford (blue)
SGC 3................. 75
Well centered with great color, corner wear and fine creasing
keep this at a 3.
68		 Hughie Jennings (blue)
SGC 3................. 75
Well centered with a fine image, the color is terrific. The
surfaces are clean, we cannot see any creases, corner wear
appears to be the only issue here.

1911 T3 Turkey Reds

Baseball Cards

69			 16 Johnny Evers
SGC 4............... 150
Neat horizontal pose card, this has great color and clean
surfaces. The corners come to points, the edges are crisp. It
appears that a nick in the bottom border and corner wear at
the upper left corner led to the 4 grade.
70			 35 Joe Tinker
PSA 4................ 250
Generously graded, this has no obvious creases and a fair
amount of corner wear. The image retains good color, the
borders are not bad, there is some mild staining. The back
is clean.
71			 39 Rube Waddell
SGC 1.5............ 200
Elusive T3 HOFer, this is usually missing from collections.
Bright and attractive card, small pinholes by the top center
keep this at a 1.5. There is hardly any creasing, the image
looks very nice.
72			 47 Frank Chance
SGC 5............... 200
Terrific card of HOFer Frank Chance, you have to love this
image. Strong 5, the corners are very solid for the grade, the
edges are crisp and the color is terrific. T3 HOFers are very
hard to find in this quality and are quite desirable.
1914 Cracker Jacks
73			 16 Howie Camnitz
SGC 2................. 60
Not a bad card at all, we cannot see any creasing or major
issues. This has typical toning for the issue and some general
wear, it displays fairly well.
74			 64 Archer		
PSA 2................ 100
Well centered with nice corners, some general wear and a
tiny nick keep this at a 2. The card has an excellent image
and good color.
75			 71 Meyers		
PSA 2................ 100
Nice 2, a back crease is the only real issue here. The image
looks great, there is hardly any staining.
76			 99 Frank Chance
SGC 1............... 200
Very desirable and scarce card, Frank Chance only comes in
the 1914 Cracker Jack set, not the much more common 1915
set. Low grade but not abused, there is a nick in the bottom
border and some creasing and general wear. The card retains
a nice image and good color, the back is not bad at all, outstanding for a 1.
1915 Cracker Jacks
77			 60 Oscar Dugey
SGC 5................. 50
Very nicely centered with good color, this has moderate corner wear only. The image looks great, the borders are clean.
78			 65 Tris Speaker
PSA 3................ 500
Classic Cracker Jack HOF card, you have to love the image.
Colorful card has a fine image and outstanding centering,
creasing keeps this at a 3. The borders and back are clean,
the image quality and centering are the high points of this
card, the corners approach Ex overall and are also fairly
nice.

79			 134 Armando Marsans
SGC 5................. 75
A cult favorite star Cuban player, this is a solid card. Well
centered with four crisp corners, this has white borders and
a fine image, this looks great.
80			 151 George Whitted
SGC 4.5.............. 50
Well centered, this is a fine looking card. We believe a touch
on one corner on the back kept this card a hair below a 5.
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81		 1916 Tango Eggs Bob Bescher SGC 5................. 50
Fun issue, this has excellent color. The corners are solid,
centering to the left border likely kept this at a 5.
82		 1917 E135 Collins McCarthy
		 168 Casey Stengel
SGC 3............... 200
Very fun and seldom offered Casey Stengel card, this one
is a very nice 3. Reasonably well centered with no creasing,
this has a blank back. Wear is only really noticeable at the
bottom two corners on the back, this is a very solid card for
the grade.

83		 1917 Felix Mendelsohn
		 Rogers Hornsby
PSA AA............ 625
Extremely rare card of Rogers Hornsby, these hardly ever
come to market and are super desirable. Arguably a Rookie
Card, this is a special card. Larger format card (just above
4x6), the larger size affords a wonderful image of a so young
Hornsby fielding a ball with the great StL patch on his left
sleeve. The corners all come to solid points, the front of
the card has some very fine creasing and is otherwise quite
clean. The card has been removed from a scrapbook as is
typical for oversize cards from this era, we are not sure why
it was deemed Authentic Altered, perhaps because of the
back. Either way, this is an extremely attractive and scarce
card that looks terrific.
84		 1917 M101-6 Felix Mendelsohn
		 Eddie Collins
SGC 1.5............ 375
Great looking oversize issue, this is a card that hardly ever
comes to market. A terrific image of this underrated HOFer,
this has a perfect photos, strong corners and crisp edges.
A stain on the blank back led to the 1.5 grade, this has a
truly great photo.
85		 1917 M101-6 Felix Mendelsohn
			 Ray Schalk		
SGC 3............... 300
Extremely attractive and scarce oversize issue, the photo of
1919 Black Sox HOFer Ray Schalk looks great. An awfully
nice card for the grade, the edges are crisp, we cannot see
any creases, the corners are not bad at all. There is one nick
in the blank back by the bottom border and slight edge wear
by the upper left corner on the front, the grade may be very
conservative.
86		 1921 Shotwell Manufacturing
		 Eddie Foster		
SGC 3.5............ 250
Very scarce and neat card, you have to love the back. The
card has crisp corners and a fine image, there is one crease.
The back looks good, this is perfect for a very advanced
type-card collection.
87		 1922 Lou Gertentich
		 Elmer Smith		
SGC 3.5............ 250
Very scarce and neat card, you have to love the gorgeous
back design. Well centered with a fine image, this has slight
creasing and is very clean overall. Perfect for a very advanced type-card collection, how often do these ever come
around?
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88		 1925 Ty Cobb Anonymous Postcard
					
SGC Authentic........... 450
Extremely scarce 1920s Ty Cobb card, this the first one that
we have ever seen. Clean and sharp postcard, the edges are
crisp, this is unmailed, the surfaces look to be perfectly
clean. This very neat postcard has an attractive black and
white image of Ty Cobb as the Detroit Tigers player-manager in the center.
89		 1932 U.S. Caramel 5 Combs
SGC 5............... 140
Popular 1927 Yankee HOFer, this is an elusive card. Solid 5,
this has terrific centering and good color. The surfaces are
clean, the corner wear is mild and consistent.
1933 George C Miller
90		 Averill		
PSA 1................ 110
Scarce issue, this has great color and a fine image. Creasing
keeps this at a 1, the back is clean, there are no technical
flaws here.
91		 Cronin		
PSA 1................ 110
Colorful card has a fine image, the card has creasing that
does not crack the paper. The back is clane, there are no
technical flaws, this is much more like a 2 than a 1.
92		 Gehringer		
PSA 2................ 225
Tougher card, this has a great image. There is hardly any
creasing, the surfaces are clean. Corner wear and some general wear keep this at a 2, this displays well for the grade.
93		 Simmons, Al		
SGC 1.5............ 140
Well centered with rich color and and a fine image, the
back has no issues; creasing keeps this at a 1.5.
94		 Terry, Bill		
SGC 1.5............ 110
Cut to the top border, the image is really nice. The creasing
is mainly noticeable on the back, this is a very nice card for
the grade.
1933 Goudeys
95			119 Hornsby
PSA 3................ 100
An ideal 3, this has excellent centering and no creases or
wrinkles. The color is terrific, the surfaces are clean, the corner wear is mild and consistent. It is no wonder that these
have been exploding in price in recent years given the
player and the set.
96			138 Pennock
SGC 4................. 50
Solid 4, this is reasonably well centered with good color.
This has one very fine back crease, the surfaces are clean.
97			217 Crosetti
SGC 5................. 50
Popular card, this one is exceptionally well centered. Clean
5, this has good color and only slight corner wear, very nice.
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98			 223 Dizzy Dean
PSA 4................ 450
Beloved HOFer, this is a key to the great 1933 Goudey set.
A white-hot set in recent years, it will be interesting to see
where these trade at in a year or two. Offered is a well centered, colorful and attractive 4. The image is very nice, the
card has slight toning and very mild and consistent corner
wear. The back is quite vibrant and nice, we cannot see any
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification.

1933 Sport Kings

Baseball Cards

99			 1 Ty Cobb
PSA 1................ 200
Elusive Ty Cobb card, a key to this great set. The offered
card has no technical flaws and is well centered. Creasing
and corner wear keep this at a 1, this is low grade but not
abused, not bad at all for a 1.
100			 9 Blood		
SGC 7................. 25
Well centered with four very sharp corners, fine 7.
101			 37 Madison
SGC 5.5.............. 25
Very sharp and clean, this high number card looks to be
very conservatively graded.
102		 1933 Tattoo Orbit Andrews
SGC 5.5.............. 30
Fine 5.5, this is well centered, with bright color and clean
surfaces.
103		 1933 Tattoo Orbit Grove, Lefty PSA 6................ 250
Elusive card of this cult favorite and historically great HOF
pitcher, we hardly ever see these. Offered is a solid 6, with
bright white borders, excellent color and only very light
corner wear.
104		 1933 Uncle Jack’s Candy Chuck Klein PSA 4...... 150
Tougher grade, this is well centered with crisp corners. The
surfaces are clean, the card looks very nice. Slight wear at
the upper left corner is present, this seems like an awfully
conservative grade to our eyes.
105		 1933 Uncle Jack’s Candy Bill Terry PSA 3........... 100
Tough card, I cannot remember the last time we had one of
these. Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, this
is a terrific 3. The corner wear is not bad at all, the image is
very nice, the surfaces are clean.
1934-6 Diamond Stars
106			 25
Berger		SGC 6.5.............. 20
Sharp and well centered, this is a very strong card for the
grade.
107			 35
Averill		SGC 6.5.............. 50
Crisp and quite clean, this has hardly any wear. Well centered with good color, these are so undervalued.
108			 54.1 Greenberg
SGC 2.5............ 150
White hot card of late, the offered card is a pleasing, well
centered 2.5. The color is good, the card has slight toning
and some general wear, there is one crease, the back is clean.
Hank Greenberg cards, especially from this era, are always
very desirable.
109			 66
Medwick
SGC 5................. 50
Crisp card has four solid corners, but is centered to the
right border. The color is good.
110			 68
Leslie		
SGC 8................. 30
Superb 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners
and great color.

111			 83
P. Waner
SGC 5................. 50
Very solid 5, this is much more like a 5. The corners come
to points, the centering is good, the image looks great.
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112		 1935 Goudey Babe Ruth
PSA 2.5............. 500
High quality card for the grade, this has no creasing, good
centering and nice color. The images look great, the back is
fine. Corner wear, which is consistent, appears to be the only
issue here. Please note, these are more condition sensitive
than Ruth’s other Goudey cards in our experience.
116		 1939 Play Ball 26 Joe DiMaggio PSA 3............. 500
Classic early Joe DiMaggio card, the handsome portrait
image really makes this card. Well centered and quite clean,
this is an absolutely ideal card for the grade. The back is
clean, the borders are white, some very fine creasing keeps
this at a very attractive 3 grade.
117		 1939 Play Ball 26 Joe DiMaggio PSA 4.5........... 600
Classic Joe DiMaggio card, this has such a great image. The
offered card is terrific for the grade, it starts with an uncommonly bright and clean image and excellent centering. The
corners come to points, the surfaces are quite clean, the back
is perfect. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under
magnification. There is very subtle wear at the extreme top
and bottom borders in one spot. This truly has one of the
nicest images that we have ever seen on this card. These have
been appreciating rapidly in recent years.
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113		 1935 Goudey Jackson/Terry
PSA 6.................. 50
Fine 1935 Goudey card with two HOFers, this is well centered with only slight corner wear.

114		 1935 Schutter-Johnson
		 7
Rogers Hornsby
SGC 4............... 200
A very tough Rogers Hornsby card, we hardly ever see these.
Well centered, this has only very minute creasing. The card
has good color and clean surfaces, the corner wear is consistent.
115		 1937 R314 Brown Sepia
		 Joe DiMaggio
PSA 2................ 275
Some call this 1936, making it a Rookie, otherwise 1937.
A scarce card from an underrated subset, this is nicer than
most that trade. The image of a so young DiMaggio is beautiful. The card has mild corner wear, a clean back and only
slight creasing. Much more like a 3 or a 4 than a 2, the grade
is a bit harsh in our opinion, this card displays quite well.
118		 1946 Remar Bread 10 Casey Stengel PSA 8......... 175
Neat PCL card of the legendary Stengel, the condition is
outstanding. Well centered and super sharp, these seem so
undervalued in today’s market.
119		 1947 Smiths Oakland Oaks
		 1
Casey Stengel
PSA 8................ 125
Neat PCL card of the legendary Stengel, the condition is
outstanding. Well centered and super sharp, these seem so
undervalued in today’s market.
120		 1948 Bowman 6 Berra RC
PSA 6................ 750
A terrific condition Yogi Rookie, these almost always come
in very low grade. Freshly graded, this has a terrific image.
The corners come to points, the centering is quite good, the
borders are clean. This is one of the cleanest Berra Rookies
that we have seen in years.
121		 1948 Bowman 36 Stan Musial RC PSA 4.......... 300
Key card, this has a perfect image and clean surfaces. The
corners come to solid points, we cannot see any creases or
wrinkles. Centered heavily to the left border as is typical,
hence the 4 grade.
122		 1948 Bowman 36 Stan Musial RC PSA 5.5........ 800
Vital Rookie Card, this one is notable for a particularly fine
photo. Clean card, the corners come to points but show only
very slight wear. Centered to the left border, the surfaces are
quite clean, this displays very well.
1948 Leafs
123			 4 Stan Musial RC
PSA 3................ 150
Very fine looking card, this might have the best color that
we have ever seen on one of these. Well centered overall, this
has no visible creases or wrinkles. There are no print issues,
the surfaces are quite clean. The corners show only mild and
consistent wear, this is simply a superb card for the grade.
124			 27
125			 28
126			 31
127			 50
129			 73

Harris
Hegan
Brissie
Wakefield
Seerey

PSA 7.................. 25
PSA 7.................. 25
PSA 7.................. 25
PSA 7.................. 25
PSA 7.................. 25
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1948 Leafs
131			 77 Smalley RC
135			128 Rosar
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PSA 7.................. 25
PSA 7.................. 25

128			 59 Appling
PSA 6.................. 30
Sharp card has four strong corners, the color is good. The
card has a little bit of a print, it is a very solid 6 overall to
our eyes.
130			 76 Ted Williams
PSA 3................ 100
Elusive Ted Williams card, the offered lot has great color
and a particularly fine image. Fine 3, this has a great front
with no creases. Centered to the right border, the corner
wear is not bad at all. There are no print issues, the back is
clean, with some tiny paper wrinkles that keep this at a 3.
This looks great for the grade.
132			 91 Kiner RC
PSA 6................ 140
Centered slightly to the lower right corner, this has strong
color and a good image. The corners are quite sharp, there
is a slight toning spot by the upper left corner.
133			 97 Marion		
PSA 7.................. 40
Superb 7, this has great color and four very sharp corners.
Centered slightly to the left border, fine 7.
134			 117 Joe Gordon
PSA 6.................. 75
Underrated card of this HOFer with very few cards, this is
a solid card. Centered slightly to the right, this has crisp
corners and good color.
136			 136 Aberson Variations (2)
Both variations, each is a PSA 6.

PSA 6.................. 30

138		 1949 Bowman 24 Musial
PSA 5................ 325
A key to the set, this is a very popular and likely undervalued card. Great looking 5, this has excellent centering, rich
color and perfect image quality. The back looks great, the
corner wear is extremely minimal for the grade, this is
much more like a 6 than a 5.
139		 1949 Bowman 29 Kiner
PSA 7.................. 25
Ideal 7, this is well centered with four sharp corners and
perfect color.
140		 1949 Bowman 50 Jackie Robinson PSA 3......... 600
Gorgeous 3, this has rich color, perfect centering and super
clean surfaces. Reasonably well centered, we cannot see any
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The back is
clean, the corner wear is mild and consistent. It would be
extremely difficult to find a nicer 3 of this vital Jackie card.
141		 1952 Berk Ross Joe DiMaggio PSA 5................ 150
One of my favorite DiMaggio cards, this is very nice 5. Very
conservative grade, this is crisp and clean, with quality
corners and a perfect image. Reasonably well centered, this
looks to be a half a grade too low to our eyes. Solid card.
143		 1952 Bowman 196 Musial
SGC 4.5.............. 50
Centered to the right border with no visible creases or wrinkles, moderate corner wear keeps this a click below a 5.
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137		 1948 Swell Sport Thrills
		 3
Jackie Robinson
PSA 3................ 500
Super hot card, these have exploded in price in recent
years. Not easy to find, this is the key to this unique set. The
offered card is well centered with just one corner line. The
surfaces are clean, the image is very nice. The back is clean,
the borders and surfaces look good. The corner wear is not
bad at all, this is a terrific condition card for the grade.

142		 1952 Bowman 101 Mantle
PSA 4................ 500
Only Mantle’s second-year card, this is a classic. A super hot
card of lot, this one is presented in an affordable 4 grade.
Clean card, this has good color and a nice image. Centered
to the left border, the corners come to slight points and are
not bad at all. There is a corner line at the upper left corner,
the card presents very well overall.
144		 1952 Coke Tip Test Issue
		 Phil Rizzuto		
PSA 5.............. 1000
Great card, this is the first one that we have had in years. So
scarce, this also happens to be among the most attractive in
the set. Bright and clean, this has vivid period imagery and
a very fresh look. Perfectly cut, extremely, extremely minute
wear keeps this at a gorgeous 5. The back is perfect, it would
be almost impossible to improve on the quality of this rare
and just super cool test issue card that was not issued with
the rest of the set.
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145			 82 Pillette
PSA 8.................. 75
Terrific 8, this is well centered with vivid color and four
sharp corners.
146			 87 Coogan
PSA 8.................. 50
Very sharp 8, this has gorgeous color, moderate centering
to the left border keeps this from grading higher.
147			 107 Ryan
PSA 7.................. 25
Horizontal card, this is centered slightly to the right
border with four square corners.
148			 111 Lowrey
PSA 8.................. 70
Sharp and fine, the surfaces are super clean, this is centered
slightly to the left border.
149			 118 Raffsenberger
PSA 8................ 105
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a great
looking 8.
150			 124 Kennedy
PSA 8.................. 60
Very well centered for this card, the corners are sharp, the
color is terrific.
151			 216 Ashburn
PSA 8................ 240
Great looking card of this popular HOFer, the color and
image quality are superb. Well centered with four sharp
corners, this is a fine looking 8.
152			 235 Dropo
PSA 8................ 105
Very attractive horizontal card, this has four sharp
corners, terrific color and solid centering.
153			 237 Coleman
PSA 8.................. 90
Beautiful card, the image is gorgeous, the color is superb.
Reasonably well centered with four sharp corners, this is
a terrific 8.
154			 244		

PSA 6.................. 10

155			 248 Shea
PSA 8.................. 75
Strikingly well centered for this card, this will be an upgrade
for most of you. Fine 8, this has four sharp corners and
superb color.
156			 261 Mays
PSA 2................ 500
Vital Willie Mays card, a key to the most important Topps
set and naturally a very hot card in this market. Offered is
an extremely attractive 2, this has gorgeous color and a superb image. Centered to the bottom border, there is hardly
any creasing. Wear on the left edge in two spots keeps this at
a 2. The back is clean, this is a very fine card for the grade.
157			 283 Masi
PSA 8.................. 60
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has great color
and has outstanding eye appeal.
158			 351 Alvin Dark
PSA 7................ 100
Tougher high number, this has four sharp corners, good
color and clean white borders. Centered mildly to the lower
right corner, the card displays very well.
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1952 Topps Canadian (gray back)

159			 131 Morrie Martin
PSA 3................ 275
Pleasing 3, there are no obvious creases. Very well cut for the
issue, the corners show mild wear. The surfaces are clean,
this is centered mildly to the upper right corner.
A 3 is actually a high grade for these cards!
160			 132 Clyde Kluttz
PSA 3................ 125
Clean 3, this has a fine image and no obvious creases. The
color and image are nice, the corners show mild and consistent wear. Centered to the left border, this presents as a
perfectly acceptable 3, which is very good for these cards.
161			 135 Dixie Howell
PSA 3................ 190
Neat horizontal card, this is centered to the bottom border.
The image looks good, the surfaces are clean. Wear at the
lower right corner keeps this at a 3, the card has good eye
appeal.
162			 136 Johnny Schmitz
PSA 2.5............. 190
Brooklyn Dodger player, this has good color and excellent
centering. A fair amount of corner wear at the top two corners keep this at an attractive 2.5, pleasing card.
163			 138 Bill MacDonald
PSA 3 mc.......... 125
Cut completely to the right border, this has a nice image
and clean surfaces.
164			 139 Ken Wood
PSA 2.................. 90
Red Sox pitcher, this is centered heavily to the lower right
corner. A fair amount of corner wear keeps this at a 2,
this is not bad at all for the grade.
165			 141 Clint Hartung
PSA 4................ 225
Centered to the left border, this has rich color and a fine image. The borders are white, this displays well. Corner wear
keeps this at a 4, which is a very good grade for these cards.
166			 142 Harry Perkowski
PSA 4................ 200
Clean 4, this has mild corner wear and clean surfaces.
Centered mildly to the left border, this is a perfectly acceptable PSA 4 from these very condition sensitive cards.
167			 145 Joe Haynes
PSA 3................ 190
Colorful card, it has a nice image and a clean look and feel.
Cenetered to the lower right corner, the grade appears
to be a bit conservative to our eyes.
168			 147 Bob Young
PSA 3................ 200
Attractive card has good color and a fine image. Centered to
the lower right corner, consistent corner wear keeps this at a
nice 3.
169			 149 Dick Kryhoski
PSA 3................ 225
Centered heavily to the right border, this has rich color and
a fine image. The corner wear is not bad at all, the surfaces
appear to be clean.
170			 152 Al Evans
PSA 3................ 175
Attractive 3, this has a nice image, good color and clean
surfaces. Centered to the left border, the corner wear is not
bad at all.
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171			 153 Bob Rush
PSA 4................ 200
Fairly well centered with rich color and a terrific image, this
is a really nice PSA four. The corner wear is very mild, this
looks great for the grade.
172			 157 Bob Usher
PSA 5 mc.......... 125
Miscut to the right border, this has good color and a nice
image.
173			 158 Eddie Waitkus
PSA 4................ 300
Cult favorite player, the real life inspiration for Roy Hobbs
of The Natural. Solid 4, this has a nice image and clean
surfaces. Very well centered for the issue, this has only mild
corner wear. This should be a very popular card.
174			 159 Saul Rogovin
PSA 3 mc.......... 140
Cut fully to the right border, the card has an attractive
image and otherwise displays well.
175			 161 Bud Byerly
PSA 4 mc.......... 225
Colorful card, this is heavily cut to the right border. The
card retains a fine image and otherwise displays very well.
176			 163 Stan Rojek
PSA 5................ 350
Strong card, a 5 is a super high grade card for this issue.
Reasonably well centered with light corner wear, the card
has rich color and a fine image.
177			 166 Paul LaPalme
PSA 2.5............. 120
Extremely well centered with a nice image, alas corner
wear keeps this at a 2.5.
178			 168 Charlie Silvera
PSA 1................ 100
Well centered with a nice image, a small scrape on the
back keeps this at a 1.
179			 169 Howie Judson
SGC 1.................. 75
Well centered and awfully nice for the issue, we do not
follow the grade at all here.
180			 170 Gus Bell
PSA 4 mc.......... 125
Quality player, this has rich color and a fine image. Cut
heavily to the bottom border, this has a slight diamond cut.
The surfaces are clean, this displays very well.
181			 172 Eddie Miksis
PSA 4................ 500
A very tough card, this has an excellent image and a clean
look and feel. Centered to the lower left corner, the corner
wear is very mild, the borders are clean. Solid 4.

182			 173 Roy Smalley
PSA 3................ 200
His Rookie Card, this has a terrific image and clean surfaces.
Centered heavily to the right border, mild corner wear keeps
this at a nice 3.
183			 178 Cass Michaels
PSA 1.................. 90
Reasonably well centered with mild corner wear, mild back
damage by the upper right corner on the back keeps this
at a 1.
184			 179 Frank Smith
PSA 1 mc.......... 110
Cut to the right border, this has rich color; tape and a full
cut to the right border led to the 1 mc grade.
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185			 183 Erv Dusak
PSA 2................ 100
Centered to the right border, this has good color and a nice
image. The corner wear is not bad at all for the grade, the
back has slight wear in one spot.
186			 184 Bob Ramazotti
PSA 3 mc.......... 110
Bright and colorful card, corner wear and a full cut to the
right border led to the grade.
187			 185 Bill Nicholson
PSA 3................ 110
Fine 3, this has quality centered, rich color and mild wear.
This is an ideal type-card.
188			 186 Walt Masterson
PSA 2................ 140
Well centered, clipping on the two corners keep this at a 2.
189		 187 Bob Miller
PSA 3................ 200
Terrific 3, this has excellent centering, fine centering and
rich color. The corner wear is very mild, this looks great for
the grade.
190		 1953 Bowman B/W 36 Piersall PSA 7.................. 15
1953 Bowman Color
191			 33 Reese		
PSA 6................ 150
Vital and great 1950s card, these seem so undervalued. Often found with major centering issues, the offered card has
outstanding centering. Crisp and clean with square corners,
this has bright white borders and looks terrific.
192			 44 Bauer/Berra/Mantle
SGC 6............... 125
Classic card, this has four sharp corners and looks awfully
good for a 6. Centered slightly to the lower right corner, the
borders are white, the image is terrific.
193			 55 Durocher

PSA 7.................. 20

194			 59 Mantle		
PSA 3................ 300
Gorgeous 3, this has outstanding centering, a nice image
and no visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The corner wear is very mild, the back is clean, this
does look to be a grade too low. This is an awfully, awfully
fine card for the grade.
195			124 Dressen

PSA 7.................. 20
1953 Topps

197			 10 Burgess SP
PSA 7.................. 20
Sharp and nicely centered, this is a solid 7.
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203		 1954 Bowman 65 Mantle
PSA 6................ 750
Classic 1950s Mantle card, these are not easy to find in this
quality. A beautiful card, this has a flawless image, great color and no print lines. The borders are white, the corners all
come to solid points. Centered slightly to the bottom border
and just about 50/50 left to right, this is an awfully nice card
for the grade.
1953 Topps
196			 1 Jackie Robinson
PSA 4................ 300
Classic Jackie card, the color and image are terrific. Solid
card, this has typical centering to the left border. We have
examined the card closely under magnification and do not
follow the grade. The corners come to solid points, the lower
left is slightly soft. The grade appears to be a click low on
this fine looking card.
198			 82 Mantle		
PSA 3................ 600
Great card, this is one of Mantle’s most attractive cards.
Offered is an ideal 3, this has great centering, rich color
and a perfect image. There are no creases, just a line by one
corner on the back. The borders and surfaces are clean, the
corner wear is moderate and consistent. The back looks
good, it will be interesting to see where these go pricewise
over the next few years.
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199			 138 Kell		
PSA 7.................. 40
Very sharp card, this has strong corners. The red border
looks great, centering to the left border keeps this at a 7.
200			 141 A. Reynolds
PSA 7.................. 40
Condition sensitive card, this has four sharp corners and
a terrific image. Centered mildly to the left border, strong
card.
201			 244 Mays		
PSA 2................ 200
Key card, a tough high number, these are undervalued in
our opinion. Quality 2, this has good centering and no
creases. Corner wear and general wear keep this at a 2, the
back is fine, there are no technical defects.
202		 1954 Bowman 65 Mantle
PSA 4................ 200
Fine 4, this has crisp corners, a perfect image and no print
issues. Centered to the left border, this has a nice look to it.
A fine paper wrinkle on the back likely led to the 4 grade,
solid card.
1954 Topps
204			 1
Ted Williams
PSA 6................ 150
Very condition sensitive card, it is not easy to find such a
sharp example. Centered to the right border, the offered
card has four strong corners, white borders and immaculate
surfaces. Nice 6.
205			 10 Jackie Robinson
PSA 5................ 550
Hot card, these usually have major centering issues. The
offered lot has rich color and a perfect image. The centering
is outstanding, light and consistent corner wear keep this at
a very attractive 5.
206			 17 Rizzuto
PSA 6.................. 30
Sharp and clean, this has bright color and clean white borders. Mild centering to the right border may have led to the
conservative 6 grade, clean card.
207			 30 Mathews
PSA 6.................. 30
Really tough grade, this has four very sharp corners and
is awfully nice. A 7 to our eyes, PSA was too tough on this
clean card.
208			 45 Ashburn
PSA 8................ 125
Classic 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners.
The card has great color and a clean white background.
The image is terrific.
209			 128 Hank Aaron RC
PSA 1................ 500
An ideal 1, this has no technical flaws, excellent color and
no back damage. Well centered, this has a very nice image.
Creasing and corner wear is present of course, it would be
very hard to find a nicer 1 than the offered card.
210			 128 Hank Aaron RC
PSA 3................ 900
Great 3 for an Aaron Rookie, the offered card has great centering and a gorgeous image. The color is superb, the corner
wear is not bad at all. The back is clean, we cannot see any
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification.
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211			 23 Kaline		
PSA 7.................. 25
Only his second-year card, this has perfect centering.
Sharp and clean, this is a terrific quality 7.
212			 202 Mickey Mantle
PSA 4.5............. 400
Extremely attractive card, this has gorgeous color and a
terrific image. Well centered with rich brown borders, we
cannot see any creases or wrinkles. The corners show only
light wear, the grade appears to be conservative. Classic
1950s Mantle card, this is one of my personal favorites.
213			 202 Mickey Mantle
PSA 5.5............. 600
Classic 1950s Mantle card, this is always one of my personal
favorites. Offered is a super colorful 5.5, notable for a superb image. The brown borders are rich and clean, the card
has a very fresh feel to it. Reasonably well centered, slight
corner wear keeps this at a very nice 5.5.
1955 Topps
214			 2
Ted Williams
SGC 5.5............ 100
Very fine card for the grade, the corners come to points. The
image is perfect, the color is strong, the borders are white.
Centered to the lower right corner, we feel this should have
graded a 6. Strong card.
215			 2
Ted Williams
PSA 6................ 125
A superb 6, this has outstanding centering, respectable corners and perfect white borders. The image looks great, this
is not an easy card to find with such high quality centering.
This will look great in almost any 55 Toppss set.
216			 47 Aaron		
SGC 5.5............ 400
Only Aaron’s second-year card, these are very popular and
undervalued. The offered card has an outstanding image,
bright color and four solid corners. Centered to the top
border, this is a very fine card for the grade.
217			 47 Aaron		
PSA 5................ 500
Extremely well centered 5, this is very difficult to find.
Bright and clean card, this has strong color and no print
issues. The corners show only mild wear, this is an ideal card
for the grade.
218			 50 Jackie Robinson
PSA 6................ 150
Very popular Jackie card, this is from his only World Series
Championship team. Often found with major condition issues, the offered card has respectable centering, four square
corners, rich color, a perfect image and clean white borders.
Solid 6.
219			 123 Koufax RC
SGC 5............... 200
Very conservatively graded, we feel this should have been
a 6. The offered card is bright, crisp and clean. The image
looks great, there is hardly any print. The borders are white,
the corners are Ex-Mt to our eyes. This is a very fine looking
Koufax Rookie.
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220			 123 Koufax RC
SGC 5.5............ 225
Extremely well centered with good color, this is a very strong
card for the grade. The corners all come to sharp points, the
borders are white, the color is vibrant. The card has some
very slight print, we feel this should have graded at least a 6.
221			 124 Killebrew RC
Beckett 6.5.......... 75
Great looking card, this has perfect color, a superb image
and no print. Reasonably well centered, this has four very
solid corners, bright white borders and super clean surfaces.
222			 164 Clemente RC
PSA 2................ 300
Fine 2, this will be a very popular lot as it has amazing centering. Attractive card, this retains rich original color and
a fine image. There is hardly any creasing, the surfaces are
clean, the corner wear is consistent. It would be almost impossible to find a nicer Clemente Rookie card for the grade.
223			 164 Clemente RC
PSA 3................ 500
Fine 3, this has rich color, a terrific image and no visible
creases or wrinkles. Centered to the bottom border as is
typical, the surfaces are clean. The corner wear is not bad at
all, this is a pleasing 3.
224		1955 Topps Doubleheader
		 111 Killebrew/Podres
SGC 3................. 50
Unperforated and very clean, this has no creasing, it may
have been slightly folded at one time, this looks awfully
good for a 3.
1956 Topps
225			 5
Ted Williams
PSA 5.................. 75
Classic card this is reasonably well centered. The borders are
white, the color is perfect, the corner wear is very mild and
consistent, this is a solid 5.
226			 30 Jackie Robinson
PSA 3.5............... 60
Very popular card, this has rich color and hardly any creasing. 15 is written on the back by the top border, PSA must
have missed this.
227			 30 Jackie Robinson
PSA 5................ 150
Jackie’s last card, a classic. Solid 5, this has crisp corners and
clean surfaces. Centered to the left border, this has a clean
white back.
228			 31 Aaron 		
SGC 5.5............ 150
One of my favorite Aaron cards, this example is absolutely
ideal for the grade. Beautifully centered with clean white
borders, the corners show only very slight wear. The borders
are white, the color is perfect. You cannot do better than this
for a 5.5, strong card.
229			 31 Aaron		
SGC 6 (wb)....... 200
Sharp card, this has four square corners and white borders.
Centered mildly to the right border, the color is terrific,
the back is quite clean. Solid 6.
230			 33 Clemente
SGC 4................. 50
Very popular card, this has four strong corners, perfect
color and clean surfaces. We do not see any creases, heavy
centering to the left border likely kept this at a 4.

231			 33 Clemente
PSA 5.5............. 100
Only his second card, these seem so undervalued. Offered is
a solid Ex Plus card, with a clean white back. The centering
is good, the borders are white, the color is excellent,
the corner wear is very mild.
232			 72 Phillies TC
PSA 8.................. 30
Perfect for a high grade set, this is well centered with four
sharp corners.
233			 79 Koufax		SGC 5................. 75
Well centered and awfully fine for the grade, this looks
great. The borders are white, the color is perfect, the corners
show very little wear for a 5. The back is a bright and clean
white back.
234			 95.2 Braves TC Ctd
PSA 7.................. 25
Reasonably well centered, the corners all come to solid
points.
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235			 130 Mays
SGC 5................. 75
Gorgeous 5, this has excellent centering, bright white borders, perfect color and four square corners. The grade seems
very low to us, there is a hint of wear by one corner on the
back, this is awfully, awfully nice for a 5.
236			 135 Mantle
PSA 3............... 200
Classic Mantle card, these are always super popular. Offered
is a very colorful 3, the image really pops on this one. Minor
creasing and corner wear keep this at a 3, the card has good
centering and displays well.
237			 135 Mantle
PSA 3............... 200
Vital and super popular Mantle card, these are always in
high demand. The offered card has excellent centering,
bright color and clean white borders. Corner wear appears
to be the main issue here, there is hardly any creasing, this
presents very well for the grade.
238			 135 Mantle
PSA 4............... 300
Classic Mantle card, these are always super popular. Solid 4,
this has clean white borders. The color is good, the corner
wear is very light for the grade. We cannot see any creases or
wrinkles, even under magnification. Solid 4.
239			 140 Score RC

PSA 7................. 15

240			 200 Feller
PSA 8............... 150
Very popular card, this has four sharp corners, great color
and clean white borders. Centered slightly to the right border, nice 8.
241		 Checklist 2/4
PSA 7................. 50
Fine 7, this is well centered with four square corners.
This is an ideal card to add to any quality 1956 Topps set.
242		 1956 Topps Pins 42 Jackie Robinson PSA 6........ 275
Scarce in condition, these do not trade very often. The last
sale for a 6 was in early 2021 for $1,200. The offered pin has
great color and a terrific image. We hardly see any wear, this
looks like a really nice 6. This has the same image as Jackie’s
classic 1956 Topps card, from Jackie’s final year in baseball.
1957 Topps
243			 10 Mays
SGC 5................. 50
Beautifully centered with clean white borders, this is an
awfully nice card for the grade. Conservatively graded, very
light wear at the upper left corner may have led to the tough
5 grade. The image and color are terrific.
244			 20 Aaron
PSA 6............... 275
Very popular Aaron card, this has a fine image and clean
white borders. The corners come to solid points, typical
centering to the lower right corner keeps this at a 6.
245			 35 F. Robinson RC
SGC 5.5.............. 75
Crisp and quite clean, this is another conservative grade.
Reasonably well centered with bright white borders and
excellent color, very slight corner wear led to the tough 5
grade. Solid card.

1957 Topps

246			 76 Clemente
SGC 7................. 75
Very popular card, this has strong centering, excellent color
and a fine image. The corners come to solid points, this is a
fine looking 7 to our eyes.
247			 95 Mantle
PSA 5............... 200
Classic Mantle card, this is the absolute key to this super
popular set. The offered card has excellent centering, a
fine image and clean white borders. The surfaces are clean,
corner wear keeps this at a 5.
248			 95 Mantle
PSA 6............... 300
Classic Mantle card, this is the absolute key to this super
popular set. Strong 6, this has four solid corners. The borders are white, the surfaces are clean, the image looks great.
Centered mildly to the right border, the back looks great.
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249			 212 Colavito RC
PSA 7................. 30
Sharp 7, this has a terrific image and clean surfaces. Popular
card, this is centered mildly to the top border.
250			 212 Colavito RC
PSA 7................. 30
Very popular player and card, this has four sharp corners
and quality centering. The card has bright white borders and
a terrific image.
251			 302 Koufax
SGC 5.5.............. 75
Key card, these are always desirable. Another very conservatively graded card, SGC has gotten a bit brutal lately with
some of these grades. The offered lot has four sharp corners,
bright white borders, perfect color and no print issues.
Centered mildly to the lower right corner, this is another
awfully nice card for the grade.

1958 Topps

259			 30.1 Aaron
PSA 5.5.............. 50
Very popular Aaron card, this is conservatively graded. Well
centered with great color, the corners come to points, the
borders are white. This is an exceptional quality card for the
grade to our eyes.
260			 30.2 Aaron Yellow Letter
PSA 6............... 125
Very tough grade, this has four sharp corners, rich color and
clean white borders. The image looks great, this has quality
centering and is one of the nicest examples of this card that
we have seen in years.

252			 328 B. Robinson RC
SGC 5.5............ 100
Super popular card, an absolute key to this beloved set. This
is a terrific card for the grade, as it has corners that come to
points, perfect color, clean white borders and a super fresh
look. Centered mildly to the right border, this is an ideal
card for the grade. The offered card will look great in your
clean 1957 Topps set.
253			 407 Berra/Mantle
SGC 6.5............ 150
Classic card, this has exceptional centering. Ideal 6, this has
bright white borders, perfect color and four square corners.
This will look great in almost any 1957 Topps set.
254			 407 Berra/Mantle
PSA 6............... 200
Classic card, this has rich color and a fine image. The
corners come to solid points, typical centering to the right
border keeps this at a 6.
255		 Contest June 22
PSA 7................. 25
Sharp card has outstanding centering, this is a terrific 7.
256		 1958 Hires with tab 44 Hank Aaron PSA 7......... 500
Gorgeous card, these are just so cool. Not easy to find
in quality condition, offered is a gorgeous 7. Beautifully
centered, this has perfect color, sharp edges and super clean
surfaces. The corners come to solid points, the back looks
great.
1958 Topps
257			 5
Mays
PSA 6............... 100
Exceptionally well centered, this is a gorgeous 6. It is so hard
to find this card in this quality, the color and image look
great, there are no print issues. The corners come to points,
you cannot do better than this for a 6.
258			 5
Mays
SGC 6.5............ 100
Crisp and clean, this has four solid corners, great color
and a very fresh look. Centered to the bottom border, this
displays very well.
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261			 47 Maris RC
SGC 5............... 100
Super sharp card, this has strong corners and great color.
Centered to the right border, this very popular card is much
more like a 6 than a 5.
262			 47 Maris RC
PSA 6............... 150
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has a terrific
image and great color. The borders are white, the surfaces
are quite clean. This is the nicest Maris Rookie 6 that we may
have ever seen or handled, the winning bidder should really
enjoy this fine looking card.
263			 52.1 Clemente
SGC 6............... 100
Well centered with exceptional color, this looks great.
The corners come to solid points, the borders are white,
the surfaces are super clean. Solid 6.
264			 52.1 Clemente Yellow Letter
PSA 5............... 100
Desirable variation, this has rich color and a superb image.
Well centered and very clean, the corners come to points. A
tiny nick at the very top border keeps this at a 5, solid card.
265			 150 Mantle
PSA 6............... 100
Superb 6, this has rich color and an image that really pops.
The corners come to solid points, the borders are white,
the centering is fully acceptable for the grade.
266			 150 Mantle
PSA 6............... 150
The key to the set, this has four very solid corners, rich
color and clean white borders. Centered to the right border,
this is a quality 6.
267			 187 Koufax
SGC 6.5.............. 50
Another very conservatively graded card, this has four solid
corners, perfect color and a superb image. The corners come
to points, the borders are white, the surfaces are super clean.
268			 288 Killebrew
SGC 6................. 30
Beautifully centered with square corners, this is a terrific 6.
269			 343 Cepeda RC
PSA 6................. 50
Nicely centered with great color, this is an awfully nice 6.
The corners come to strong points, this is a conservative
grade to our eyes.
270			 418 Mantle/Aaron
PSA 6............... 100
A true classic, this is reasonably well centered. The image
looks great, there are no print issues. The corners come to
points, the borders are white, this is a solid 6.
271			 440 Mathews

SGC 7................. 15

272			 485 Ted Williams AS
SGC 7................. 40
Undervalued in this quality, this is reasonably well centered
with four square corners. This has no print issues, the borders are white, this is a nice 7.
273			 487 Mantle AS
PSA 7................. 50
Very sharp card, this has four strong corners, rich color and
no print issues. Well centered, this is a very high-end 7 to
our eyes.

274			 487 Mantle AS
PSA 8............... 100
Outstanding quality, this might have been a 9 a few years
back! Extremely well centered, this has four super sharp
corners, perfect white borders and no print issues. The card
has great color, the image of Mantle is perfect. This is a very
high-end 8 to our eyes.
275		 Lot of 4 PSA 7 Stars
.......................... 50
Sharp and fine lot, as follows: 162 Hodges, 368 Colavito,
375 Reese and 417 Furillo.
276		 1959 Fleer Ted Williams
		 70
With Jim Thorpe

PSA 8................. 15

277		 1959 Fleer Ted Williams
		 75
Williams with Ruth

PSA 7................. 15
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278			 10 Mantle
PSA 6............... 100
Very sharp 59 Mantle, the corners are terrific. The image
looks great, the color is perfect. The borders are nice and
white, centering to the right border keeps this at a 6.
279			 10 Mantle
PSA 5.5............ 125
Very attractive card for the grade, this has perfect color and
no print issues. The corners only show wear at the upper left
corner, the borders are white, the surfaces are clean. Centered mildly to the top border, this is a quality 5.5.
280			 40.3 Spahn COR 1921
SGC 6.5.............. 20
Very sharp and clean card, this is centered mildly to the
top border.
281			 40.3 Spahn COR 1921
PSA 7................. 30
Terrific 7, this has four sharp corners, bright white borders
and excellent centering.
282			 50 Mays
PSA 6............... 100
Beautifully centered, this has a superb image and rich color.
The corners come to points, the borders are white. There is
some subtle print by the upper left corner, it would not be
easy to find a nicer 6 given the centering and image quality
of the offered card.
283			 50 Mays
SGC 6.5.............. 80
A 7 on the right day, this has four square corners that show
hardly any wear, bright color and super white borders. The
image looks great, the card has a very fresh feel to it. Centered slightly to the upper right corner, strong card.
284			 163 Koufax
PSA 6................. 50
Crisp and clean, this has square corners, a perfect photo
and bright white borders. Centered slightly to the right
border, nice 6.
285			 212 Aaron/Mathews

PSA 7................. 20

286			 316 Lumenti No Option

PSA 7................. 20

287			 350 Banks
PSA 6 (ctd)........ 40
Beautifully centered with four square corners, PSA was awfully tough with the grade, we feel this should have been a 7.
288			 478 Clemente
PSA 6................. 40
Solid 6, this has good centering, four square corners and
bright borders.
289			 509 Cash RC

PSA 7................. 20

290			 514 Bob Gibson RC
PSA 5............... 150
Key card, this is well centered, which is very unusual. The
card has good color and a nice image, mild corner wear
keeps this at a high-end 5.
291			 514 Bob Gibson RC
PSA 6............... 200
Tough grade, this has four really sharp corners and is awfully nice. Centered to the upper right corner, this has a perfect
image and super clean surfaces. It is awfully nice for a 6, this
looks to be graded a click too low.

292			 514 Bob Gibson RC
PSA 6............... 200
Key card, these are always so popular. Strong 6, this has four
sharp corners and would likely have been a 7 a few years ago.
Well centered overall and quite clean, this is awfully nice for
the grade.
293			 515 Harmon Killebrew
PSA 8............... 150
A key to the set, this has four super sharp corners. The color
is perfect, this has rich color and pristine white borders.
Razor sharp, this is reasonably well centered and really nice.
294			 519 Infield Power
PSA 8............... 125
Very tough 8, this has four sharp corners and outstanding
centering. This is from a presentation set and looks great.
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295		 1960 Fleer 3 Ruth
PSA 7................. 30
Very sharp and clean card, this has perfect white borders.
Strong 7, centering to the top border likely kept this from
grading higher.
296		 1960 Fleer 28 Gehrig

PSA 7................. 20

309		 1961 Fleer 31 Gehrig

1960 Topps
297			 148 Yaz RC
SGC 6............... 100
Beautifully centered with four square corners, this maybe
should have been a 7. Strong card, there is hardly any print,
the borders are white, this is a very nice card.
298			 148 Yaz RC
SGC 6.5............ 125
Well centered with four square corners, this also maybe
should have been a 7. Strong card, there is hardly any print,
the borders are white, this is a very nice card.
299			 148 Yaz RC
PSA 7............... 375
Classic HOF Rookie Card, this is such an attractive card.
Well centered overall, this has rich color and a fine image.
There are no print issues, the photo of Yaz looks great, the
corners all come to very solid points, this looks like a very
high-end 7 to our eyes.
300			 210 Killebrew

308		1961 Bazooka
		 Mantle/Santo/Mahaffey Panel
PSA Authentic.100
Very tough Mantle Bazooka full panel, we hardly ever see
these. Reasonably well cut, this did not get a numerical
grade because it is not on the contact line. Crisp and clean
overall, this has one very fine crease by the left edge.
PSA 7................. 20

310		 1961 Fleer 75 Ruth
PSA 6................. 30
Elusive card, we always need these to upgrade sets.
Crisp and fine 6, this looks very nice.
311		1961 Golden Press
		 21
Hank Greenberg
Immaculate quality, this is a fine 9.

PSA 9................. 20

312		1961 Golden Press
				
Home Run Baker
PSA 10............... 30
A Gem Mint 10 from a widely collected little set, who
wants to move up on the registry?
313		 1961 Golden Press 25 Ty Cobb PSA 9................. 30
Absolutely razor sharp, the image looks great.

PSA 7................. 15

301			 316 McCovey RC
SGC 6................. 50
Undergraded to our eyes, this has four sharp corners, super
clean surfaces and a very sharp look and feel. Centered
slightly to the top border, this is awfully, awfully nice for a 6.
302			 350 Mantle
PSA 5............... 150
Classic and elusive 1960s Topps Mantle card, these are
always very popular. The offered card is crisp and clean, with
square corners, rich color and clean surfaces. This graded a
5 due to centering to the left border.
303			 350 Mantle
PSA 6............... 200
Classic and elusive 1960s Topps Mantle card, these are always very popular. Beautifully centered with square corners,
the image looks great, the borders are white, this is really
an ideal card for the grade and will no doubt find a happy
home!
304			 350 Mantle
PSA 6............... 200
Elusive Mantle, this is well centered with four awfully nice
corners. The photo is perfect, the color is rich. The grade
looks to be a click low, this is an awfully, awfully nice card
for a 6. The 1960 Topps is an elusive Mantle card, these usually have centering problems, the offered card is really nice.
305			 377 Maris
PSA 7................. 30
Popular card, this has four very sharp corners. Bright and
clean, mild centering to the right border likely led to the
7 grade. Strong card.
306			 445 Spahn
307			 475 Drysdale

PSA 7................. 20
PSA 7................. 20
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Baseball 330			
Cards
475 Mantle MVP

314			 2
Maris
SGC 6.5.............. 50
Sharp and very clean, the corners are sharp, the borders are
white. Centered mildly to the upper left corner, this is a fine
card for the grade.
315			 35 Santo RC
PSA 7................. 25
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a terrific 7.
316			 35 Santo RC
PSA 7................. 25
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is also a terrific
7.
317			 44 AL Home Run Leaders (Mantle)
					
PSA 7................. 25
Fairly well centered with four very sharp corners, this is
very strong for a 7.
318			 44 AL Home Run Leaders (Mantle) PSA 7........ 25
Perfectly centered with four sharp corners, this is a superb 7.
319			 200
320			 211
324			 307
328			 443
333			 559

Spahn
Gibson
Mantle World Series
Snider
Gentile

PSA 7................. 20
PSA 7................. 20
SGC 7................. 20
SGC 7.5.............. 10
PSA 7................. 15

321			 228 Yankees TC
PSA 7................. 20
Centered slightly to the right border, this has four sharp
corners and is quite clean.
322			 300 Mantle
PSA 5............... 100
Very, very tough grade, this card has four square corners,
rich color and no print issues. Well centered and clean, we
feel this should have graded a 6, solid card.
323			 300 Mantle
PSA 6............... 150
Gorgeous 61 Mantle, this has four very sharp corners and
perfect white borders. Undergraded, this is reasonably well
centered. There is some very subtle and stray print, the
grade here is truly harsh, this is a great looking card.
325			 344 Koufax
SGC 7................. 30
Very sharp and very well centered, the slightest bit of
print by the right borders keeps this at a superb 7.
326			 401 Ruth Home Run
PSA 7................. 20
Sharp and well centered, this is a very fine 7 to our eyes.
327			 417 Marichal RC
SGC 6................. 50
Great 6, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
The borders are white, the image is perfect.
329			 475 Mantle MVP
PSA 7............... 150
Very popular card, these are not easy to find in 7 holders
as they often have major cutting issues. The offered card
has four strong corners, rich color and clean surfaces. Well
centered left to right, centering to the top border keeps this
at a 7.
331			 478 Maris MVP
PSA 7................. 40
Ideal 7, this is well centered with rich color and four
sharp corners.

PSA 7............... 150
Very popular card, these are not easy to find in 7 holders
as they often have major cutting issues. Sharp and very
fine, the color is terrific, this is centered mildly to the
upper right corner, very nice 7.
332			 545 Wilhelm
PSA 8................. 40
Well centered with four very sharp corners, solid 8.
334			 578 Mantle AS
SGC 6.5............ 150
Classic Mantle card, an absolute key to this super popular
set. The centering is terrific, this has good color and a fine
image. The corners come to points and exhibit hardly any
wear, you cannot find a nicer card than this for the grade.

1962 Topps

Baseball Cards

335			 50 Musial
PSA 7................. 25
Solid 7, this is reasonably well centered with square corners
and rich color.
336			 140 Ruth/Gehrig

PSA 7................. 20

337			 200 Mantle
PSA 5............... 100
The absolute key to the set, offered is a terrific 5. Notable for
outstanding centering, this has rich color and mild corner
wear only. The brown borders display well, this is not the
easiest card to find with such quality centering.
338			 318 Mantle Switch Hitter
CSG 8................. 25
Centered to the left border, this has a fine image and four
sharp corners.
339			 425 Yastrzemski
PSA 7................. 25
A key to the set, this has mild toning. Well centered with
sharp corners, the borders are clean.
340			 592 Bouton RC
PSA 7................. 25
Sharp and fine, this is a great card to add to a sharp 62 set.
1963 Topps
341			 200 Mantle
SGC 5.5............ 100
Quality card, this has good centering, nice color and only
very light wear. The corners show only slight wear, this is a
very pleasing 5.5.
342			 200 Mantle
PSA 6............... 300
Crisp and clean, this has great color and a fine image. The
color borders show no shipping, the corners come to solid
points. Centered to the left border, this otherwise might
have been a 7.
343			 265 Pinson

PSA 8................. 25

344			 472 Brock
PSA 7............... 125
Sharp and very colorful card, the corners are terrific.
Centered to the left border, the image looks great.
345			 473 Mets Team
PSA 7................. 50
A key card, this has outstanding centering. The corners
come to solid points, the slightest corner wear keeps this
at a high-end 7.
346			 537 Rose RC
PSA 3............... 150
Vital Rookie Card, among the most popular of all players
from this era. Offered is a colorful 3, notable for terrific
centering. There are no obvious creases, the color is strong,
corner wear appears to be the only issue here.
347			 537 Rose RC
PSA 3.5............ 200
Well centered with no visible creases, this is always a super
popular card. The corners show moderate wear, the color
is bright, the borders are white. The back is clean, this is
perfect for a mid-grade set or Rookie Card run.

348			 553 Stargell RC
PSA 7............... 100
Neat card, this has terrific centering. The card is very bright
and clean, a flick of white at the upper right corner keeps
this at a very nice 7.
349		 1964 Bazooka 14 Clemente
SGC 4.5.............. 30
Nicely cut, this has four square corners, no visible creases
or wrinkles and great color. A corner line is present at the
upper right corner, the grade seems quite conservative.

1964 Topps

Baseball Cards

350			 125 Rose
PSA 6............... 125
Sharp looking card has four square corners, the borders are
white, the image looks great. Extremely popular card, this
is centered mildly to the upper right corner, which is quite
good for this card. Solid 6.
351			 125 Rose
PSA 7.5 (ctd!).. 500
Super popular card, this example is notable for gorgeous
centering. Sharp and clean, very slight wear led PSA to split
hairs a bit with the grade, this is a very nice card.
352			 200 Koufax
PSA 8............... 175
Great looking Sandy K 8, this has a crystal clear image and
superb color. Well centered with four sharp corners, this
has perfect white borders and super clean surfaces.
353			 210 Yastrzemski
PSA 7.5.............. 50
Nicely centered with four solid corners, we do not follow
why this did not grade an 8. The card has bright white borders and is quite clean.
354			 225 Maris
PSA 8................. 85
Very popular card, this is a terrific 8. Well centered with
four sharp corners, this has great color and an outstanding
photo.
355			 230 B. Robinson
PSA 8................. 55
Brooks’s MVP season, this has four very sharp corners.
Well centered and super clean, nice 8.
356			 243 R. Allen RC
SGC 7................. 25
Recent HOF addition and a cult favorite, these have been
hot of late. Well centered and sharp, solid 7.
357			 250 Kaline
Beckett 8............ 25
Terrific 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
358			 300 Aaron
SGC 7................. 50
Very attractive 7, this has a perfect image, white borders and
super clean surfaces. The corners all come to solid points, a
bit of wear by the upper right likely kept this at a 7. Centered slightly to the top border, the card looks great.
359			 300 Aaron
PSA 7.5............ 225
Sharp and fine Aaron Rookie, the color is great, the borders
are white, this is exceptional for the grade. The corners are
all sharp, slight centering to the left border may have led
PSA to split hairs with the grade, this is a really nice 64
Aaron.
360			 331 A.L. Bombers
SGC 8............... 100
Classic card, they rarely come this nice! Well centered with
no diamond cut, the image looks great. The corners are all
quite sharp, this is fully deserving of its 8 grade.
361			 380 Ford
SGC 8................. 40
Reasonably well centered and quite sharp, nice 8.
362			 420 Maloney
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PSA 8................... 8

363			 423 Aaron/Mays
SGC 7.5.............. 50
Fun card, this has ideal centering and four strong corners.
An 8 to our eyes, we are not sure why SGC did the half grade
here, the card looks great.
364			 471 G Brown RC

PSA 8................. 13

365			 541 Niekro RC
PSA 8............... 100
So undervalued, this is not an easy card to find. Offered is
a terrific 8, this has four very sharp corners, great centering
and rich color.
366		 1964 Topps Giants 25 Mantle
SGC 7................. 25
Sharp and reasonably well centered, this is a fine 7.
367		 1964 Topps Standup Mantle
PSA 6............... 100
Super popular Mantle card, these are always in high demand. Solid 6, this has excellent color and a very fresh look.
Centered slightly to the bottom border, a flick of white at the
lower left corner keeps this at a 6.
368		 Lot of 22 Cincinnati Reds PSA 7 - 9 Cards ............. 75
Nicely collected run of high grade Reds cards, the breakdown is as follows: 1964 Topps 346 7, 1965 Topps 75 7, 174
8, 1966 Topps 214 8, 1968 Topps 90 Pinson 8, 1969 Topps
362 Maloney 8, 581 7, 1970 Topps 159 Helms 8, 484 8, 616
8, 1971 Topps 75 Nolan 7, 199 6.5, 200 6, 272 7, 319 7, 420 7,
1972 Topps 99 7, 291 8, 1973 Topps 8 8, 28 7, 156 Geronimo
7, 207 7.

1965 Topps
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369			 160 Clemente
PSA 7 (very tough grade)....... 250
Gorgeous card, this has great color and a crystal clear
image. This has terrific centering, bright white borders and
super clean surfaces. The corners come to sharp points, we
feel strongly that this should have been an 8. Freshly graded,
the winning bidder should really enjoy this superb looking
card, truly undergraded to our eyes.
370			 250 Mays
PSA 7................. 75
Stunningly well centered, this terrific 7 has four sharp
corners and clean white borders. I cannot remember the last
time we saw a nicer example of this card. Please note this
was Mays’s second MVP season.
371			 350 Mantle
SGC 5............... 150
Terrific 5, this has rich color, clean white borders and quality centering. The corners show only slight wear, this has
amazing color and looks great.

380		1966 Topps Venezuela
		 30
Pete Rose
PSA 6............... 100
Such a tough card, especially in this quality, this will be a
very popular lot. Exceptionally sharp and clean for the issue,
the corners come to points, the card has good color. Centered mildly to the lower right corner, the back looks great,
this is a very strong card for the grade.
381		 1967 Bazooka 26 Clemente
SGC 4................. 25
Very well cut with the contact line, this has crisp edges
and solid corners. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles,
even under magnification.
382		1967 Bazooka
		 Rose/Santo/Davis Full Panel
PSA 8............... 150
A real stunner, this is a world class Pete Rose Bazooka panel.
Razor sharp, this is cut far beyond the contact line on all
four sides and is in stunning condition. This is a very special
card given the absolutely stunning condition!

372			 350 Mantle
PSA 7............... 300
The key to this widely collected set, these are not easy to
find in this quality. Sharp card, this has four quality corners,
clean white borders and good color. Well centered overall,
this is a great card to add to a high grade set or Mantle run.
373			 477 Carlton RC
PSA 7................. 75
Sharp and well centered, this is a very high-end 7 that is
awfully close to an 8.
1966 Topps
374			 50 Mantle
PSA 6............... 300
Exceptional 6, this has outstanding color and a superb
image. Sharp card, the corners come to points, the borders
are white. Centered mildly to the right border, this looks
awfully good for a 6.
375			 100 Koufax
SGC 7................. 50
Sharp and quite well centered, this is a very strong card.
The color is perfect, the borders are bright white, the card
has a barely noticeable diamond cut. Solid 7.
376			 180 Pinson
PSA 9................. 35
Popular Reds star, this is razor sharp and immaculate.
377			 320 Gibson
PSA 7............... 100
Remarkably well centered, these rarely come this will centered. Solid 7, a flick at the upper left corner keeps this
from grading higher.
378			 384 Downing

PSA 9................. 10

379			 500 Aaron
SGC 6................. 50
Terrific 6, this has excellent centering, rich color and a very
fresh look. The corners come to points, this is awfully nice
for the grade.
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383		 1967 Kahn’s Weiners Pete Rose PSA 6................. 50
From an amazing Pete Rose collection, this an awfully
sharp, bright and clean card. With hardly any visible wear of
any kind, we feel the PSA 6 grade was unduly harsh. Scarce
and great looking card, these hardly ever come to market,
the winning bidder should really enjoy this card.

397			 600 B. Robinson
SGC 6.5............ 100
Key high number, these have been very hot of late. Crisp and
quite clean, this has four square corners. Centered to the
right border, strong card.

1967 Topps

1968 Topps

384			 166
385			 222
387			 334
388			 392

Mathews
May RC
Killebrew/Allison
Harper

PSA 8................. 20
PSA 8................... 9
PSA 8................. 20
PSA 8................. 15

386			 250 Aaron
PSA 8............... 275
Very popular Hank Aaron card from one of the most collected Topps sets, these are highly sought after in top condition.
Freshly graded 8, this has four sharp corners, respectable
centering and bright white borders. The card has terrific
color and a superb image.
389			 400 Clemente
PSA 7............... 170
A key to the set, this has four strong corners and an outstanding image. Centered slightly to the right border, this
is a very fine 7 to our eyes.
390			 460 Killebrew
PSA 8................. 50
Superb 8, this has excellent centering and four sharp corners.
391			 558 Belanger RC
PSA 8................. 90
Elusive 8, these often have major centering issues. The offered card has outstanding centering and four sharp corners.
392			 569 Carew RC
SGC 5............... 100
Tough grade, this has four sharp corners and should be
at least a 6. Centered to the left border, this has some very
slight print by the bottom border. The color and images are
terrific, this is awfully nice for the grade.
393			 569 Carew RC
PSA 5.5............ 150
Perfectly centered, this has rich color and clean white
borders; the card has only slight wear, solid card.
394			 569 Carew RC
PSA 8............... 300
Terrific card, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
The borders are white, the color is terrific. This is a highend, freshly graded 8. Often found with centering issues,
this is not an easy card to find in such quality.
395			 581 Seaver RC
PSA 4............... 200
Classic Rookie Card, this will be perfect for so many set
collectors. Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles,
this presents very well. The color and images look great,
moderate corner wear appears to be the only issue here,
there is no diamond cut.
396			 581 Seaver RC
PSA 6 (ctd)...... 875
Beautifully centered, this has perfect white borders, rich
color and a very fresh look. The corners come to points, this
has no diamond cut. This is a very difficult card to find with
the centering quality of the offered card.

399			 45 Tom Seaver
SGC 7................. 50
Very well centered for a 68 Seaver, this has good color. The
corners come to sharp points, there is hardly any wear,
including the back. Solid 7.
398			 45 Tom Seaver
SGC 7.5.............. 75
Well centered with a fine image, slight corner wear keeps
this at a 7.5.
400			 50 Mays
SGC 6.5.............. 50
Clean card, this has four square corners and very clean
surfaces. Centered slightly to the upper left corner, this will
look perfect in a clean 1968 set.
401			 177 Ryan/Koosman RC
PSA 5............... 350
The key to the set, a classic Rookie Card. Offered is a terrific
5, notable for excellent centering! Well centered with great
color, light and consistent corner wear keeps this at a very
nice 5.

1968 Topps
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402			 177 Ryan/Koosman RC
PSA 5............... 350
Possibly undergraded, this is an awfully nice card for the
grade. Fine looking card has four square corners, rich color
and very clean surfaces. Centered just off 60/40 to the right,
this is quite good for a Ryan Rookie. The corners all come to
solid points, this looks like it should have graded at least a 6,
very nice card.
403			 177 Ryan/Koosman RC
PSA 6............... 500
Sharp Ryan Rookie, this has four strong corners and superb
color. Crisp and quite clean, typical centering to the right
border keeps this from grading higher.
404			 196 Gary Nolan
PSA 9................. 30
Perfectly centered with four Mint corners, this is immaculate.
405			 247 Bench RC
PSA 6.5............ 100
Well centered with four square corners, PSA really split
hairs with the grade here. Fine looking card, we do not
see why it was not a 7.
406			 247 Bench RC
SGC 8.5............ 250
Very sharp card, the corners are terrific. Quite clean,
centering to the upper right corner keeps this out of contention for a 9. The color and images look great.
407			 280 Mantle
PSA 6............... 100
Solid 6, this has four solid corners, good color and clean
borders. Centered mildly to the lower left corner, this has
good color and a terrific image.
408			 450 Kaat

SGC 9................. 20

409			 490 Mantle/Mays/Killebrew
SGC 6................. 30
Super popular card, this has four sharp corners and good
color; centering to the top border keeps this at a 6.
410			 500 F. Robinson
PSA 8................. 30
Exceptionally centered, this has great color and is a fine 8.
411		1968 Topps Venezuela
		 100 Bob Gibson
PSA 5............... 100
So hard to find, a 5 is super high grade for one of these. A
key card from one of the greatest pitching seasons in baseball history, this looks great. Well centered with very mild
wear, this is a solid 5 of a card that you just never see.
1969 Topps
412			 95 Bench
PSA 7............... 100
Super popular card, this has quality centering, excellent
color and bright white borders. The corners come to points,
this will look great in your high grade 69 set.
413			 260 R. Jackson RC
PSA 6............... 125
Clean 6, only one corner has any real wear, this has typical
centering to the left border. The card offers bright white
borders and a very fine image.
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414			 260 R. Jackson RC
PSA 6.5............ 150
Crisp card has four square corners, clean white borders
and very clean surfaces. Centered slightly to the left border,
nice card.
415			 500 Mantle
Beckett 6.5....... 125
Strong card, this has extremely good centering for this card,
just a bit to the right border. Clean card with solid white
borders, the image is very fine, the corners come to points,
the surfaces are solid.
416			 500 Mantle
PSA 7............... 150
Mickey’s last Topps card, this one has four very sharp
corners, superb color and bright white borders. The image
looks great, mild centering to the left border keeps this
from grading an 8 or a 9, solid card.

1969 Topps
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417			 533 Ryan
Beckett 7.......... 100
Stunningly well centered, this is a terrific 7 has four solid
corners and clean white borders.

434		 1970 Topps 189 Munson RC
PSA 8 oc.......... 125
Super sharp and clean, heavy centering to the bottom
border led to the qualifer.
435		 1970 Topps 530 Gibson

SGC 8................. 10

418			 533 Ryan
PSA 8............... 150
Only his second-year card, these seem so undervalued in
high grade. An absolute key to the set, this fine 8 is well
centered with rich color and four sharp corners.

436		 1970 Topps Supers 33 Bob Gibson PSA 8.5......... 40
Super bright and fresh card, this is as clean as we ever see
for the issue. The surfaces are immaculate, the condition is
superb.

419			 573 Palmer
PSA 8................. 30
Fine 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

437		 1971 Topps Greatest Moments
		 15
Pete Rose
PSA 5................. 50
Great looking Pete Rose card, this is another awfully tough
PSA grade. Beautifully centered with attractive black borders, the corners come to points, there is extremely light
wear. The winning bidder may be getting a real steal on this
one!

1969 Topps Supers - All PSA 10s!
A run of Gem Mint 10 1969 Topps Supers, who wants to
upgrade their set?
420			 4
421			 8
422			 12
423			 13
424			 15
425			 16

Ken Harrelson
Reichardt
Horlen
Tiant
Cardenal
Horton

PSA 10............... 50
PSA 10............... 50
PSA 10............... 45
PSA 10............... 45
PSA 10............... 25
PSA 10............... 40

426			 25 Stottlemyre
PSA 10............... 60
Gem Mint 10 1969 Topps Super of this very popular
Yankee pitcher and coach, who wants to upgrade their set?
427			 31

Pascual

PSA 10............... 50

428			 33 Mincher
PSA 10............... 75
Gem Mint 10 1969 Topps Super of a 1969 Seattle Pilot,
who wants to upgrade their set?
429			 35

Felipe Alou

PSA 10............... 50

430			 42 Joe Morgan
PSA 10............... 75
Gem Mint 10 1969 Topps Super, who wants to upgrade
their set? I always found this to be a tougher card, especially
in perfect condition.
431			 44

Blefary

PSA 10............... 35

432			 48 Staub
Tougher 10, the condition is perfect.

PSA 10............... 90

433			 63

PSA 10............... 75
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438		 1971 Topps Supers 44 Hank Aaron PSA 8............ 45
Sharp and super clean, the edges look great, the back is
terrific. The larger size is always so difficult to find in this
quality given how ruthless PSA is with oversize issues.

439		 1972 OPC 37 Yaz

Baseball Cards

SGC 8................. 20

440		 1972 OPC 79 Fisk RC
SGC 8................. 30
An uncommon card in this quality, this has terrific centering and four sharp corners. The borders are pristine, this is
super clean.
1972 Topps
441			 157 Gullett
442			 256 George Foster
444			 475 Nolan

PSA 8................. 15
PSA 8................. 13
PSA 9................. 25

443			 309 Clemente
PSA 8................. 80
Fun and very popular Clemente card, this is well centered
with four sharp corners. The borders are bright white, the
image looks great.
445			 719 Geronimo
PSA 9................. 50
Cult favorite Reds player, this is razor sharp.
1973 Topps
446			 89 Billingham
447			 235 Hunter
449			 595 Gullett

PSA 9................. 13
PSA 8................. 15
PSA 8.5.............. 20

448			 399 George Foster
PSA 9................. 70
A truly immaculate 9, this looks great.
450			 615 Schmidt RC
SGC 6.5............ 100
Very sharp and fine card, the grade is conservative. Reasonably well centered, especially for a Schmidt Rookie, this has
four strong corners and great color. We feel this should have
been a 7.
451		 1974 Topps 230 Perez

PSA 8................. 15

452		 1974 Topps 326 Reds Coaches PSA 8................. 15
453		 1974 Topps Deckle Edge
		 16
Pete Rose (grey back)
PSA AA............. 30
From an amazing Rose collection, this appears to be quite
nice, we do not know what the issue is here unfortunately.
454		 1974 Topps Deckle Edge
		 16
Pete Rose (white back)
PSA 6................. 75
Scarce, this has a perfect image of the beloved Rose. Conservatively graded, this is bright and clean, we hardly see any
wear, the white back is immaculate.
455		 1974 Topps Deckle Edge Proof
		 Pete Rose
Beckett Authentic.......... 50
Very scarce oddball Pete Rose item, we hardly ever see these.
Crisp and super clean, this has four sharp corners, a perfect
image and a clean back. Beckett slabbed.
456		 1975 OPC 660 Aaron
PSA 7................. 50
Fine 7, this has gorgeous color and is well centered.
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457		 1975 Topps 228 Brett RC
PSA 8............... 100
Well centered with rich color, this has only very slight
corner wear. Centered perfect left to right, it is centered a
touch to the bottom border.
458		 1976 Topps 19 George Brett
SGC 7................. 25
Sharp and well centered, these are so hard to find in this
quality.

459		
460		
461		
462		
463		

1977 Topps
1977 Topps
1977 Topps
1978 Topps
1979 Topps

140
285
580
450
116

Schmidt
B. Robinson
Brett
Seaver
O. Smith RC

PSA 8.................. 15
PSA 8.................. 15
PSA 8.................. 20
PSA 9.................. 20
SGC 7................. 20

464		 1981 TCMA Rochester Red Wings
		 Cal Ripken RC
PSA 9.................. 75
Tougher Ripken Rookie, these seem like amazing values
right now in PSA 9 holders.
465		 1982 TCMA Hawaii Islanders
		 10 Tony Gwynn RC
PSA 6.................. 60
Tough card, we hardly ever see these. Such a cool card, the
corners are sharp on the front, slight corner wear on the
back led to the conservative 6 grade.

Baseball Cards

466		 1983 Fleer 507 Sandberg RC PSA 10................ 60
Gem Mint 10 Sandberg Rookie, this has four razor sharp
corners and terrific centering.
467		 1984 Fleer Update
		 27 Roger Clemens RC
SGC 8.5.............. 50
Razor sharp card, slight centering to the upper left corner
keeps this a hair below a 9.
468		 1994 SP A Rod RC
SGC 9............... 100
Mint A Rod SP Rookie Card, this is the key to this set.
469		 1997 Donruss Signature Red
			 David Ortiz RC
PSA 9................ 110
Desirable and great looking Ortiz Rookie, this has a perfect
signature. PSA graded the card itself a Mint 9.
470		 1997 Flair Showcase
		 11 David Ortiz RC Wave Of The Future PSA 10... 160
Fun David Ortiz Rookie, the quality is perfect, this has a
terrific design.

471		 1997 Fleer 512 David Ortiz RC	    PSA 10.
..........
PSA125
10
Gem Mint 10 David Ortiz Rookie, these are always popular
and desirable.
472		 2001 Topps Chrome 596 Pujols RC Beckett 8....... 50
Sharp card looks awfully nice to us, Pujols is so young here!
473		 2001 Topps Traded Chrome T99 Pujols/Suzuki RC
						
PSA 9................ 130
Mint card, this has brilliant color and razor sharp corners.
The Chrome cards look great in 9 holders.
474		 2002 Topps Chrome 160 Albert Pujols PSA 8..... 225
Great looking very early Pujols card, the refraction really
enhances the card. Sharp and quite clean, this is a fine and
desirable 8.
475		 2003 Ruth/Gehrig Dual Jersey Card (x/50)........... 375
Great card of the ultimate player combo in all of baseball
history, these are fun. Very limited edition card (11/50),
the condition looks great.
476		 2010 Bowman Platinum Prospects
		 5
Mike Trout RC
Beckett 9.5.......... 60
Gem Mint Trout Rookie, this is probably a great time to
add one of these to your collection.
477		 2014 Bowman Chrome
		 109 Mookie Betts
PSA 9.................. 35
Mint Betts Rookie, the Chrome cards look great in 9
holders.
478		 2014 Topps Heritage
		 558 Mookie Betts RC
PSA 10................ 85
Gem Mint 10 Mookie Betts Rookie, this is immaculate.
479		 2018 Bowman Chrome Refractor
		 1 Shohei Ohtani Batting
PSA 9................ 190
Mint Ohtani refractor card, this looks great. Desirable card,
it will be interesting to see how these trade this year.

Unopened Items

Baseball Cards

480		 1974 Topps
		 Lot of 20 unopened wax packs		......................... 750
From the same source as the other top unopened material in
the auction, offered is a substantial lot of 20 different 1974
Topps baseball wax packs. The packs are tight and clean
overall, they have been looked at and approved by BBCE but
a box could not be wrapped as it is not a full box. Also, in an
interesting touch, these are presented in a 1977 Topps Cloth
Sticker display box. Good lot, these can sell for $200 each
slabbed.
481		 1977 Topps Cloth Stickers
		 Unopened Wax Box - BBCE Wrapped................... 375
Fun box is absolutely loaded with HOFers and stars, these
are not rare but are still really cool. With my favorite player
on the cover, these seem like a smart item to stick in a closet
for a few years and see how the market develops. This popular set includes vital HOFers Brett, Ryan and Schmidt.
482		 1978 Topps Wax Box		......................... 200
From the same collection of many of the BBCE wrapped
boxes in the auction, offered is a full 1978 Topps baseball
wax box. The consignor sent this to BBCE who felt the box
was fully original but would not wrap them as the packs
have a rather musty odor. To my admitted limited sensitivity
nose, they do not seem that bad at all. The packs are tight
and fresh, the box itself is clean. This is being sold strictly
as-is for this reason, it is in all likelihood a totally fine box,
this might be a good item to stick in a closet for a few years
when standards for wrapping may change for something like
this.
483		 1980 Topps
		 Unopened Cello Box - BBCE Wrapped.................. 875
Great cello box from a widely collected set, these are worth
some serious money as PSA 10s. A very pricey cello box that
hardly ever comes to market, this is fresh to the hobby and
superb. The box is tight, the packs looked perfect to
our eyes.
484		 1981 Donruss Wax Box (BBCE wrapped).............. 50
The first Donruss baseball set, affordable box.
485		 1981 Fleer Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)................. 60
The first Fleer baseball set, this should be filled with
PSA 10s.
486		 Lot of 96 baseball packs 1981 - 1993...................... 125
Nice lot of tight and clean packs, as follows: 1981 Fleer 7,
1981 Topps 3, 1982 Fleer 2, 1983 Donruss 9, 1983 Fleer 13,
1984 Fleer 5, 1984 Topps 2, 1985 Topps 2, 1986 Topps 4,
1989 Upper Deck 12 and Lesser 1989 - 1993 37.
487		 1982 Fleer Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)................. 60
Sealed box, this set is loaded with HOFers and stars.
488		 1982 Topps
		 Unopened Cello Box - BBCE Wrapped.................. 175
Elusive cello box, these are always desirable.
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489		 1982 Topps
		 Unopened Wax Box - BBCE Wrapped................... 190
Always a popular box, this is a BBCE sealed box filled
with tight packs.
490		 1983 Donruss
		 Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)		......................... 100
Attractive sealed box, this set has three key HOF Rookies.
491		 1983 Topps
		 Unopened Cello Box - BBCE Wrapped.................. 350
Key 1980s cello box, you just do not see these anymore. Anchored by three key HOF Rookie Cards, this is always
a great year for anything unopened!
492		 1984 Topps
		 Unopened Cello Box - BBCE Wrapped.................... 75
Popular year, uncommon as a cello box, this is BBCE sealed.
493		 1986 Donruss
		 Giant Store Wax Display (246 packs)....................... 75
Fun piece, this contains 136 regular 1986 Donruss sealed
packs and approximately 110 Donruss Pop Up sealed packs.

Unopened Items

Baseball Cards

494		 1987 OPC Complete Wax Box		......................... 125
Elusive box, the packs are tight, we guarantee it’s authenticity.

Complete Sets, Single Cards and Lots

498		 1884 Lawsons
		 Full Baseball Card Game Set in Original Box....... 100
Clean lot has 36 playing cards, the rule card and the box.
The box is rough with tape holding it together, the cards
themselves are at least Ex-Mt/NM overall and look great.

495		 Lesser Baseball and Non-Sports Pack Lot
		 (136 pcs)			........................... 50
Lot contains 110 lesser baseball packs from the late 1980s
through the 1990s, five football packs from 1988-1993 and
19 1978 Elvis packs.

496		 1993 Topps Finest Mint Sealed Box...................... 300
Pricey and desirable box from this key 1990s baseball issue,
these do not come around every day! Factory sealed as
issued, who wants to play the PSA 10 game?

497		 2012 Topps Heritage
		 Sealed Hobby Box		......................... 125
Quality box, this is factory sealed and perfect,

499		 1889 Madden Players League Cabinet GVG........ 150
Offered is a very interesting 4 1/8 x 6 3/4 inch cabinet of a
player named M.J. Madden from the short-lived Player’s
League. Of note, the Boston Reds were the top team in
the Player’s League in 1890. This cabinet has some minute
spotting, a partially reinforced tear on the left side and some
toning by the corners. The back is a very clean blank back,
and this has a fine image. The corners are clipped, which
we assume was how this was issued. This was produced by
photographer J. Waldon Smith of Boston. Very rare cabinet
from the Player’s League, please note Copywrighted 1889 in
written on the bottom of the back in presumably period ink.

500		 1889 Chicago White Stockings
			 Baseball Currency		......................... 100
With vital HOFers Albert Spalding on the front and Cap
Anson on the back, these are always very desirable. The offered lot has a closed tear and is lower grade. However, this
was issued by a Rochelle’s One Price Clothier, which might
be rare. Also the players on the back are miscut, which is
bad for a baseball card, but might be a great rarity for something like this. Lets open this interesting item at $100 and
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501		Albany		
VG...................... 25
Full size, a chip by the upper left corner keeps this at VG.
502		Atlanta		

Good.................. 25

503		 Boston Braves
VG-Ex................. 75
With cult favorite Fred Tenney in the center, this has a terrific image. Full size, there is slight wear at the very bottom
border, this looks terrific overall.
504		 Boston Red Sox
VG.................... 150
Tough Red Sox piece, the legendary Cy Young is at the upper
left corner. VG due to a chip at the upper left corner, this is
full size, which is very unusual. The images look great, the
large affords for great display value.
505		 Brooklyn Dodgers
Ex+................... 125
Full size, which is very unusual, this has hardly any wear and
looks terrific. The images are quite vibrant, the surfaces look
great. Charles Ebbetts makes a rare appearance on this card.
506		 Chicago Cubs
VG.................... 125
Great image, this is full size, which is rare. Large format issue, these are hard to assign a grade to. The offered piece has
some edge wear at the far left and a nick at the right border.
The images are quite vibrant and look great.
507		 Chicago White Sox
VG...................... 75
Full size, a small closed tear at the bottom border and wear
at the upper left corner led to the VG grade. Scarce full size
piece, Ed Walsh and George Davis are the HOFers.
508		 Cincinnati Reds
Ex+................... 100
With Miller Huggins and Ned Hanlon, this is full size. The
images look great, very light general wear keeps this at Ex
Plus overall to our eyes, it looks terrific.
509		 Cleveland Indians
Ex...................... 200
Anchored by the beloved Nap Lajoie in the center, the other
HOFers are Elmer Flick and Addie Joss. Full size, which is
very unusual to find, the images are superb. Crisp and clean,
slight general wear, mainly along the bottom border, keeps
this at Ex or so overall.
510		Columbus		
VG-Ex................. 40
Scarce Minor League team card, wear by the upper left corner appears to be the only issue here, this is full size.
511		 Detroit Tigers w/early Cobb image ...................... 500
A seriously tough Ty Cobb item to find, this is harder to
find that his 1908 era postcards that sell for enormous
prices. Full size and beautiful, the image of a very young Ty
Cobb is flawless, along with his fellow HOFers Crawford
and Jennings. The edges are crisp, there is extra residue in
a few portions of the border, we are not sure how to grade
it overall, Ex is our feeling for it. The surfaces are otherwise
immaculate, this is full size, which is very unusual, even
rare.
512		Holyoke		
VG+.................... 25
Full size, there is wear by the upper left corner, the images
look great.
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513		 New York Giants
Ex...................... 250
Full size, which is very unusual, this has slight wear at the
upper left corner and some minute wear by the bottom border. The images are absolutely flawless and look great; solid
piece, this has HOFers Mathewson, McGraw, McGinnity
and Bresnahan.
514		 New York Highlanders
VG.................... 125
Desirable and tough early Yankee piece, the images are
superb. A nick In the bottom border led to the VG grade,
this looks great. The images have perfect vibrancy, this is
headlined by HOFers Willie Keeler, Jack Chesbro, Clark
Griffith and Hal Chase.
515		Norfolk		

Good.................. 25

516		 Philadelphia Athletics
VG.................... 200
Beautiful piece, full size, a small chip at the upper left corner led us to grade this VG. Loaded team, the images are superb, this displays very well. The HOFers are Mack, Waddell,
Plank, Bender, Eddie Collins and Jimmy Collins.
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517		 Philadelphia Phillies
Ex...................... 100
Full size, which is very unusual, this has a nick by the lower
right corner and by the upper left corner. Quite clean and
fine overall, the imagery is superb.
518		 Pittsburgh Pirates w/Wagner
Ex+................... 375
Fresh from a full set, this is in gorgeous condition. Bright
and super sharp, the condition is amazing, with only the
slightest general wear viisible when holding at a proper
angle. With great vibrance and with tremendous display
value, the surfaces are pristine, the corners are sharp. Honus
Wagner appears at the lower left corner, this is a real keeper!
519		 St. Louis Browns
VG-Ex/Ex......... 125
Full size, this is an earlier card with HOFer Bobby Wallace.
Very attractive piece, slight wear at the upper left corner
looks to be the only issue here.
520		 St. Louis Cardinals
VG-Ex................. 90
Widely collected team, there are no HOFers. This has a
terrific image; full size, wear at the bottom border seems to
be the only issue here.
521		Toronto		
Poor.................... 25
Full size, this has a substantial closed tear by the bottom
border, HOFer Joe Kelley is in the center.
522		 Washington Senators
VG...................... 60
Full size, this is VG due a minute chip at the bottom border
and some wear by the top and bottom borders. The images
are flawless, this displays very well overall.
523		Williamsport
VG...................... 25
Full size, a chip by the upper left corner keeps this at VG.
524		 1909 T206 84 assorted Commons
						
Poor - Good..... 800
An honest lower grade tobacco lot, the duplication is mild.
The cards are rough but tend to retain good color, the backs
are basic. We will have a full inventory on our website.

Lot 524

525		 1909 T206 Lot of 37 different		......................... 300
Pleasing low to mid-grade lot, this has one T205. The backs
are mainly Piedmont and Sweet Caporal, with two American Beautys and Polar Bears included. The lot includes two
Hal Chase cards. Such hot cards right now, we will have
front and back scans of everything on our website.
526		 1909 W555
		 Lot of 10 different SGC-Graded Cards.................. 200
Very uncommon and difficult issue, this is a huge quantity
for W555s! All SGC graded, the lot is as follows: Bradley 3,
Fred Clarke (HOF) 3, Devore 2.5, Donovan 3.5, Doolan 2.5,
Jones 5, McConnell 4.5, Mullin 1, Murray 3 and Steinfeldt 4.
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527		 1910 E91 American Caramel Lot of 18 different
		 w/two HOFers
VG to VG-Ex.... 150
Completely fresh to the hobby, this is a seldom offered and
esoteric early 20th century caramel issue. A pretty large
quantity for the issue, the condition varies but is mainly VG
to VG-Ex. With HOFers Fred Clarke and Vic Willis, we will
have front and back scans of all of the cards on our website.

528		 1910 P2 Sweet Caporal Pins
			 Lot of 40, all PSA graded		......................... 200
Good lot, the current pricing for slabbing makes these impossible to grade. An exact inventory will be on our website,
these range from PSA 2 to 7. Basically a common lot, a PSA
4 Johnny Evers anda PSA 3 Zach Wheat are the only HOFer.
There are five PSA 7s and 10 PSA 6s in the lot.

531		 1914 B18 Blanket
		 94 different pieces
VG-Ex/Ex......... 375
Good mid-grade lot, the condition varies mildly. An excellent value lot, this is a nice portion of a full set. These fun
pieces seem so cheap at current market levels to us. These
better B18s come in the lot: Jimmy Austin (red basepaths),
Chick Gandil (green pennants), George Gibson (red pennants), Ham Hyatt (purple pennants), Ed Konetchy (purple
pennants), Nemo Leibold (purple pennants), Willie Mitchell (purple pennants), Ivy Olson (purple pennants), Marty
O’Toole (red pennants), Del Pratt (purple basepaths), Bill
Steele (purple pennants), Jim Viox (purple pennants), Zach
Wheat (blue infield) and Possum Whitted (purple pennants).

533		 1934 Batter Up Lot of 15 different Tigers w/four
HOFers and many high numbers
VG-Ex............... 150
Terrific lot of Batter Ups, these are the widely collected 1934
AL Champion Tigers. The condition varies mildly, we will
have front and back scans of every card on our website. A
very substantial lot, this inclues 25 Cochrane, 42 Gehringer,
85 Goslin, 130 Gehringer (rough condition) and 184 Rowe.

529		 1911 M116 Sporting Life Lot of 13 different
		 SGC-Graded Cards w/HOFers and SPs................ 150
Overlooked and very undervalued issue, these are great
looking cards. Solid lot with a good breakdown value, the
content is as follows: Bob Bescher A, Mordecai Brown
(pastal, Chicago) 3, Fred Clarke (Pittsburgh, blue back) 2.5,
Art Devlin (blue back) 3, Sam Frock 3, Hughie Jennings
(pastel) 4.5, Fred Linke (Link) 6.5, Sherry Magee 5, Bill
O’Hara 5, Dave Shean A, Stully Sparks A, George Stone 5
and Jimmy Walsh (gray background, Philadelphia) 4.
530		 1911 M116 Sporting Life
Lot of 4 different SGC-Graded Blue Backgrounds ........ 100
Good lot of these attractive cards, as follows: Davis 3,
Donovan 2.5, Dooin A and Jordan 3.
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534		 1934 Diamond Stars
		 46 different w/11 HOFers
Good................ 300
Honest lower grade Diamond Star lot, these have typical
toning and general wear, they are low grade but far from
abused. A substantial lot that is neatly half of this widely
collected set, we will have the card numbers on our website. These better cards come in the lot: 14 Terry, 18 Hafey,
26 Martin, 27 Traynor, 28 Lopez, 30 Manush, 31 Cuyler,
32 Rice, 35 Averill, 36.2 Ernie Lombardi, 48 Ferrell and 60
Ruffing.
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535		 1937 Wheaties Charlie Gehringer Full Box,
		 Framed w/signature		......................... 100
A really nice lot, offered is a desirable and scarce 1930s
Wheaties Charlie Gehringer three-panel near-complete
Wheaties box. The card looks great, this is smartly matted
and framed with a perfect signature. Total size 21x17.

536		 1947 W603 Sports Exchange
		 Lot of 58 different w/many HOFers Ex-Mt........... 225
Fresh lot of super clean cards, these walked into a National
Convention several years ago. The condition appears to
average Ex-Mt overall and is quite nice. Everything is neatly
placed in 1-pocket sheets in a binder, some original mailing
envelopes are included as well. There is no duplication, these
better cards come in the lot: Boudreau, Combs, Dickey,
Doerr, Foxx, Frisch, Gordon, Grove, Hornsby, Hubbell,
Tr. Jackson, Mize, Newhouser, O’Doul, Pennock, Rizzuto,
Slaughter and Southwort. With the many HOFers, the value
as singles could well be substantial.

538		 1949 Bowman
		 409 assorted cards w/182 high numbers! VG....... 700
One of the largest runs of 1949 Bowman cards that we have
ever seen, this is some real quantity! The condition ranges
mainly from GVG to VG-Ex, averaging a nice VG overall,
the cards are not bad at all. There is very heavy duplication
for several cards, the high numbers alone more than carry
this pretty unique lot. These minor stars come in the lot:
124.1 Murtaugh RC Script (2), 124.2 Murtaugh RC Printed
(2), 125 Keltner, 142 Waitkus RC (3), 164 Wertz RC, 179
Casey, 196 Hutchinson (3), 197 Lindell, 219 Trucks RC and
240 Young (2).

539		 1949 Cleveland Indians Team Issue Photo Pack
w/Paige and Doby
VG-Ex/Ex......... 100
A very hot item, people ask huge prices for the Satchel Paige
in slabs. Clean mid-grade set in the original envelope, the
other stars include Doby, Greenberg, Veeck, Feller and
Lemon.
540		 1949 Ed-U Cards Batter Up
		 Complete PSA 8 and 9 Set (10 cards)....................... 60
Very unusual set, the first that we have handled. We will
have front and back scans of everything on our website.
537		 1948 Leaf
		 Lot of 17 different PSA cards w/HOFers............... 150
Very clean and attractive lot, the cards display very well for
the grades. The exact content is as follows: 14 5.5, 26 4, 27 6,
28 6, 31 5, 49 5, 56 6.5, 57 5, 59 Appling 4, 61 6, 72 5.5, 73 4,
77 Smalley 6, 82 6.5, 83 Doerr 4.5, 136 4 and 139 3.

541		 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
		 Barrett, Red (signed)
9........................ 125
Scarce and fun oversize issue, this has the original easel.
Signed and inscribed in bold sharpie ink, a crease on
Barrett’s head is the only flaw here. JSA LOAA.
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542		 1950 Bowman Near-Set w/Robinson and Williams
		 (211 different)
VG.................... 300
Not a bad lot at all, the condition ranges mainly from GVG
to VG-Ex, averaging a pleasing VG overall. Anchored by
the two absolute keys to this set, this is a totally manageable
project to complete if desired. These better cards come in
the lot: 1 Mel Parnell RC GVG, 10 Tommy Henrich VG+,
11 Phil Rizzuto GVG, 12 Joe Page GVG, 16 Roy Sievers RC
GVG, 21 Pee Wee Reese VG, 22 Jackie Robinson Good, 23
Newcombe RC VG-Ex/Ex, 32 Robin Roberts GVG, 33 Ralph
Kiner VG, 37 Luke Appling VG+, 47 Jerry Coleman VG+,
62 Ted Kluszewski VG-Ex, 71 Red Schoendienst Ex, 98 Ted
Williams VG+, 112 Gil Hodges VG+, 139 Johnny Mize VG+,
148 Early Wynn VG, 217 Casey Stengel MG Good and 219
Hank Bauer RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd.

544		 1952 Bowman
		 188 different commons/minors Ex...................... 700
Very clean and colorful lot, every card is in a holder for
protection. A nice percentage of this great looking 1950s
Bowman set, this is an ideal foundation for a clean set and a
dealer can do very well selling these as singles. The condition is about 20% Ex-Mt, the balance is Ex overall with
variance. There are no major stars here, but these cards
are included in the lot: 2 Thomson, 4 Roberts, 23 Lemon,
24 Furillo, 33 McDougald RC, 37 Raschi, 85 Marion, 115
Doby, 128 Newcombe, 158 Harris, 161 Jensen, 162 Irvin, 188
Dressen MG, 189 Piersall, 191 Friend RC.

543		 1951 Bowman Complete Set minus Mantle/Mays/
		 Williams (321/324)
VG to VG-Ex.. 1500
Missing only three cards, this is one of the truly classic baseball card sets. Upgraded from two sets, this is a solid midgrade offering. An extremely substantial lot with a world of
stars and a desirable high number run, these have a huge
value as singles. There are a fair number of very clean commons and secondary stars scattered about. The key cards
in the lot are as follows: 1 Ford RC GVG, 2 Berra Good, 7
Hodges VG+, 26 Rizzuto VG+, 30 Feller VG, 31 Campanella
VG+, 32 Snider VG, 80 Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 122 Garagiola RC
VG, 134 Spahn VG+ mk, 186 Ashburn VG+, 198 M Irvin RC
VG+, 232 N Fox RC VG, 254 Jensen RC Ex, 260 Erskine RC
VG, 282 Frisch VG-Ex/Ex, 290 Dickey VG-Ex/Ex, 295 Al Lopez VG, 306 Piersall RC VG and 324 Pramesa RC VG-Ex/Ex.
545		 1952 Wheaties Full Eight Card Panel
		 w/Ted Williams and George Mikan....................... 150
Really nice display piece, this is a full eight card 1952
Wheaties box panel with the advertising on top. The cards
include Ted Williams, George Mikan and Stan Musial.
Some creasing is present as always, the cards look great with
full borders, grading has made clean panels like this quite
scarce.
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547		 1954 Bowman
		 Complete Basic Set w/Mantle SGC 3 VG-Ex...... 1400
Solid mid-grade example of this underrated set, the cards
display quite well overall. Reasonably consistent, the condition variance is not bad at all. With several slabbed key
cards, we rate them as follows: 1 Rizzuto VG-Ex, 6 N Fox
VG-Ex, 15 Ashburn VG-Ex, 58 Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 64 Mathews
VG-Ex/Ex, 65 Mantle SGC 3, 66.2 Piersall VG+, 84 Doby
SGC 5.5, 89 Mays VG+ mk, 90 Campanella SGC 5.5, 101
Larsen RC VG+, 116 Easter SGC 8, 132 Feller VG-Ex/Ex,
138 Hodges Ex+ ctd, 145 Martin VG+ ctd, 161 Berra VG-Ex/
Ex, 170 Snider VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 177 Ford VG-Ex/Ex and 212
Friend SGC 8.

548		 1955 Topps 170 different w/29 high numbers
		 including Berra
VG-Ex/Ex......... 500
Bright and fresh lot, the cards are downgraded due to some
of the typical centering issues with 55 Topps cards. The
cards tend to have great color and display well, there are fine
Ex Plus and Ex-Mt cards all throughout the lot. This lot is
perfect to start a set or to use for inventory.

549		 1955 Topps Complete Set -3
		 w/Aaron 5 and Killebrew 6
Ex...................... 800
Colorful and super attractive 1950s Topps set, these are
always very desirable. The offered set is missing just three
cards (50 Robinson, Rizzuto and Berra). The set varies in
grade but has a fair number of superb Ex-Mt cards. There
are some very strong key cards and others are weaker. The
set is very difficult to assign an overall grade to given the
variance, but it averages Ex or so overall; the high numbers
are a click below the other cards but still pretty nice. There
could be some potential for grading among the secondary
stars and clean commons in the future. The Koufax Rookie
is not graded but is quite clean and fresh, the graded cards
offer some serious value, they are as follows: 1 Rhodes VGEx/Ex, 2 Williams VG+, 4 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 28 Banks SGC
5, 31 Spahn VG-Ex/Ex, 47 Aaron Beckett 5, 75 Amoros RC
SGC 6, 108 R. Walker SGC 6, 120 Kluszewski Ex-Mt+, 123
Koufax RC VG+ (clean w/no creases, centered to the right
border), 124 Killebrew RC PSA 6, 125 Boyer RC Ex-Mt, 152
Agganis RC Ex, 155 Mathews VG-Ex/Ex, 164 Clemente RC
PSA 2.5, 166 Bauer VG-Ex/Ex, 180 Labine VG-Ex/Ex, 187
Hodges VG-Ex/Ex, 194 Mays SGC 4.5 and 210 Snider VGEx/Ex ctd.

550		 1955 Topps Doubleheader Lot of 8 different
		 unperforated SGC Graded Cards		......................... 100
Uncommon lot of unperforated 55 Doubleheaders, the lot
is as follows: 15 Walker/Limmer 5, 43 Kiely/Stobbs 4.5, 53
Herman/Amoros 7, 55 Harmon/Skinner 5, 79 Sievers/Fowler 7, 95 Jolly/Hofman 7, 101 Wilson/Tremel 6 and 115 Long/
Fain 5.
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551		 1956 Big League Statues Complete Set................. 300
Classic and utterly charming 1950s mini statue set, these
are so evocative of the era. Our consignor was very fastidious with these, they tend to be quite clean and nice, with
no missing bats or other condition issues. Headlined by 11
HOFers of the 18 pieces, our consignor put a small mount
on the bottom of each to keep them in an individual plastic
holder for protection (this can almost certainly be removed
if desired). Smartly displayed as-is, my guess is that these
are not going anywhere! The keys here are Mantle, Musial,
Berra, Campanella, Mathews, Reese, Hodges, Snider and
Doby.

552		 1956 Dairy Queen Complete Set (18 pcs)............ 300
Classic and utterly charming 1950s mini statue set, these
are so evocative of the era. Our consignor was very fastidious with these, they tend to be quite white and nice, with
no missing bats or other condition issues. Headlined by 11
HOFers of the 18 pieces, our consignor put a small mount
on the bottom of each to keep them in an individual plastic
holder for protection (this can almost certainly be removed
if desired). Smartly displayed as-is, my guess is that these
are not going anywhere! The keys here are Mantle, Musial,
Berra, Campanella, Mathews, Reese, Hodges, Snider and
Doby.

553		 1956 Topps 293 different w/Koufax,
		 Campanella, Reese
VG-Ex/Ex......... 500
Near-set, the cards have good color and display well for the
grade. The condition varies mildly in both directions, these
many better cards come in the lot: 1 Harridge RC, 2 Giles
RC, 8 Alston, 10 Spahn, 15 Banks, 20 Kaline, 25 Kluszewski,
79 Koufax, 101 Roy Campanella, 107 Mathews, 110 Berra,
113 Rizzuto, 118 Fox, 120 Ashburn, 125 Minoso, 145 Hodges, 165 Schoendienst, 180 R Roberts, 190 Furillo, 194 Irvin,
200 Feller, 208 E Howard FTC, 235 Newcombe, 260 Pee Wee
Reese, 288 Cerv, 299 Neal, 307 Wilhelm, 332 Larsen. This is
an ideal lot for the grade and size, with some real substance
and no doubt with an extensive breakdown value as singles.

554		 1956 Topps		
Complete Set w/Mantle PSA 3
VG to VG-Ex.... 500
Super popular set that is loaded with HOFers, the offered
is mixed grade but nonetheless desirable. Anchored by a
Mantle PSA 3 and nice examples of the Clemente and Jackie
Robinson cards, there is some real value here. The condition
varies, some cards could be upgraded, the set is mainly VG
to VG-Ex with some variance in both directions. With many
quality mid-grade cards, the breakdown value here should
be substantial.
The set comes with two marked checklists, we grade the
many key cards as follows: 1 Harridge RC GVG, 5 Williams
Fair-Good, 20 Kaline Fair-Good, 30 J Robinson Ex, 31 Aaron VG, 33 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 79 Koufax Good, 101 Roy
Campanella GVG, 110 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 113 Rizzuto Ex, 130
Mays VG+, 135 Mantle PSA 3, 150 Snider VG-Ex/Ex, 164
Killebrew VG+, 166 Dodgers TC VG+, 200 Feller VG-Ex/Ex,
240 Ford GVG, 251 Yankees TC VG+ mk, 260 Pee Wee Reese
GVG and 292 Aparicio RC Good.
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555		 1957 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............. 1000
Vital and beloved Topps set, these are supremely popular
among collectors. Always desirable with the many classic
star cards, these are very hot right now as one can imagine.
Offered is a pleasing mid-grade set, these are not bad at all.
The condition is mainly VG-Ex, but varies from Good to
close to Near Mint. The set could benefit from some simple
upgrading and is an outstanding value with the many nice
star cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Williams
Good, 2 Berra VG+, 10 Mays VG+ well ctd, 18 Drysdale RC
VG good centering, 20 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex good centering, 25
Ford GVG, 30 Reese GVG, 35 F Robby RC VG good centering, 55 Banks VG+ well ctd, 76 Clemente NM, 95 Mantle
VG-Ex/Ex no creases, 170 Snider VG, 210 Campanella Ex
ctd, 212 Colavito RC Ex, 286 Richardson RC Ex+, 302 Koufax Good, 312 Kubek RC VG-Ex/Ex, 324 Dodgers TC GVG,
328 B Robby RC VG, 338 Bunning RC Ex, 400 Dodgers
Sluggers VG-Ex/Ex and 407 Berra/Mantle VG-Ex/Ex;
a marked series one checklist comes with the set

556		 1957 Topps Complete Set
Ex...................... 800
Vital and beloved Topps set, these are supremely popular
among collectors. Always desirable with the many classic
star cards, these are very hot right now as one can imagine.
The offered set happens to be really nice, as nice as most of
us will find without getting into slabs. Ex overall, the key
semi-high number run is a nice Ex overall. The cards vary
from VG to Ex-Mt Plus, averaging Ex overall with many,
many nicer cards. The clean cards provide for an outstanding breakdown value. We grade the many key cards as
follows: 1 Ted Williams Ex, 2 Berra Ex-Mt+, 10 Mays VG+,
18 Drysdale RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 20 Aaron Ex+, 25 Ford VG+,
35 F Robby RC Ex, 55 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 76 Clemente Ex,
95 Mantle VG+, 170 Snider NM, 210 Campanella VG+, 212
Colavito RC GVG, 302 Koufax VG-Ex/Ex, 312 Kubek RC
Ex, 324 Dodgers TC VG-Ex/Ex, 328 B Robby RC GVG, 338
Bunning RC VG-Ex/Ex, 400 Dodgers Sluggers Ex++ and 407
Berra/Mantle VG ctd.
557		 1958 Topps Complete Set
Ex...................... 700
Classic 1950s Topps set, dealers love these as they have a
huge breakdown value. Colorful and attractive set, this is
loaded with HOFers and stars, with note to three different Mickey Mantle cards and Roger Maris’s Rookie Card
among much more. The offered set is a particularly nice
mid-grade set, with many clean cards, perhaps 20% of the
set is Ex-Mt or awfully close, there is hardly anything that is
really rough, centering varies as always. The cards average
Ex overall to our eyes, with variance mainly from VG to ExMt. There are many, many really nice cards here, including
several of the bigger stars. We grade the many key cards as
follows: 1 Ted Williams VG, 5 Mays Ex, 25 Drysdale VG-Ex/
Ex, 30.1 Aaron Ex, 47 Maris RC VG-Ex/Ex, 52.1 Bob Clemente Ex, 70.1 Al Kaline Ex-Mt, 150 Mantle VG+, 187 Koufax
VG, 246 Yanks TC VG+, 285 F Robby Ex-Mt, 288 Killebrew
Ex-Mt+, 307 B Robby Ex-Mt, 310 Banks Ex-Mt, 321 Klu/
Williams VG-Ex/Ex, 343 Cepeda RC VG-Ex/Ex, 370 Berra
Ex, 418 Mantle/Aaron Fair-Good, 436 Mays/Snider Ex-Mt,
485 Williams AS Ex, 486 Mays AS VG, 487 Mantle AS VG+
and 488 Aaron AS VG.
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558		 1958 Topps Complete Set
		 w/Mantle SGC 4 minus Clemente VG-Ex............ 800
Very solid set, these tend to have excellent color, quality
centering for the grade and just display well. One of my
personal favorites of the 1950s Topps sets, these always have
a huge breakdown value. The offered set ranges from VG
to Ex-Mt, but is mainly a nice VG-Ex to VG-Ex/Ex. With
some very manageable issues, this set is anchored by solid
Mantle cards and has a lot going for it. We grade the many
key cards as follows: 1 Williams VG+, 5 Mays VG+ well ctd,
25 Drysdale VG-Ex/Ex, 30.1 Aaron Ex, 47 Maris RC VG-Ex/
Ex, 70.1 Al Kaline Ex, 150 Mantle SGC 4, 187 Koufax Ex++,
246 Yanks TC Ex++, 285 F Robby VG+ ctd, 288 Killebrew
VG, 307 B Robby VG-Ex/Ex, 310 Banks VG, 321 Klu/Williams VG+, 343 Cepeda RC VG+ well ctd, 370 Berra VG-Ex/
Ex, 418 Mantle/Aaron VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 436 Mays/Snider VG+,
485 Williams AS Ex+ well ctd, 486 Mays AS Ex well ctd, 488
Aaron AS VG-Ex and 487 Mantle AS VG+.

559		 1959 Fleer Ted Williams
			 Complete Set w/Ted Signs PSA 5 Ex-Mt............ 400
Anchored by a superb 5 with four square corners and great
centering, this is always a nice set to find with a real #68.
The rest of the set is pretty nice, about 70% Ex-Mt or better,
the balance mainly Ex. The key cards are as follows: 1 Early
Years Ex-Mt, 2 Babe Ruth VG-Ex/Ex, 11 1935 - With Jimmie
Foxx , 63 All Star Record NM, 68 Ted Signs 1959 PSA 5, 67
With Sammy Snead VG-Ex/Ex, 70 With Jim Thorpe Ex+, 75
With Babe Ruth Ex-Mt+, 79 Where Ted Stands NM and 80
Teds Goals 1959 NM.
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560		 1959 Topps 541 different w/some stars
		 and many high numbers
Ex-Mt/NM........ 600
Solid set, these were originally from a presentation set.
These better cards come in the lot: 8 Phillies Team Ex-Mt,
30 Fox NM, 34 Kaline/Maxwell NM, 35 Kluszewski NM,
94 White Sox TC NM, 147 Banks & Others NM ctd, 149
Bunning NM, 166 Minoso/Colavito/Doby NM ctd, 260
Wynn Ex-Mt, 270 Hodges Ex, 295 Martin Ex, 310 Aparicio
Ex-Mt, 317 Ashburn/Mays Ex-Mt+, 352 Roberts NM+, 387
Drysdale Ex-Mt, 390 Cepeda NM, 408 Fox/Aparicio Ex-Mt,
450 Mathews Ex-Mt+, 509 Cash RC Ex-Mt+ ctd, 518 Cuellar
RC NM, 556 Fox AS NM ctd, 557 K. Boyer AS Ex-Mt ctd
and 562 Kaline AS Ex-Mt+ ctd.

561		 1959 Topps Complete Set
Ex...................... 700
An excellent value set with the many stars and high numbers, dealers love to break these up as single. The offered set
is mixed grade, averaging about Ex overall. The cards mainly range from VG to Ex Plus to Ex-Mt, with some very slight
variance beyond that. The high number run is solid, the set
could benefit from some simple and inexpensive upgrading.
With many nice stars, we grade the key cards as follows: 10
Mantle VG+, 40.2 Spahn 1921 on back Ex++, 50 Mays Ex-Mt
oc, 150 Musial NM, 163 Koufax Ex, 202 Maris NM ctd, 350
Banks Ex-Mt, 380 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 461 Mickey Mantle HR
Ex+, 478 Clemente Ex oc, 510 Yankees TC VG-Ex/Ex ctd,
514 Bob Gibson RC Ex, 515 Harmon Killebrew Ex, 543 Trio/
Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 550 Campanella Ex mc, 561 Aaron AS
VG, 563 Mays AS Ex++, and 564 Mantle AS VG-Ex/Ex ctd.
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562		 1960 OPC Tattoo
		 Roger Maris in original pack as issued!................. 100
Super cool piece, offered is the very scarce 1960 OPC Tattoo
card of Roger Maris. Folded around the gum as issued, this
has not been unfolded or opened. Items like this are just so
cool!

563		 1960 Topps Complete Set minus three VG-Ex... 500
Popular and smartly designed Topps set, this is missing just
numbers 560, 563 and 566. The offered set does vary a bit in
grade, it is about 60-65% VG-Ex, the balance varies in both
directions, but is mainly below VG-Ex. A nice mid-grade
set overall, the high numbers are solid, it could benefit from
some TLC. The key cards are as follows: 148 Yaz RC VG, 160
Mantle/Boyer Good, 200 Mays Fair, 250 Musial VG+, 300
Aaron GVG, 316 McCovey RC VG, 326 Clemente Good, 332
Yankees TC NM, 343 Koufax VG+ ctd, 350 Mantle VG+,
377 Maris VG+, 480 Berra VG-Ex/Ex mk on back, 490 F
Robinson VG, 554 McCovey AS VG-Ex/Ex, 561 Kaline AS
NM, 564 Mays AS VG-Ex/Ex and 565 Maris AS VG-Ex/Ex.

564		 1961 Bazooka
Colavito/Broglio/Kluszewski Near-Complete Box ........ 150
Great piece, this is a beautiful Bazooka near box from 1961.
Something that you just never see, the front looks amazing
with sharp corners and no visible wear to our eyes on the
cards, even under magnification. This is a nearly complete
box, with flats folded creatively on the back. SGC slabbed
Authentic, this is a real keeper!
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565		 1961 Golden Press
		 Lot of 10 PSA 9s w/Foxx & Mathewson................. 150
Pure PSA 9 Mint 9 lot, these are immaculate cards. The
content is as follows: 11 Hartnett, 12 Cochrane, 13 Sisler, 17
Grove, 18 Bender, 19 Frisch, 21 Baker, 22 Foxx, 24 Mathewson and 26 Vance. Good lot.

566		 1962 Bazooka Joey Jay, Roger Maris,
		 Frank Howard Full Panel		......................... 100
Beautifully cut beyond the black contact line on all four
sides, this is terrific. The Maris and Howard cards appear to
be Mint, there is a surface pinprick on Joe Jay. Very nice.
567		 1962 Jell-O Ernie Banks Full Box........................ 200
From the very tough 1962 Jello-O set, this is a real treasure! A key HOFer and 500 Home Run Club member, this
is something that hardly any Banks or Cubs collectors will
be lucky enough to have! Complete and very clean, this has
excellent eye appeal and stands perfectly upright. The card
has only slight wear, the box is very clean overall, this is just
a superb piece.

569		 1962 Stat Back Exhibit
		 Uncut Sheet of eight w/Mantle, Banks, Berra........ 200
Super cool item, when was the last time one of these came
around? Full size with moderate toning, the backs are clean,
the edges are crisp. There is a crease and some wear to the
top of the Mantle card. Rare and wonderful display piece,
this offers six HOFers of the eight pictured card. Superb.
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568		 1962 Salada Coins
		 Complete Set (259 different!)
NM................... 750
Checking in at a remarkable 259 different pieces, this has
basically every attainable variation. Not an easy thing to find
in today’s market, these charming color plastic coins feature
a broad selection of HOFers, star players and fun variations
to collect. Fresh set, nothing has been picked for grading,
these were collected many, many years ago. The condition
averages a fine Near Mint overall with mild variance. We
grade the keys as follows: 2 Bill Pierce NM, 18 Tony Kubek
Nm-Mt, 23 Roger Maris NM, 27 Carl Yastzemski NM, 41
Mickey Mantle Ex-Mt, 66 Roy Sievers NM, 97.1 Early Wynn(pitching pose) Nm-Mt, 109 Sandy Koufax Nm-Mt, 149
Willie Mays Nm-Mt, 150 Roberto Clemente Ex+, 162 Sam
Jones NM, 180 Hank Aaron NM, 182.1 Ed Broussard(Bressoud) Ex.

570		 1963 Fleer Complete Set w/Adcock PSA 7
						
Ex...................... 625
Missing the checklist, these tend to be crisp cards, centering
varies extensively as is typical. The condition is about 40% or
so Ex-Mt, the balance varies, mainly again due to centering.
A good value set in today’s market as it has many HOFers,
this set is not bad at all and could benefit from some simple
upgrades for centering; it still remains a strong value as
offered. We grade the key cards as follows: 4 B. Robinson Ex,
5 Mays Ex mc, 8 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 41 Drysdale Ex-Mt, 42
Koufax VG+, 43 Wills RC Ex, 45 Spahn Ex++, 46 Adcock SP
PSA 7, 56 Clemente Ex, 59 Mazeroski Ex-Mt+, 61 Gibson
Ex and 64 Cepeda VG-Ex/Ex.
571		 1963 Jell-O Ernie Banks Full Box........................ 150
Rare full box of a key HOFer and 500 Home Run Club member, this is not something that you will see every day. Tight
and clean box, this is missing part of the right flap from being opened, it displays really well. The card itself has slight
general wear and is clean, this stands perfectly upright. The
box retains good color and excellent eye appeal, these are
just so cool!
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572		 1963 Jell-O Bubba Phillips Full Box..................... 90
Complete box with all flaps and the gelatin, these are always
fun. The card and box have general wear, it is not bad at all.

573		 1963 Topps 452 different w/many stars
							Ex-Mt............... 200
Quality 1963 Topps partial set, these vary mildly in grade
and look to be a nice Ex-Mt overall with Ex cards and Near
Mint cards. Well centered overall for the issue, this is a
substantial lot with several of the key cards, many HOFers,
specials and better cards. An excellent value lot, there are 39
semi-high numbers and 23 high numbers. These better cards
come in the lot (there are many more with the next tier
down in catalog value): 1 Dav/Musial/Aaron LL, 2 Runnells/
Mantle LL, 3 Mays/Aaron/Banks LL, 9 Drys/Koufax LL, 68
Hodges/Snider, 120 Maris, 169 Perry, 173 Best/Mantle, 210
Koufax, 250 Musial, 300 Mays, 400 F Robinson, 415 Gibson,
466 Freehan RC SP, 490 McCovey, 500 Killebrew SP, 520
Cepeda, 552 Tigers Team, 562 McNally RC and 576 Temple.

574		 1963 Topps 545 different w/many stars
						
Ex-Mt............... 600
Presented in team order, these cards tend to have great color
and a very fresh feel. The condition is very solid, with mild
variance, only a small percentage are lesser. A fine lot this is
very close to a full set (545/576), these better cards come in
the lot: 2 Runnells/Mantle LL, 9 Drys/Koufax, 18 Clemente
Special, 25 Kaline, 115 Yaz, 126 Uecker, 138 Mays/Musial,
173 Best/Mantle, 247 Yankees Team, 320 Spahn, 345 B Robinson, 380 Banks, 412 Podres/Drys/Koufax, 440 Marichal,
500 Killebrew SP, 505 Flood and 544 Staub RC.
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575		 Lot of 10 PSA 7 HOFers/Rookie Cards 1963-1981
							......................... 100
Nice lot, as follows: 63T 245 Hodges, 64T 155 Snider, 65T
205 Spahn, 66T 410 Kaline, 67T 5 Ford, 75 Mini 200 Mantle,
76 Hostess Brett, 76T 330 Ryan, 78T 400 Ryan and 81 OPC
Raines RC.

576		 1964 Challenge The Yankees
		 Complete Set in Original Box
VG-Ex............... 375
Classic 1960s board game, this is presumably complete
but we are not sure, the box seems loaded with game cards
and other pieces. The card set is complete at 50 cards. The
Mantle is Poor due to a closed tear. The others are generally
VG-Ex to Ex, with mild variance in both directions. Fun set,
the HOFers include Aaron, Yaz, Ford, Mathews, McCovey,
Kaline and Santo. The box itself is VG overall but displays
well.

577		 1964 Topps
		 Very Near Set (550/587)
Ex-Mt/NM........ 625
Very clean, crisp and consistent near set. Solid overall, there
are many Near Mint cards. With only mild variance, 21 Berra, 29 Brock, 103 Curt Flood, 116 Oliva, 146 T John RC, 155
Snider, 167 Pinella RC, 177 Killebrew, 210 Yastrzemski, 230
B. Robinson, 244 LaRussa RC, 250 Kaline, 260 F. Robinson,
287 Conigliaro RC, 306 Mays/Cepeda, 342 Stargell, 350 McCovey, 390 Cepeda, 400 Spahn, 433 Yanks TC, 468 G Perry,
538 Minoso, 540 Aparicio, 547 Hodges, 550 Ken Hubbs and
570 Mazeroski.

578		 1964 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............. 1000
Excellent value set, dealers always love these. The high
numbers have been hot of late, making some harder to find.
Pleasing mid-grade set is not bad at all, about 70% VG-Ex
or so, 15% VG, the balance varies in both directions with
cleaner cards throughout. The high number run has no issues, we grade the many key cards as follows: 21 Berra GVG/
VG, 29 Brock GVG, 50 Mantle GVG mk, 55 Banks GVG, 103
Curt Flood Ex-Mt, 125 Rose VG+ ctd, 150 Mays GVG, 200
Koufax VG-Ex/Ex, 210 Yastrzemski GVG, 225 Maris GVG,
230 B Robby VG+, 250 Kaline Ex, 260 F Robby VG-Ex/Ex,
287 Conigliaro RC GVG, 300 Aaron VG, 306 Mays/Cepeda
Ex, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al VG+, 380 Ford VG+, 400 Spahn
Ex, 423 Aaron/Mays VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 433 Yanks TC VG, 440
Clemente Ex o/c, 460 Gibson VG-Ex, 468 G Perry VG-Ex/Ex,
540 Aparicio VG+, 541 Niekro RC VG, 543 Uecker VG-Ex/
Ex, 550 Ken Hubbs VG-Ex/Ex and 570 Mazeroski VG+.

579		 1964 Topps Coins Complete Set Ex...................... 170
One of the great values in vintage sets, these are just loaded
with HOFers and stars. The biggest names are here, the
offered set is a pleasing Ex overall. There is mild variance, as
always the All Star high numbers are cleaner than the rest
of the set. We grade the key stars as follows: 26 Yaz VG+, 42
Banks Ex, 55 Clemente Ex, 80 Mays Ex-Mt, 82 Rose Ex, 83
Aaron Ex, 106 Koufax Ex, 120 Mantle Ex-Mt, 131.1 Mantle
AS (left handed) Ex+, 134 Yaz AS Ex-Mt, 149 Aaron AS Ex,
150 Clemente AS Ex+, 151 Mays AS Ex+ and 159 Koufax AS
VG+.
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580		 1964 Wheaties Complete Set w/36 PSA 9s
		 incl. Aaron & Clemente		......................... 800
Loaded 48-card set, this is filled with HOFers and stars. The
star power is impressive, headlined by Aaron, Clemente and
Mays. All slabbed, this lot is terrific as it has no less than
thirty-seven different PSA 9s. Everything is a PSA 9 except
for these cards: PSA 2: Tom Tresh, PSA 3: Nellie Fox, PSA
5: Al Kaline, PSA 7: Dick Groat, Don Leppert, PSA 8: Albie
Pearson, Juan Pizarro, Norm Siebern, Ray Culp, Ron Santo,
PSA 8.5: Earl Battey, FGS 9: Steve Barber.

581		 1965 Topps Complete Set
Ex+................... 600
Very popular 1960s Topps set, these have a great design and
offer many classic cards from the era. The offered set is a
solid mid to better grade set, the condition is about half ExMt or better with many very fine cards, the balance averages
Ex with variance from VG-Ex to Ex Plus. An excellent value,
the key cards are very solid overall, there are many very
nice cards all throughout the set. We grade the key cards
as follows: 3 Killebrew/Mantle LL Ex, 16 Morgan RC Ex,
134 Mantle WS Ex++, 155 Maris Ex, 160 Clemente Ex-Mt+
well ctd, 170 Aaron Ex-Mt oc, 207 Rose Ex-Mt+, 250 Mays
Ex-Mt+, 300 Koufax Ex, 320 Gibson Ex+, 350 Mantle Ex-Mt
oc, 385 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 400 Killebrew NM, 461 Carroll/
Niekro NM+, 470 Berra NM oc, 477 Carlton RC Ex, 510
Banks Ex+, 526 Hunter RC NM, 540 Brock Ex-Mt+ and 581
Perez RC Ex.
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582		 1965 Topps High Grade Near Set
		 (550 different)
NM................... 400
A terrific lot of 1965s, these are extremely fine cards. The
condition is about 65% Near Mint, 30% Ex-Mt, 5% mixed.
These were from an old time collector, the cards have a very
fresh look and feel. We only reviewed the key cards for slabbing, there could be some real buried treasure here. A great
value with the world of secondary stars and HOFers, these
better cards come in the lot: 130 Kaline Ex-Mt+, 150 Brooks
Robinson Ex-Mt, 155 Maris NM, 282 Murakami RC NM,
330 Ford Ex-Mt+, 470 Berra NM, 500 Mathews Ex-Mt+, 510
Banks NM, 513 Yankees Team NM, 519 Uecker Ex-Mt+, 550
Stottlemyre Ex-Mt+ and 581 Perez RC Ex-Mt+.

583		 1965 Topps Embossed
		 Complete Set w/28 PSA cards
Ex-Mt............... 175
Fine Ex-Mt overall set, some have centering issues, these
are quite nice overall. The graded cards anchor the set of
course: 1 Yaz 5, 5 6, 6 6, 8 Koufax 6, 9 6, 11 Mantle 6, 12 6,
15 Drysdale 6, 16 B Robinson 5, 17 Bunning 6, 19 Clemente
5, 23 6, 28 Santo 7, 29 6, 34 7, 40 B Williams 6, 42 6, 44 6, 45
Cepeda 5, 46 6, 54 7, 55 6, 58 Banks 7, 59 Aaron 6, 61 6, 63 6,
69 Gibson 6 and 72 5.
584		 1960s-1980s OPC Baseball High Grade
		 Collection (approx. 400 pcs)
NM................... 150
OPC baseball was a big passion for our consignor, he had
many PSA 9s and other key cards. This is the core of his
OPC baseball collection, every card is in a Card Saver, these
are a fine Near Mint overall with nicer cards. With many
better cards, this is a substantial lot. The lot breaks down
as follows: 1966 #13, 1968 9 w/Cepeda, 1970 10 w/Palmer,
Killebrew, Hodges, Mets TC, 1971 49 w/Munson, Kaline,
Carew, T.Williams, 1972 26 w/Killebrew, Munson, T. Williams, 1973 72 w/Seaver, Gossage RC, F. Robinson, more,
1974 32 w/Munson, many other stars, 1975 29 w/Gibson,
Munson, 1976 19 w/Bench, Munson, Rice, 1977 37 w/ Ryan,
Jackson, Brett RB, 1978 28 w/many HOFers and 1979-85 75
w/a ton of HOFers and some Rookies.
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585		 1966 Topps Complete Set 1-522 minus 5
		 w/Mantle, Mays, Aaron
VG-Ex/Ex......... 500
Very pleasing and consistent mid-grade cards, these display
very well for the grade. An excellent value lot as it has so
many stars, the condition variance is extremely minor. These
better cards come in the lot: 1 Mays GVG, 28 Niekro VG-Ex/
Ex, 30 Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 36 Hunter VG-Ex/Ex, 50 Mantle VG,
70 Yastrzemski Ex+, 72 Perez VG, 110 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 126
Palmer RC VG-Ex/Ex, 215 Clemente/Aaron Mays VG-Ex/
Ex, 217 Mays/McCovey Ex, 254 Jenkins RC Ex, 255 Stargell
VG-Ex/Ex, 300 Clemente Ex ctd, 310 F. Robinson Ex ctd, 320
Gibson VG-Ex, 390 B. Robinson Ex, 410 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex,
430 Drysdale Ex++, 469 Murcer RC VG-Ex/Ex, 490 Richardson Ex, 500 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex and 510 Wilhelm Ex+.

Lot 586

585.2		 1966 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............. 1500
Tougher 1960s Topps set due to the high number run, some
of the tougher high numbers sell for big numbers in today’s
market. Offered is a pleasing, honest mid-grade complete
set. From a hobby old timer, the condition does vary in both
directions (about 15-20% is VG or lesser). The set could
definitely benefit from some simple and inexpensive upgrading, but the important cards are all pretty nice overall.
The key high number run looks very good, with several crisp
Ex-Mt cards. Loaded with value, we grade the many key
cards as follows: 1 Mays VG-Ex (great color, no creases), 30
Rose VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 50 Mantle VG ctd, 100 Koufax VG, 125
Brock Ex++, 126 Palmer RC VG+ ctd, 215 Clemente/Aaron
Mays VG+, 254 Jenkins RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 288 Sutton RC
VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 300 Clemente VG+, 365 Maris VG+, 390 B.
Robinson VG-Ex, 500 Aaron VG+, 526 Twins Team VG, 530
Roberts VG+, 540 McLain NM, 544 Cardinals Rookies Ex,
547 Clarke SP Ex, 550 McCovey SP GVG, 580 Williams SP
VG-Ex/Ex, 583 Tigers Team VG+, 591 Jackson RC SP Ex and
598 Perry VG-Ex/Ex.
586		 1967 Topps
		 515 different w/some stars
Ex-Mt............... 150
Almost the entire basic set, there are no high numbers. In
sheets and Card Savers, these are very nice cards. The condition is Ex-Mt overall with mild variance in both directions.
These better cards come in the lot (there are a ton of secondary stars, specials etc. as well): 1 The Champs, 45 Maris, 210
Gibson, 236 Koufax/Marc/Gibson LL, 242 Aaron/Clemente
LL, 326 Uecker, 333 Jenkins, 456 Niekro, 480 McCovey, 485
McCarver and 512 Schoendienst.
587		 1967 Topps
		 Low Number Set - 6 (527/533) Ex-Mt............... 625
Missing only six cards, this is a fine looking Ex-Mt overall
lot. Fresh and clean, the condition variance is very mild.
Super popular set, these better cards come in the lot: 1 The
Champs, 5 Ford , 30 Kaline, 45 Maris, 103 Mantle CL, 140
Stargell, 146 Carlton, 210 Gibson, 215 Banks, 236 Koufax/
Marc/Gibson LL, 242 Aaron/Clemente LL, 244 Aaron/Mays
LL, 285 Brock, 333 Jenkins, 423 Mays/McCovey, 430 Rose,
445 Sutton, 460 Killebrew, 475 Palmer, 480 McCovey, 481
Durocher, 485 McCarver, 500 Marichal, 510 Maz, 512 Schoendienst and 528 Petrocelli.
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1968 Topps Action All Star Stickers

588		 1968 Topps Complete Set -3
Ex+ to Ex-Mt.... 250
Missing only Ryan, Mantle and Banks, this is a simple
project to complete of course and an excellent value lot. A
tricky set to grade with the borders, the cards look to be
about 50-60% Ex-Mt, the balance is almost all Ex or Ex Plus,
this is a nice lot, some stray cards can be upgraded. The key
cards are a half a grade to a grade below the rest of the set,
we grade them as follows: 45 Seaver Ex+, 50 Mays VG-Ex/
Ex, 80 Carew VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Gibson Ex-Mt+ ctd, 110 Aaron
Ex, 150 Clemente Ex, 230 Rose Ex, 240 Kaline Ex++, 250
Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 247 Bench RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 330 Maris
VG-Ex/Ex, 408 Carlton VG-Ex/Ex, 480 Oliva/Cardinas NM
oc, 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle NM oc, 528 Tigers Team VG-Ex/
Ex, 530 Bird Belters/Robinson Ex and 575 Palmer Ex++.
Good lot.

591			 1 Yaz Center Panel (also Kaline, Maz, Cepeda)
						
Ex-Mt............... 100
A key to the set, this has slight wear on the right border.
Well centered, this is bright, crisp and clean overall.
592			 2 Killebrew Center Panel (Drysdale and others)
					
NM well ctd........ 100
Very fine and clean, this looks to be Near Mint to our eyes,
the main Killebrew sticker has terrific centering.
593			 5 Mays (Rose and Santo)
NM well ctd...... 200
Stunning quality, this is well centered and super sharp. One
of the nicest condition Action All Star Stickers that we have
ever seen, this is superb.

589		 1968 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............... 875
Not a bad set at all, this could benefit from some simple and
inexpensive upgrades. Collected with care despite the grade,
this has extremely well centered examples of the Mantle,
Bench, Mantle/Mays/Killebrew and many other cards that
look great for the grade. The condition is about half VG-Ex
with nicer, the balance is GVG to VG and not abused or ugly.
A perfectly reasonable set for the grade, we grade the stars
as follows: 45 Seaver VG, 50 Mays GVG, 80 Carew VG, 110
Aaron VG+, 150 Clemente Ex, 177 Ryan/Koosman RC GVG,
230 Rose VG+, 240 Kaline GVG, 247 Bench RC VG, 280
Mantle VG+ ctd, 330 Maris GVG, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente Ex-Mt, 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle VG, 528 Tigers Team
Ex, 530 Bird Belters/Robinson Ex and 575 Palmer VG+.
590		 1968 Topps
		 SGC/PSA High Grade Lot w/HOFers (11 pcs)...... 100
Sharp lot, the cards are as follows: 20 B Robinson 7, 27
Hodges 7.5, 85 Perry 7.5, 99 Colavito 7.5, 103 Sutton 7, 129
Stanley 8 (PSA), 190 White 7.5, 230 Rose 5, 470 Freehan 8,
544 Mayo Smith 7 and 562 Bouton 7.5.
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594			 7 Mantle Center Panel (Carew, Gibson, McCovey)
							NM................... 400
One of the more difficult Mantle pieces to find, these are
terrific. The condition here is tremendous as this is well
centered and quite sharp. The large format piece has bright
gloss and excellent color, it looks to be Near Mint to our
eyes. It is such a shame that people are breaking these down
into individual panels to get slabbed.
595			 10 Aaron Center Panel (Mantle/Gibson/Hunter)
					
Ex-Mt well ctd............ 200
Well centered, this is a big deal as Mantle appears in the top
panel. Sharp and clean, one subtle nick by the right border
on Aaron keeps this at Ex-Mt to our eyes. Very nice.
596			 12 Clemente Center Panel
		 (B Robinson and Perez)
Ex-Mt............... 200
Crisp and clean, this is an absolute key to the set. Very fine,
centering to the left border keeps this very scarce and desirable 1960s Clemente card at Ex-Mt.
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597		 Lot of 10 different w/many HOFers....................... 600
Great lot of these fun and scarce cards. For better or worse,
these can sell for big prices slabbed as individual panels but
we feel that is just a shame and we do not have the heart to
break these cool cards into pieces. The offered lot is quite
clean and fine overall, as nice as you will see. Loaded with
value with the many HOFers, we grade these individually as follows: 3 F Robinson Center Panel (Aaron, Seaver)
Ex-Mt well ctd, 4 Santo (also F Robinson) NM well ctd, 6
Kaline Center Panel (Banks/Yaz) Ex-Mt, 8 Horlen Center
Panel (also Bunning and Conigliaro) NM well ctd, 9 Cepeda
Center Panel (also Mays, Clemente, Killebrew) NM well ctd,
11 Drysdale Center Panel (Jenkins/Oliva) Ex+ well ctd, 13
Yaz Center Panel (also Drysdale, F Robinson) Ex-Mt, 14 Killebrew Center Panel (Seaver, Cepeda, Mazeroski) Ex+ well
ctd, 15 F Robinson Center Panel NM well ctd and 16 Santo
(Aaron, Kaline) Ex.
598		 1969 Topps Lot of 7 PSA 7/8s		........................... 60
Small but fine lot, all are PSA 7s unless noted: 1 AL Batting
Leaders 8, 130 Yaz, 330 Conigliaro, 410 Kaline, 510 Carew,
600 Oliva and 650 Ted Williams. These are great to add to a
sharp set.

599		 1969 Topps Complete Set
Ex...................... 400
Anchored by a really nice Mantle, the centering is far superior to other cards that you will find with oc qualifiers, this
is a very solid set. The condition varies and is typical in that
the stars are a full grade or more below the commons. The
cards are perhaps 40-50% Ex-Mt or Ex Plus, maybe a bit
more, the balance is a nice VG-Ex. This is a quality midgrade with some real upside after moderate upgrading. The
key cards are as follows: 20 Banks Ex-Mt, 50 Clemente VGEx/Ex, 95 Bench VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Aaron Ex-Mt+ oc, 120 Rose
VG-Ex/Ex, 130 Yaz VG-Ex/Ex, 190 Mays Ex-Mt, 255 Carlton
Ex, 260 R Jackson RC VG-Ex/Ex, 480 Seaver Ex, 500.1 Mantle PSA 8 oc, 510 Carew VG-Ex/Ex, 533 Ryan VG-Ex/Ex,
550 B. Robinson VG-Ex/Ex, 573 Palmer Ex++, 597 Fingers
RC Ex-Mt+ and 630 Bonds RC VG+.

600		 1969 Topps
		 Complete Set w/Mantle Beckett 6.5....................... 400
Pleasing 1969 Topps set, the condition looks to be about
70% or more Ex-Mt or better, the balance is almost all in
the Ex to Ex Plus range. The set varies mildly in grade, and
could benefit from some light upgrading. Anchored by
slabbed examples of the key Jackson and Mantle cards, we
grade the key cards as follows: 20 Banks NM well ctd, 50
Clemente Ex, 95 Bench VG, 100 Aaron Ex+, 120 Rose NM,
130 Yaz Ex, 190 Mays Ex, 255 Carlton VG-Ex/Ex, 260 R Jackson RC PSA 5.5, 480 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 500.1 Mantle Beckett
6.5, 510 Carew Ex, 533 Ryan VG+, 550 B. Robinson NM, 573
Palmer Ex, 597 Fingers RC NM, and 630 Bonds RC Ex+.
601		 1969 Topps Deckle Edge
		 Complete PSA 7 Set w/variations		......................... 600
Popular insert set, this is the basic set of 33 plus two variations. Every card but Rusty Staub (SGC 7) is a pure PSA 7.
The edges and centering is always problematic with these
cards, they are very difficult to find in PSA 7 quality. Good
value set, this has 11 HOFers. The keys are Clemente, Mays,
Rose, Foy, Koosman, Yaz and Carew. As of April 1, 2022, the
VCP value is $2,761 for a PSA 7 set.
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602		 Banks, Ernie			......................... 200
Tougher Transogram, this is the full box. The card displays
well with some very fine creasing, the cellophane has a crack
and some mild wear, the toy looks good.
603		 Clemente/Gibson/Koosman Box		......................... 300
Solid mid-grade box, this is complete. The cards have good
color, with moderate wear and very slight creasing. The
cellophane is tight, the box stands perfectly upright. Very
desirable Clemente piece, this also features popular HOFer
Bob Gibson and 1969 New York Met Jerry Koosman.
604		 Mantle, Mickey		......................... 375
Classic Mickey Mantle item, these are always very desirable
and never easy to find, especially in today’s market. A flattened card alone can sell over $1,000 in any grade, offered
is a full box. The card has some stray wear on the borders,
there are no visible creases, the color is strong. The cellophane is tight, the toy looks good, the box displays very well.
605		 Mays, Willie			......................... 125
Good Mays item, this is the full complete box. The card itself
has no visible creases and is clean, there is slight toning at
the bottom border. The cellophane has only slight wear and
is not sealed at the top inside portion of the box. Clean overall box, this displays very well and looks great.
606		 Rose, Pete			......................... 175
Classic 1960s Pete Rose collectible, these are in high demand
and limited supply. Pleasing full box, the card retains bright
color and has some fine creasing. The cellophane has some
general wear and is not bad at all. Solid box.
607		 Lot of six different full player boxes....................... 150
Neat lot of these great collectibles, this lot is as follows:
Alou (missing arm), Fregosi (missing back), Knopp, Odom,
Pascual and Reichardt.

608		 1970 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex......... 850
Pleasing mid-grade set, this has some variance. The set is
about 20-30% VG or so, the rest is much cleaner. The high
numbers have some sharper cards, there is a lot of value
here. With no major issues, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Mets TC Ex-Mt oc, 140 Jackson VG-Ex, 189 Munson
RC VG-Ex/Ex, 197 Ryan NLCS Ex, 300 Seaver Ex, 350 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 500 Aaron VG+, 580 Rose Ex, 600 Mays VG,
630 Banks Ex oc, 640 Kaline VG+, 660 Bench VG+, 700 F
Robby Ex, 712 Ryan VG-Ex/Ex and 713 Pilots TC Ex-Mt.
609		 1971 OPC Lot of 11 Graded Stars
		 w/Seaver PSA 7		......................... 100
Clean lot of PSA and SGC graded 71 OPC stars, all are PSA
unless noted: 105 Conigliaro PSA 4, SGC 5, 117 Simmons
RC 6, 170 Seaver 7, 208 B. Martin 7.5, 250 Bench 6, 289
Staub SGC 6, 341 Garvey RC 6, 450 Gibson 5, 560 Staub
SGC 4.5 and 750 McLain 5.

610		 1971 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex......... 625
Mid-grade 1971 Topps set, this is not bad at all. The cards
tend to have honest corner wear, they tend to display well
for the grade. Loaded set, we grade the many key cards as
follows: 5 Munson VG-Ex ctd, 20 Jackson VG+, 100 Rose
Ex, 160 Seaver VG-Ex ctd, 250 Bench VG-Ex/Ex, 341 Garvey
RC Ex++, 400 Aaron Ex, 513 Ryan SGC 5, 525 Banks Ex,
530 Yaz VG-Ex/Ex, 570 Palmer Ex, 600 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 625
Brock VG, 630 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 640 F Robinson Ex-Mt,
650 Allen SP VG-Ex/Ex, 688 Anderson VG, 709 Baylor/Baker RC VG-Ex/Ex and 740 Aparicio VG-Ex/Ex.
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611		 1971 Topps Supers
43 assorted w/35 HOFers Strong Ex-Mt/NM........ 110
Very sharp and clean lot has only mild variance. From a
mini-find, we had many 8s and 9s come from the collection.
Excellent value lot, the HOFers break down as follows: 6
Tony Perez (4), 23 Luis Aparicio, 25 Lou Brock (2), 32 Johnny Bench, 35 Ronald Santo, 42 Fergie Jenkins (16), 49 Carl
Yastrzemski (2), 53 Tom Seaver, 54 Al Kaline, 59 Brooks
Robinson (4) and 60 Harmon Killebrew (2).

612		 1972 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt............... 850
Pleasing Ex-Mt overall set, the basic set is uncommonly well
centered overall with only a few condition issues. The set
could benefit from some simple and inexpensive upgrading. The high numbers are about a grade below the rest of
the set, but also not bad at all. Great value set, we grade the
many stars as follows: 49 Mays Ex-Mt+, 79 Fisk RC Ex-Mt,
299 Aaron Ex-Mt, 309 Clemente Ex, 310 Clemente IA ExMt, 433 Bench Ex-Mt, 435 Jackson Ex-Mt, 445 Seaver Ex-Mt,
550 B Robby NM, 559 Rose Ex++, 560 Rose IA Ex, 595 Ryan
Ex-Mt, 686 Garvey Ex, 695 Carew Ex-Mt, 696 Carew IA ExMt, 751 Carlton Tr Ex-Mt and 754 F. Robinson Tr Ex.

613		 1973 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt............... 350
Solid and well composed Ex-Mt set, this was clearly collected with care. The condition varies mildly in both directions,
this is a quality set with hardly any issues. A hot set in recent
years, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays
Ex-Mt, 50 Clemente Ex-Mt+, 67 Carlton/Ryan Ex-Mt+, 100
Aaron Ex, 130 Rose Ex-Mt, 174 Gossage RC Ex-Mt+, 193
Fisk Ex, 220 Ryan Ex-Mt, 255 Jackson Ex-Mt+, 305 Mays Ex,
350 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 380 Bench Ex-Mt+ ctd, 474 Ruth Ex+
ctd, 588 Checklist 529-660 NM, 614 Evans RC Ex-Mt+ and
615 Schmidt RC/Cey Ex++.

614		 1975 - 1979 Hostess Panel Set Run
		 (5 sets, 150 panels)
NM to Nm-Mt.. 200
Nice lot, these have totally dried up over the years due to
grading. Consigned by an old time collector, nothing has
been picked for grading. The condition is a superb Near
Mint to Mint overall with some variance at a quick glance,
it appears that perhaps 90% of these are well cut beyond
the contact line, which is just great! Absolutely loaded with
HOFers and stars, each set checks in at 150 cards and offers
a tremendous value in today’s market. The star power is first
rate, there are also Rookie Cards here as well. No doubt, this
will be a very popular lot among both collectors and dealers
in today’s market.

615		 1975 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt/NM........ 250
Fine 1975 Topps set, this is very bright, colorful, crisp and
clean. The condition is a very consistent Ex-Mt/NM overall
and there are no issues here. Fresh, unpicked set, there are a
fair number of fine, well centered Near Mint cards throughout the set. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron HL
Ex-Mt+, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt+, 61 Winfield Ex-Mt, 70 Schmidt
Ex-Mt+, 223 Yount RC Ex-Mt, 228 Brett RC Ex-Mt, 260
Bench NM+, 300 Jackson NM, 320 Rose Ex-Mt+, 500 Ryan
Ex-Mt, 616 Rice RC Ex-Mt+, 620 Carter RC Ex-Mt+ and 660
Aaron Ex-Mt.
616		 1975 Topps Mini Complete Set Ex+................... 375
Respectable set, this has many, many clean cards but there
is some variance. The set is perhaps 70-75% Ex-Mt or better,
the balance varies but is not bad at all. Anchored by some
nice key cards, we grade them individually as follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex, 5 Ryan HL VG-Ex/Ex, 61 Winfield Ex, 70 Schmidt
Ex-Mt, 223 Yount RC VG-Ex/Ex, 228 Brett RC Ex-Mt+, 260
Bench Ex, 300 Jackson Ex+, 320 Rose Ex-Mt+, 500 Ryan Ex,
616 Rice RC Ex, 620 Carter RC Ex-Mt and 660 Aaron ExMt+.
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617		 OPC PSA RC/Star Lot 1975 - 1982 (15 pcs)........... 100
Quality lot of PSA OPC cards, all are PSA 7s unless noted.
The content is as follows: 75 194 Mantle 5, 200 Mantle, 616
Rice, 76 19 Brett 5, 50 Lynn, 120 Staub, 230 Yaz, 550 Aaron,
77 65 Ryan, 205 Seaver, 78 154 Murray RC, 163 Rice 9 oc, 79
157 Munson, 82 111 Fisk IA 8 (2).

621		 Cal Ripken Collection w/1000+ different cards
		 and two autographs		......................... 100
An instant Cal Ripken collection, this completely fills up
a banker’s box. The lot contains a signed baseball, signed
book, 2131 ticket and a SAM nodder. There are two binders
completely filled with cards, there is no obvious duplication.
The better cards include all four of his Rookie Cards, his
1980s run, two 1985 Topps Tiffanies and two relic cards.
There are oversize cards, mini cards and all manner of Ripken cards. Clearly carefully colleted, this is a very smartly
presented collection that could form the basis of a terrific
Cal Ripken card collection.

618		 Lot of 12 PSA 9 OPC Stars 1977-1985..................... 75
Very unusual slabbed lot, as follows: 1977 137 Fisk, 239 Bostock, 1979 51 Ryan, 1980 303 Ryan, 1981 116 Fisk, 313 Lynn,
1982 90 Ryan, 111 Fisk, 251 Lynn, 300 Jackson, 358 Yaz and
1985 230 Carter. One would think that this would have a
substantial value as singles.

619		 PSA Star/Rookie Lot (19 pcs)		......................... 100
A substantial lot of PSA 9s, the breakdown value here
should be terrific. The lot is as follows: 75T 201, 75 Hostess
Fisk, 77T 640 Fisk, 78T 312, 655 Bostock, 721 B. Martin,
78 SSPC Ryan, 79T Ryan LL, 81T 315 Gibson RC, 480 Fisk,
82T 90 Ryan, 111 Fisk IA, 251 Lynn, 82TT O. Smith, 84FU
Seaver, 84 Nestle Bench/Perry/Yaz, 84T 251 Gwynn, 92TT
Garciaparra RC and 93T Gold 701 Piazza etc.
620		 Lot 9 PSA Mint 9 Yaz Cards		......................... 100
Fine lot of PSA Mint 9 Yaz cards, as follows: 77T 480, 78
OPC 137, 78T 40, 79T 320, 81 OPC 110, 81T 110, 82 OPC
72, 82T 650 and 83 OPC 4.

622		 1985 Topps Tiffany
		 Complete Set w/graded keys
Nm-Mt.............. 450
The key Tiffany set, these are always extremely desirable.
The offered set has four PSA-graded key cards: 181 Clemens
8, 401 McGwire 8, 536 Puckett 7 and 620 Gooden 8.
623		 1993 SP Complete Set w/Jeter PSA 8
						
Nm-Mt.............. 200
Untouched key 1990s set, the Jeter looks to be a very fine 8.
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624		 1948 Leaf 4 Stan Musial RC 9.5..................... 150
Great signed card, this is well centered with rich color and
no creases or wrinkles. Ideal for slabbing, the card itself
could be a 5, the autograph is in large and bold blue sharpie
ink. A first rate HOFer and beloved person, this looks great
and could be a small fortune slabbed. JSA LOA (full).

625		 1950 Callahan Ty Cobb
8........................ 500
Great signed card, this is a key to this widely collected set
among very advanced autographed card collectors. The card
itself is well centered, crisp and clean. Cobb signed this in
blue fountain pen ink, a very solid and fine signature. A real
treasure from the immortal Cobb, this is simply terrific.
JSA LOA (full).
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626		 1951 Wheaties
Complete Set - All Signed and Framed!..................... 500
Simply a wonderful and spectacular lot, offered is a full set
of complete 1951 Wheaties boxes. All are flat and clean,
amazing each is SIGNED. Beautifully matted and framed to
38x27, this may well be the only such signed set in the hobby! The content is all top HOFers: Bob Feller, Johnny Lujack,
George Mikan, Stan Musial, Sam Snead and Ted Williams.
The autographs all look great, these are in matching blue
ink. This is the kind of lot that whatever it sells for, it is
almost not enough! JSA LOA (full).

627		 1952 Wheaties Stunning Signed Card
		 Framed Display (10 signed cards!) 9.................... 150
Very possibly a one-of-a-kind piece, this is just tremendous.
Offered is a brilliantly composed 21x22 homage to the 1952
Wheaties set. Everything here is hand-signed by the player,
the autographs contrast nicely against the clean cards. The
autographs are: G. Davis, Feller, O. Graham, Kell, Kiner,
Lujack , Mikan, Musial and Rizzuto (2). JSA LOA (full).
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628		 1955 Bowman
		 179 Hank Aaron
8 (vintage, superb)........... 125
Only Hank Aaron’s second card, this is truly special as it has
a terrific PERIOD Aaron signature. So scarce, Aaron’s great
style signature from the 1950s looks great. The card itself is
a well centered VG, the color and image quality are terrific.
The back is clean, the card retains rich brown borders. True
vintage signed Hank Aaron cards from the 1950s are almost
impossible to find, it does not get much nicer than this.
JSA LOA (full).

629		 54 different HOFers 1950s-1990s 9.................... 250
With a nice mix of HOFers, these are mainly 1980s and
1990s era cards. The signatures are solid overall, these cards
are ideal for slabbing, some of the older cards are very
rough. The better autographs are: Baines, Berra, Boggs,
Brett (77T LL), Carter (77T), Cepeda (59T), Drysdale, R.
Henderson, Hunter, R. Jackson, Jenkins (67T), Killebrew,
LaRussa, LaSorda, E. Martinez, Molitor, Mussina, B. Robinson (63T), F. Robinson (2), I. Rodriguez, Santo, Stargell,
Trammell, Winfield, Wynn (60T), Yaz and Yount (79T).
JSA LOAA.
630		 1968 Topps 177 Ryan/Koosman RC 8............... 150
Clean crease-free card, this has good color and displays well.
Centered to the left border, both signatures are in pleasing
blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).
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631		 Lot of 1,700 Signed Cards w/many HOFers 9....... 300
Offered is a large assortment of signed cards. These are
mainly from the 1980s and the 1990s. The autographs are
clean, there are no inscriptions, there is very little duplication. There are many minor stars here, and there could well
be some buried treasure given the quantity. It is not practical to have JSA do these lots, so they are being solid strictly
as-is. Twenty-eight cards are CAS authenticated, and two
are slabbed. The lot has approximately 100 cards from 1977
to 1980 Topps as a note. Ideal lot of it’s kind, these better
signed cards come in the lot: 52T Miksis, Rogovin, 53BC
Kiner, Pierce, 54B Piersall, 56T Skowron, Thomson, 57T
Joe Collins, 58T Snider (low grade), 62T Ford IA, Richardson, 63T Tresh, 66T Kaline, 67T Wilhelm, 69T Kaline WS,
72T Mazeroski, 74T 4 Aaron, 83D HOF (4 w/2 Musials),
83D Palmer and 83F Murray. The lot fills up tightly two
800-count boxes and and has additional cards, the count is
approximate.

632 Lot of 2,450 Signed Cards w/many HOFers 9.......... 400
Offered is a large assortment of signed cards. These are
mainly from the 1980s and the 1990s. The autographs are
clean, there are no inscriptions, there is very little duplication. There are many minor stars here, and there could well
be some buried treasure given the quantity. It is not practical to have JSA do these lots, so they are being solid strictly
as-is. Fifty-six cards are CAS authenticated, and two are
slabbed. The lot fills up tightly three 800-count boxes and
and has additional cards, the count is approximate. The lot
has approximately 100 cards from 1977 to 1980 Topps as a
note. Ideal lot of it’s kind, these better signed cards come in
the lot: 33G Reprint Bill Terry, 86F Rose, 94 Fleer, Pro Rivera, 95 Best Guerrero (3), 95 SP Garciaparra RC, 95 SP Todd
Helton RC, 95T and Bowman’s Best Rolen RC, 98 Bowman
Regular/Chrome Jimmy Rollins (8), 99T Tejada RC (2), 99
UD Ortiz, 2000 UD J. Santana, 2001T Raines RC Reprint,
2010 Bowman Rizzo RC. Loaded lot.
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633		 1981 HOF Metallic
		 Complete Set w/63 signed cards 9.5..................... 500
Great lot, this is a limited edition set that can sell for $500
or more without any signatures. A creative HOF set issued
as metal cards, these actually take pretty well to autographs.
A very popular issue among signed card collectors, the
offered set is exceptionally comprehensive and offers nearly
every attainable signed card (63/69). The keys here are as
follows: Aaron, Banks, Bell, Bench, Berra, Dickey, DiMaggio, Drysdale, Gehringer, Grimes, Hunter, Tr, Jackson,
Koufax, Mantle, Mays, Musial, Reese, Ted Williams and Yaz.
JSA LOAA.
634		 1997 Best Cards Pair of David Ortiz
		 Signed Cards (CAS) (JSA LOAA) 9.......................... 30

637		 Stunning 1969 New York Mets Daily News Vintage
Signed Photo Set w/Hodges, Ryan, Seaver (18 pcs) 8...... 200
A truly amazing and spectacular lot, these were all vintage
signed to the 1969 Met trainer Gus Mauch. From his personal collection, these have been hanging in a basement for
50 years! The content and inscriptions are simply amazing,
the larger format size 9x12 provides for outstanding display
value. Produced on better stock, these are all vintage signed
and inscribed to Mauch, which is profoundly rare and very
possibly unique. The content includes keys Hodges, Seaver,
Ryan, McGraw, Berra, Jones, Agee, Walker, Kranepool and
Harrelson. This is the kind of lot that whatever it sells for, it
will almost not be enough! JSA LOAA.

Perez Steele Postcards
635		 2012 Leaf Living Legends
Pete Rose Signed Card Set (50 signed cards) 9.5.......... 190
Very fun Pete Rose set that chronicles his very interesting
life, each card is signed by Rose. Excellent presentation, it
is too bad that they did not do these for any other players of
Rose’s stature
636		 Upper Deck Masterpieces
Derek Jeter Signed Large Format Card 9.5............. 150
Terrific oversize Derek Jeter signed card, these look great.
Framed, 5x7 card has a large and flawless blue sharpie ink
signature.

638		 Anderson, Sparky (JSA LOAA)

9.5....................... 30

639		 Ashburn		
9........................ 150
A key to a signed set, these are quite scarce as Ashburn sadly
had only a short time to signed these. Neatly signed in spotless blue sharpie ink, this displays very well. JSA LOA (full).
640		 Brett, G		
9.5....................... 50
Mint signature, these are not easy to find of late. JSA LOAA.
641		 Bush, George W
9.5..................... 100
Perfect quality signature, this is such a cool signed Perez
Steele. JSA LOA (full).
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642		 Campanella		
9.5..................... 150
So tough, this is missing from 99% of Perez Steele signed
sets. Mint signature, large and impeccable, you cannot do
any better than this. How wants to fill a key hole in their
Perez Steele set? JSA LOA (full).
643		Coveleski		
9.5....................... 75
Undervalued and scarce, this has a strong blue sharpie ink
signature on the left side. D’1986, this was before the show
era, hence the scarcity. JSA LOAA.
644		 Doby			
9.5....................... 50
Beloved HOFer, this has a Mint signature. JSA LOAA.

647		 Lot of 14 different recent inductees 9.5............... 150
Terrific lot, the quality is perfect, these are needed by so
many collectors. The exact content is as follows: Bunning,
Carlton, Cepeda, Fisk, Jackson, Reggie, LaSorda, MacPhail,
Mazeroski, Niekro, Phil, Perez, Schmidt, Sutton, Winfield
and Yount. JSA LOAA.

645		Greenberg		
9.5....................... 75
Undervalued Perez Steele, these are hard to find and often
have condition issues. Signed in Mint black sharpie ink, this
is SGC slabbed Authentic. Superb. JSA LOAA.
646		Grimes		
9.......................... 50
Grimes died in 1985 before the show era, these are scarce.
Signed neatly in the center in fine black ink, nice exemplar.
JSA LOAA.
648		Lyons		
9.5....................... 75
Undervalued and scarce, this has a strong blue sharpie ink
signature on the left side. D’1986, this was before the show
era, hence the scarcity. JSA LOAA.
649		Puckett		
9.5..................... 100
Sadly a key to a signed set, these are very hard to find.
Perfect quality, this has a superb flowing blue sharpie ink
signature in a perfect spot. JSA LOAA.
650		 Ryan (JSA LOAA)
651		 Seaver (JSA LOAA)
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9.5....................... 25
9.5....................... 30

651.2		 Collection of 72 different signed postcards
w/DiMaggio, Koufax, Mantle and Williams 9.5............ 500
Loaded lot, these have been white-hot in recent years. Impeccable quality, there could be many 10s here. With such
much great content, we will have an exact inventory on on
our website. The many keys here include: Aaron, Carew,
DiMaggio, Travis Jackson, Koufax, Lopez, Mantle, Mays,
Musial, Newhouser, Reese, Rizzuto, Ted Williams and Yaz.
JSA LOAA.
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652			 7 Roy Campanella
9.5..................... 150
So tough to find, we think these are tremendously undervalued. With a perfect large blue sharpie ink signature, the
quality is impeccable. JSA LOA (full).
653			 7 Roy Campanella (framed) 9.5..................... 150
One of the keys to the set, these are missing from almost all
sets. Perfect quality, this has a large and flawless blue sharpie ink signature. Very nicely matted and framed with a large
format photo of the beloved Campy, the total size is 18x22.
JSA LOA (full).

655		 Collection of 65 different signed cards
		 w/most keys		
9.5..................... 500
Great lot, these are such attractive and well designed cards.
The larger size affords for huge autographs, it is no wonder
that these remain so popular to this day. Signed sets have
exploded in price in recent years, the offered set is quite
substantial. The better pieces here include: 9 Hank Aaron,
13 Ted Williams, 16 Sandy Koufax, 19 Mickey Mantle, 31
Charlie Gehringer, 37 Bill Dickey, 65 Willie Mays, 72 Carl
Yastrzemski, 73 Tom Seaver, 77 Rod Carew, 99 Steve Carlton, 100 Mike Schmidt, 102 Tommy LaSorda, 104 Reggie
Jackson and 106 Phil Rizzuto. It will be interesting to see
where these terrific signed cards trade for in a few years
given the large number of new collectors for these. Please
note 17 of the most valuable cards have JSA full LOAs and
cards.
1989 Perez Steele Celebration

654		Mantle/Mays/Snider
9.5..................... 200
So hard to find, this is missing from 95% of all Greatest
Moments signed sets. Boldly signed, this wonderful image
looks great and offers three top notch blue sharpie ink signatures. JSA LOA (full).

657		 33 different signed postcards
		 w/Mantle, Aaron, Williams
9.5..................... 400
Spotless lot, these are ideal for slabbing. With most of the
keys, an exact inventory will be on our website. The Mantle
has exploded in price in recent years, providing some real
heft to this quality lot. JSA LOAA.
659		 Lot of 40 different signed cards
				
w/rare Conlon
9.5..................... 400
Missing only Campy from anything really attainable, these
are in perfect condition. Anchored by the scarce Conlan
(it has a full JSA LOA), the keys here are: 1 Hank Aaron, 3
Ernie Banks, 4 Cool Papa Bell, 5 Johnny Bench, 18 Catfish
Hunter, 27 Al Lopez, 28 Mickey Mantle, 33 Stan Musial, 34
Pee Wee Reese, 43 Ted Williams, 44 Carl Yastrzemski.
JSA LOAA.
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660		 1935 World Series Program
		 w/17 sigs incl. Cochrane and Landis 9................. 200
Superb piece, this is a mid-grade 1935 World Series program at Detroit. Missing pages 25-28 with the scoresheets,
the great period fountain pen signatures should more than
make for this! Beautifully signed with some serious content, the autographs are precisely as follows: Bridges (D’68),
Clifton, Auker, Cochrane (superb), French, Galan, Gehringer, Goslin, Grimm, Grimm, Hartnett, Hayworth, Herman,
Landis, Owen, Root, Schuble and Walker. JSA LOA (full).

694		 Terrific 1950s Autograph Album 9..................... 250
Fresh to the hobby, this is a gorgeous early to mid-1950s autograph album. The signatures are in fountain pen and ballpoint ink, are all neatly identified and look great. Lovingly
collected, several are singly signed, the autographs can be on
both sides of each page, they are generally presented in team
orders, with hardly any duplication. The many highlights
include: Ashburn, Bankhead, Bengough, Benton, Berra,
Billy Cox (D’75), Joe DiMaggio, Easter, Fowler, Furillo, Gus
Bell, Hodges, Jensen, Kluszewski, Konstanty, Bill Meyer
(D’1957), B. Martin, Musial, O’Neill, Reese and Stengel.
JSA LOAA.
662		 1951 Sports Book w/35 signatures 9..................... 35
Charming hardcover book from 1951, this has signatures
of baseball, football and basketball players. With many
HOFers, the signatures include: Baugh, Gus Bell, Dudley,
Graham, Jethroe, Luckman, Minoso, Musial, Sauer, Snider
and Trippi. JSA LOAA.

661		 1945 Detroit Tigers Vintage Signed
			Large Format Photo					
6........................ 200
Offered is a superb vintage team signed photo of the World
Champion 1945 Tigers. This fine image measures nearly 11x14 and looks great. Signed by all twenty nine team
members in the photo, the autographs do vary extensively in
darkness, some are very difficult to discern, others are much
nicer. This substantial piece is signed by keys Greenberg,
Kell, Newhouser, Trout, Hutchinson (D’64), Caster (D’55),
O;Neill and Swift (D’66). Vintage large format team signed
photos are truly rare and are prized by collectors.
JSA LOA Full.
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663			 1955 Yankees Tour of Japan
			 Vintage Signed Program (27 sigs!) 8.................. 150
From the collection of the Yankee trainer, this is another
very special piece. Offered is the scarce, desirable and extremely attractive large format 1956 Yankees Tour of Japan
program. Remarkably, this example has been signed AT
THE TIME by Bauer, Berra, Byrne, Carey, Cerv, Coleman,
Dickey, Ford, Grim, Howard, Konstanty, Kucks, Larsen,
Leja, B. Martin, Mauch, McDougald, Morgan, Noren, E.
Robinson, Silvera, Skowron, Stengel, Sturdivant, Turley,
Turner and Wiesler. JSA LOA (full).
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664		 1958 Yankees VINTAGE Signed
			 World Series Program			
9........................ 200
Simply an amazing item, this absolutely wonderful program
came from the Yankee team trainer and is fresh to the hobby. The 1958 World Series was a true classic, the Yankees,
fresh off the loss to the mighty Braves in 1957, were down
three games to one in 1958 and rallied to take the title back.
Offered is a bright, clean, unscored World Series program.
This is amazing as it has 26 VINTAGE blue ballpoint ink
signatures, something that we have never seen until now.
We all know the names here: Mantle, Berra, E. Howard,
Skowron, Kubek, Bauer, Larsen, McDougald and Maas. This
is the kind of item that whatever it sells for, it is almost not
enough! Superb. JSA LOAA.

666		 1989 Baseball HOF Large Format Book
			w/104 signatures					
9.5..................... 150
Great collecting work, projects like this are sadly no longer
possible with the prohibitive current costs for signatures
of HOFers and star players. Assembled with great care in
1989 and 1990, this wonderful signed book contains a world
of HOFers and stars. The better signatures include: Aaron,
Amoros, Banks, Berra, Bobby Bonds, Carlton, Drysdale,
F. Robinson, Gibson, Hunter, Killebrew, Mays, B. Martin,
Mazeroski, Morgan, Rose, Schmidt, Seaver, Stargell and Yaz.
The full size signed pages are just gorgeous, this is a wonderful signed book. JSA LOAA.

667		 500 Home Run Club Signed/Framed
			 Home Plate (11 sigs)
8........................ 200
Always a fun item, this is a hefty home baseball base presented in a sturdy wood frame. Signed by the usual eleven
500 Home Run Club members, the signatures are a touch
light but fully legible. The highlights are Mantle, Williams,
Mays, Aaron, Schmidt and Banks. JSA LOAA.

665		 1978 Yankees Signed Leroy Neiman
Thurman Munson Framed Large Format Print 9.5.......... 50
Popular item, this was very nicely done. Elegantly framed
to 35x47, this displays really well. Limited edition item
(63/350), these have signatures of seven Yankees plus Leroy
Neiman. The Yankee autographs include Murcer, Nettles,
Gossage, Pinella and Guidry. JSA LOAA.

668		 Large Print 500 Stolen Base Club (7 HOFers)..... 150
Fun seldom offered piece, this very attractive 16x20 print
celebrates the members of the 500 Stolen Bases Club. With
15 flawless signatures, it is signed by all the pictured players.
The keys here are Rickey Henderson, Lou Brock, Joe Morgan, Ozzie Smith, Paul Molitor, Tim Raines and Luis Aparicio. Henderson added a special inscription, a custom plaque
details the piece. Very handsomely matted and framed, the
total size is 27x29. This has a JSA sticker.
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Leonard, Bobby Shantz and Jim Hegan. JSA LOA (full).

669		 Jersey Aaron, Hank Signed
		 Superb Mitchell & Ness
9........................ 100
Gorgeous high quality Mitchell and Ness flannel, these are
not easy to find. Obtained in person decades ago by our
consignor, the autograph is large and fine. Superb.
JSA LOA (full).

673		 Check Cobb, Ty
8........................ 400
Super hot check, offered is a larger format personal check.
Dated May 7, 1960, this has a full Tyrus R. Cobb green ink
signature. The check has slight toning over the signature
portion from display in a frame. JSA LOA (full).

670		 Cut Buffinton, Charlie (D’1907) 9.................... 100
Extremely rare autograph this is from a super advanced
autograph collection. Blue ink cut, this is mounted to a 3x5.
Buffinton was a durable 19th century pitcher, 232-152 in
his career from 1882-1892 for the Boston, Philadelphia and
Brooklyn NL teams among others. Rare autograph.
JSA LOAA.
674		 DiMaggio, Joe Scarce 8x10 Burke 9.................... 125
Gorgeous full 8x10 Joe DiMaggio 8x10 Burke from the
1930s, this is a great image of the legendary DiMaggio. The
signature and inscription is in beautiful blue fountain pen
ink, tape at the corners that can be matted away is the only
possible distraction here. These are very scarce and undervalued, we hardly ever see these. JSA LOAA.
671		 Album Page
		 Campy/Snider/Branca Circa 1951 (superb) 9...... 200
Great autograph album page, this was signed in the early
1950s. Fresh to the hobby, this has huge Mint signatures
from Roy Campanella, Duke Snider and Ralph Branca.
The back is signed by Clarence Podbeilan (D’1982 at age 58).
JSA LOA (full).

676		 Herman, Billy Signed Glove
			 w/50 Cubs Signatures! (8 HOFers) 8................... 100
What a fun piece! Offered is a period Billy Herman Hutch
store model glove, this is absolutely loaded with 1950s era
Cubs signatures. The autographs vary in darkness, and
include Herman, Banks, Santo, Durocher, Billy Williams,
Kiner, Irvin, Wilhelm, Sauer, Cavaretta, Dark, Thomson,
Klippstein, Walker, Zimmer, Thomson and Hacker.
JSA LOAA.

672		 Album Page Cobb, Ty
9........................ 375
Fine Ty Cobb single signed autograph album page, this was
obtained in person in the early 1950s. A bold, large and fine
signature, this is in blue ballpoint ink, which is very unusual
for Cobb. The back is signed by five players, including Dutch

677		 Album Page Hornsby, Rogers 9........................ 125
Large and terrific blue ballpoint ink signature, this is from
1953. Signed with beloved Red Joe Nuxhall, the back is
signed by five other Reds players. These autographs include
Johnny Temple and Fred Baczewski (D’76 at age 50).
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681		 Mantle, Mickey Signed Large Format
		 Restaurant Menu
9.5..................... 100
Fun and very attractive Mickey Mantle collectible, offered
is the 10.5 x 16 large format menu from his restaurant. The
front has a huge gorgeous image of Mickey, it is signed in
large blue sharpie ink with his number 7. JSA LOAA.
678		 Postcard Hornsby, Rogers
9.5..................... 150
Terrific Rogers Hornsby signed postcard, this is the first of
it’s kind that we have ever seen. Handsome photo postcard
image of an older Hornsby in a Cubs uniform, this has
an outstanding quality blue ballpoint ink signature. Key
HOFer; D’1962. JSA LOA (full).

682		 Mantle, Mickey Signed/Framed
			 Large 1990 Print
9.5..................... 100
Offered is a very charming and seldom offered 1990 print
of Mickey Mantle. Measuring 17x20 as matted, this was
created by a Rit LaStarza. Mickey signed this to the right of
his image in Mint blue sharpie ink, this is nicely matted and
framed to 23x26. JSA LOAA.

679		 Mack, Connie Extremely Rare Signed Poster
						
8........................ 500
Something you just never see signed, offered is the highly
evocative and classic Connie Mack Hall of Fame poster from
the early 1950s. Often used in calendars, this measures
16x24. Mack signed this in fountain pen ink a perfect spot
in the center, right next to Play To Win. We have never seen
or heard of a signed example, this is a terrific piece of signed
memorabilia. JSA LOA (full).

680		 Mantle/Mays/Snider Signed Print 9.5................ 100
Fine looking Zappola signed Mantle, Mays and Snider
print, this is smartly matted and framed to 23x31. Very well
rendered, this has strong autographs from all three of these
famed HOF 1950s New York centerfielders. JSA LOA (full).

683			 Mantle, Mickey Double-Signed
			 Sport Magazine w/great inscriptions 8............... 150
A great and rare Mantle autograph lot, this consists of a
1950s Sport Magazine issue signed by Mantle with an MVP
56 57 62 inscription and a full page Rawlings Mantle glove
ad of Mantle, this is signed Mickey Mantle TC 1956. Total
size 21x18. JSA LOA (full).
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684		 8 x 10 Mantle, Mickey (1960s) 9........................ 200
Offered is a really fun and unique image of Mickey Mantle.
From the 1960s, this black and white image shows Mickey
blowing a chewing gum bubble in Yankee pinstripes. Signed
AT THE TIME, this is a scarce and desirable playing career
Mantle signed 8x10. So undervalued, this is matted and
framed. JSA LOA (full).

685		 Mantle, Mickey (1962 MVP)
9.5..................... 300
Gorgeous Mickey Mantle large format photo, this is a wonderful image of Mickey from his final MVP season. Signed
Mickey Mantle MVP 1962 in Mint blue sharpie ink, it just
does not get any nicer than this. The large format 16x20 image is a real conversation stopper, this is matted and framed.
Superb. JSA LOA (full).

686		 Jersey Mays, Willie Signed Superb
		 Mitchell & Ness
9........................ 100
Gorgeous high quality Mitchell and Ness flannel, these are
not easy to find. Obtained in person decades ago by our
consignor, the autograph is large and fine. Superb.
JSA LOA (full).
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687		 3 x 5 Munson, Thurman
9........................ 500
Very solid Thurman Munson signature, this is signed on a
3x5 page. PSA slabbed Authentic, the page has a slight fold
line and is otherwise quite clean. Munson signed this in
bold blue felt pen ink, the autograph is large and contrasts
perfectly against the clean page.

688		 Paige, Satchel Signed 1951 GPC 9........................ 225
Signed in Mint dark fountain pen ink, this is a real stunner.
Postmarked August 25, 1951, this is a remarkably clean
GPC. The beloved and legendary HOFer Satchel Paige
signed this as follows: best wishes from Satchel Paige. You
have to love the flow and look of Satchel Paige autographs
from the 1950s. Superb. JSA LOA (full).

689		 Paige, Satchel Signed HOF Induction Photo 9.... 625
Very significant signed Hall of Fame Induction photo,
among the best that we have ever seen. This is signed by
22 different HOFers in bold inks of varying colors. The
HOFers include Paige, Medwick, Grove, Combs, Haines,
Giles, DiMaggio, Williams, Hooper and Kuhn. The signature combination of Satchel Paige and Ted Williams is very
significant because in a most noble gesture, Ted Williams
pointed out the unfairness of the great Negro League players
being excluded from the Hall of Fame in his 1966 Induction
speech, which directly paved the way for Satchel Paige’s
HOF Induction. This is a superb and even important signed
photo. JSA LOA (full).
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690		 Rare 500 Home Run Club 1989 Show Ad
		 (12 sigs)		
9.5..................... 150
Something that we have never seen before, this would be
great to pair with a 500 Home Run Club framed display or
baseball. Offered is an 9x12 ad from the famed 1989 500
Home Run Club show in 1989 in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
This is signed by the usual eleven suspects (Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron etc) and also by Pete Rose. Extremely
creative and cool piece, this is the first one that we have ever
seen. Superb. PSA DNA (full).

691		 Album Page Robinson, Jackie (superb) 9.5......... 450
Mint signature, this is fresh to the hobby. From a superb autograph album, this is singly signed in perfect blue ballpoint
ink, a remarkable quality Jackie autograph. Almost certainly
signed in 1951, the back is signed by Hank Edwards and Jim
Doyle. JSA LOA (full).
693		 Speaker, Tris Kansas City BBC Signed
			 Stock Certificate
9........................ 300
Very neat item, offered is an original stock certificate that is
just over eight by 14 inches in size. This is for common stock
in the Kansas City baseball club and is dated May 23, 1933.
Issued to former Cub Johnny Kling, who signed this in two
spots. Legendary HOFer Tris Speaker signed this as well in
his capacity as team secretary. This has some general but
displays quite well. This is a terrific piece as Speaker died
in 1959 and is a rare autograph on a document but Johnny
Kling died in 1947 and may be the tougher signature. Good
item. JSA LOAA.

692		 Ruth, Babe Signed 1947 Program 9.................... 500
Offered is a rare 1947 Babe Ruth signed program. Signed
just one year before his death, this was at an event honoring
The Babe in Paterson, New Jersey. Ruth naturally appears
on the cover of the 5 x 8. 5 inch program. Ruth provided a
lengthy inscription and signed this Babe Ruth in black fountain pen ink. Ruth autographs are rare from this late in his
life due to his declining health. JSA LOA (full).

695		 Cut Tinker, Joe
5........................ 100
PSA slabbed, this is a postcard size paper with various notations. Signed in pencil, this is signed in light pencil by the
fold line. Famed Cubs deadball era HOFer died in 1948, this
is a very scarce and desirable signature.
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Baseball Autograph Lots and Collections

696		 Umbricht, Jim 1963 Houston Colt 45s
		 Signed Player Contract
9........................ 375
Very desirable contract, this is a fully executed 1963 player
for Jim Umbricht to pitch for the Houston Colt 45s in 1963.
Signed James Umbricht in flawless blue ballpoint ink, the
autograph is very solid. This is a key contract as Umbricht
sadly died right before the 1964 season at only age 33.
JSA LOA (full).
697		 Jersey Williams, Ted Signed Superb
		 Mitchell & Ness
9........................ 200
Gorgeous high quality Mitchell and Ness flannel, these are
not easy to find. Obtained in person decades ago by our
consignor, the autograph is large and fine. Superb.
JSA LOA (full).

699		 8 x 10 124 different HOFers w/Aaron 9.5............ 500
Offered is a simply gorgeous lot of signed 8x10 photos.
Neatly presented in single pages, these tend to have Mint
signatures and look great. I like the choice of images here,
our consignor, an amazing collector, spent decades putting this together. The offered lot is truly superior to other
similar lots that trade as he kept up to the current era with
signed photos and has many pieces here that you just do not
find in this kind of lot. This is a very impressive assemblage,
the breakdown value no doubt is huge, but this is also a fine
instant, substantial collection of HOFer signed 8x10s. The
better pieces are as follows: Aaron, Alomar, Alston, S. Anderson, Banks, Bell (fine signature), Bench, Berra, Blyleven,
Boggs, Brett, Bunning, Carew, Carey, Carlton, Carter, Cox,
Cronin, Day, Dickey, Doby, Durocher, Eckersley, Fisk, Gehringer, Gibson, Glavine, Gomez, Gossage, Grimes, Gwynn,
R. Henderson, Herzog, Hunter, Travis and Reggie Jackson,
LaRussa, LaSorda, Lindstrom, Marquard, Mays, Mazeroski, McCovey, MacPhail, Molitor, Morgan, Murray, Musial,
Reese, Ripken, Ruffing, Ryan, Sandberg, Santo, Schmidt,
O. Smith, Stargell, Thomas, Torre, Ted Williams, Winfield,
Yaz and Yount. JSA LOAA.
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698		 8 x 10 Collection of 162 signed photos
		 w/a ton of stars
9........................ 200
Full box of signed 8x10 photos, this should have some serious breakdown value. The autographs are clean, the images
are black and white and color. The content ranges from the
1940s to the 2000s and is very comprehensive. This is loaded
with stars and recognizable names, with many Yankees,
Mets and other highly collectible images. There are also
Negro Leaguers here and some unusual images, several photos have desirable inscriptions and several also come with
JSA or PSA stickers and/or cards, this is a very, very fine lot
overall. There is hardly any duplication, the better stars are
as follows: 1955 Dodgers (5 w/Snider), Blair, Campaneris,
Cey, Colavito, Foster, Giambi, Gooden, Grace, Grim, Hershiser, Horner, Joe Carter, John, Kaat, Kruk, Larsen, Luzinski,
Lynn/Rice, Marion, Newcombe, Buck O’Neill, Palmeiro,
Pesky, Piersall, Podres, Rose, Sheffield, Show, Sievers, Thomson and Wynn.

700		 Album Page 1930s Cubs and Related by Team
		 (138 sigs)		
9........................ 300
Fine 1930s autograph album, this is complete. Mainly Cubs
teams from 1934 through 1937, this also has two Minor
League teams. The quality is terrific, the signatures include:
1934 Cubs (29) w/Chuck Klein, Gabby Hartnett, a Mint Kiki
Cuyler (HOF; D’1950), Babe Herman, Charlie Grimm and
Charlie Root; 1935 Indianapolis Indians (21) w/Stephenson,
Elliott, Cooney; 1935 Cubs (29) w/Chuck Klein, Hugh Casey
(D’1951), Frank DeMaree (D’1958), Herman, Lindstrom,
Hartnett, Carleton; 1936 Cubs (26) w/Harnett, Herman,
Grimm, Carleton, Cavaretta; 1936 Indianapolis Indians (20)
w/Jake Flowers (D’1962) and Dizzy Trout and 1937 Cubs
(23) w/Demaree (D’1958), Herman, Root, Hack, Grimm,
Cavaretta and French. Great album, we did not have the
heart to break this up. JSA LOAA.
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701		 HOF Induction Card
		 58 different w/strong content
9.5...........................500
Great lot, these are not easy to find and are extremely popular
among collectors. Perfect quality, these are all smartly presented in 8x10 pages. With very substantial content, these will cost
a collector some real time and money to assemble as singles. A
lot that you just never see, the better signatures include: Banks,
Bench, Berra, Carew, Carlton, Cepeda, Doby, Drysdale, Eckersley (2), Fisk, Gehringer, Gibson, Jackson, Killebrew, Mathews,
Mize, Morgan, Musial, Newhouser, Perez, Reese, Rizzuto, Ryan,
Sandberg, Schmidt, L. Smith and Yaz. JSA LOAA.

702		 Collection of 200 Signed Original Photos from
		 the 1990s - Great Presentation 9..............................250
A real passion project from a skilled and dedicated collector,
offered is a beautifully assembled book of approximately 200
signed photos. These are all 4x6 photos or postcards, presented and identified very neatly in alphabetical order. These are
all either original photos taken by the collector or a Baseball
HOF photo. The autographs were all obtained in person, the
collector was a limo driver who had field access to the Mets
and Yankees Stadiums in the 1990s. The autographs are almost
all in perfect blue sharpie ink, there is duplication, nothing is
personalized. There are a fair number of Mets players, a lesser
amount of Yankee players and players from the opposing
teams, all obtained in the 1990s. The better signatures are as
follows: Bagwell, Biggio, Barry and Bobby Bonds, G. Carter,
Cone (3), Dawson (3), Eckersley (2), Doc Ellis, Gammons, L.
Gonzalez, Grace (2), Hundley (6), R. Jackson, Justice, LaRussa/
Duncan/McKay, Leyland, Bill Murray (actor), Murcer, Nomo,
Olerud, Tony Perez, Santo, Sheffield, O. Smith, Smoltz, L.
Walker and B. Williams. Neat lot. JSA LOAA.

703		 Fine HOF Signed Postcard Collection (72 pcs) 9....... 300
Very smartly collected lot of lovely HOF signed postcards,
these are almost all black and white, the signatures are superb
overall. Assembled over many years by our consignor, the better signatures include: Aaron (secretarial), Banks, Bell, Berra,
Brock, Carlton, Cepeda, Dickey, Durocher, Frisch, Gibson,
Greenberg, Gwynn, Haines, B. Harris, Harvey, Hubbard, Hunter, Lindstrom, Lombardi, Mays, Mazeroski, McCovey, Musial,
Reese, F. Robinson and Yaz. JSA LOAA.

704		 Yellow HOF Plaque
		 71 different w/Berra, Bench, McCarthy 8.................. 350
A nice run of signed HOF plaques, the autographs vary a bit
but are nice overall. Solid lot, these include: Ernie Banks, Cool
Papa Bell, Johnny Bench, Yogi Berra, Rod Carew, Max Carey,
Bill Dickey, Don Drysdale, Whitey Ford, Lefty Grove (light),
Jesse Haines (signed back), Catfish Hunter, Al Kaline, Freddie
Lindstrom, Larry MacPhail, Rube Marquard, Joe McCarthy, Joe
Morgan, Stan Musial, Hal Newhouser, Jim Palmer, Phil Rizzuto, Frank Robinson, Willie Stargell, Hoyt Wilhelm. JSA LOAA.

706		 3x5 Bulk Grab Bag Lot w/DiMaggio
		 (approx. 5,500 pcs)
9.............................. 300
A big lot of signed 3x5s (w/some 8x10s and signed album pages
etc), these are mainly from the famed Gerson collection. Nearly
everything is identified, the duplication is very mild, the autographs are clean. With some mixed content, there is all sorts
of material here. It looks to be very typical autographs, but we
did not go through this carefully, there could be something
here. Our count is approximate, autographs in the lot include
a nice Joe DiMaggio, the rest of the lot appears to be mainly
commons and minor stars, with some HOFers sprinkled about.
Who wants to do some lotting?
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708		 Sandy Koufax (HOF 72, rare)
		
9 (ONL White, Beckett sticker)............... 375
Key ball for an HOF collector, Sandy hardly ever did these
and there they are prized by collectors. Clean ball, this has
a solid signature and inscription on the sweet spot in blue
ballpoint ink. Who wants to fill a gaping hole in their HOF
single signed ball inscription run?
705		 Yellow HOF Plaque Collection of 95 different
		 w/Aaron, DiMaggio and Much More 9................500
Great lot of signed plaques, these are remarkably well
assembled. With hardly any condition issues, the value here
as singles is huge. This lot has many pieces that hardly ever
come in these types of lot. An absolutely ideal foundation
for a very serious collection, this terrific lot includes the
following better signed plaques: Hank Aaron, Walter Alston,
Richie Ashburn, Johnny Bench, Yogi Berra, Jim Bunning,
Rod Carew, Max Carey, Steve Carlton, Earle Combs (has
some wear), Joe Cronin, Bill Dickey, Joe DiMaggio, Larry
Doby, Lefty Grove, Jesse Haines, Bucky Harris, Tom LaSorda, Freddie Lindstrom, Lee MacPhail, Rube Marquard,
Eddie Mathews, Joe McCarthy, Willie McCovey, Joe Morgan,
Stan Musial, Phil Niekro, Pee Wee Reese, Frank Robinson,
Ozzie Smith, Willie Stargell, Bruce Sutter, Dave Winfield
and Carl Yastrzemski. JSA LOAA.

Single Signed Balls
707		 Gil Hodges		
8......................... 900
Long overdue HOFer, naturally his single signed balls have
exploded in price. Always a tough ball, offered is a pleasing evenly toned Pro League model. The beloved Hodges
(D’1972) signed this in solid ballpoint pen in his usual spot
on the side panel. This is a full Best Wishes Gil Hodges signature with a nice flow to it. JSA LOA (full).
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709		 Collection of 23 HOFers
8.5...................... 150
Nice lot of singles, these are all in the original boxes. Some
balls have moderate toning, the signatures are solid overall.
The content is as follows: Luke Appling, Richie Ashburn,
Johnny Bench, Orlando Cepeda, Ray Dandridge, Andre
Dawson, Bobby Doerr (2), Bob Feller, Billy Herman, Monte
Irvin, Bob Lemon, Juan Marichal, Johnny Mize, Stan Musial, Phil Niekro, Robin Roberts, Frank Robinson (2), Enos
Slaughter, Duke Snider (2) and Warren Spahn (363 Wins).
JSA LOA
710		 Collection of 24 HOFers
8.5...................... 150
Nice lot of singles, these are all in the original boxes. Some
balls have moderate toning, the signatures are solid overall.
The content is as follows: Luis Aparicio, Luke Appling (2),
Ernie Banks, Johnny Bench, Lou Boudreau (2), Jim Bunning, Orlando Cepeda, Whitey Ford, Monte Irvin, Harmon
Killebrew, Ralph Kiner (2), Willie McCovey, Johnny Mize,
Brooks Robinson, Frank Robinson (2), Enos Slaughter,
Duke Snider (3), Don Sutton. JSA LOAA.
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Single Signed Balls

711		 Collection of 31 different HOF Singles 9............. 150
Very clean lot of HOF singles, each is in its own cube and
box. The content is fairly basic, we will an exact listing on
our website. The better balls include: Appling, Boudreau,
Brock, Bunning, Carew, Carlton, Dandridge, Eckersley,
Herman, Dandridge, Kiner, Leonard, Lopez, Marichal, Mazeroski, Niekro, Rice and Spahn. JSA LOAA.

712		 Lot of 50 Red Sox/Braves singles 8......................... 150
From a very advanced Boston autograph collection, offered
is a lot of 47 single signed baseballs. Clean overall, many are
on official balls. These are identified on the cubes, we will try
and have wa list on our website. There could be some buried
treasure here, as these are from a remarkable autograph collection. The better balls in the lot to our eyes are as follows:
B. Anderson, Bragan, Crandall, Demeter, Hassett, Holmes,
Hudson, Nomo, Ogilvie, Remy, Rudi and M. Weaver.

713		 Collection of 42 different
		 high grade HOF Singles
9......................... 300
Great lot, all are official balls, the overall condition and
quality is truly exceptional. Nearly all of the balls come
with individual JSA LOA cards, an exact listing will be on
our website. Extremely impressive and substantial lot, this
has several better balls that never appear in these types of
lot. These better balls are included: Luke Appling, Richie
Ashburn, Ernie Banks, Barry Bonds, Lou Boudreau, Lou
Brock, Jim Bunning, Rod Carew, Ray Dandridge, Rick
Ferrell, Charles Gehringer, Bob Gibson, Billy Herman,
Jim Hunter, Harmon Killebrew, Buck Leonard, Al Lopez,
Eddie Mathews, Johnny Mize (Big Cat), Stan Musial, Hal
Newhouser, Phil Niekro, Phil Rizzuto, Frank Robinson,
Nolan Ryan, Mike Schmidt, Joe Sewell, Duke Snider, Warren
Spahn, Hoyt Wilhelm, Early Wynn.

Multi-Signed Balls

714		 1957 Browns/Cardinals Old Timers
		 w/Dean and Hornsby
9......................... 300
Medium toned Official Wilson American Association ball,
our consignor had this signed circa 1957. Fine ball, this is
headlined by four HOFers including a terrific large Rogers
Hornsby signature on his own panel. The other autographs
are Dizzy Dean, Frankie Frisch, Jesse Haines, Marty Marion,
Bob O’Farrell and Ken Williams (D’1959). JSA LOA (full).

715		 500 Home Run Club (10 sigs)
9.5...................... 175
Spotless ONL White ball, this has been signed by Aaron,
Mays, Schmidt, Jackson, Murray, Mathews, McCovey,
Schmidt, F. Robinson and Banks. The signatures are all in
solid blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

716		 Circa 1930 Cubs w/Hornsby and Wilson 8........... 500
Interesting ball, this is a pretty nice ONL Spalding circa
1930 official baseball. There are five signatures according to
the JSA LOA: Rogers Hornsby, Hack Wilson, Kiki Cuyler,
Charlie Grimm and Riggs Stephenson. Superb content, the
Hornsby and Cuyler are 100% displayable as single signed
balls. Charlie Grimm signed Capt Charlie Grimm, cult
favorite Hack Wilson is just below. The signatures are nice,
this is a terrific ball. Please note Hack Wilson died in 1948 at
only age 48, he is a significant signature to find on a baseball. JSA LOA (full).

717		 HOFers/Stars (21) w/Medwick, Mays 8................. 150
Neat ball, this is from a 1970s HOF Induction or All Star
Game. There are 10 HOFers including Mays, Medwick,
Grove, Nellie Fox and Gehringer. The non-HOF signatures
include the always desirable Ken Boyer, Spook Jacobs and
Bobby Bonds. As Fox and Grove died in 1975, this ball has
to be from the early 1970s. JSA LOA (full).
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718		 Old Timers/Stars w/Ed Walsh and Moe Berg
		 (24 sigs)		
9......................... 150
Very interesting ball, this is from the collection of the Yankee trainer from the 1940s through 1961. Very clean OAL
Harridge model ball, this was probably signed circa 19578 at
a 1927 Yankee 30th Anniversary game based on the players, but we are not certain. The signatures look great, they
include Ed Walsh, Moe Berg, Ray Schalk, Leo Durocher, Red
Rolfe, Monte Stratton, Bennie Bengough, Lefty Gomez, Jimmie Dykes, George Stirnweiss (D’58), Joe Dugan and Earle
Combs. There are five total HOFers here, very nice ball.
JSA LOAA.
Team Balls

718.2 1928 Yankees
		 Team Ball w/Ruth and Gehrig (11 sigs) ................ 150
The weakest 1928 Yankee ball you will find, the autographs
are barely legible if at all. JSA used their machine and was
able to discern 11 signatures, including Babe Ruth on the
sweet spot. The ball is an unusul Wilson T.J. Hickey model,
the HOFers are Ruth, Gehrig, Durocher and Lazzeri. The
other signatures include the very rare Johnny Grabowski,
Fletcher, Collins, Durst, Robertson, Meusel and Koenig.

719		 1931 Tigers Team Ball w/enhanced
		 Babe Ruth on sweet spot
7*....................... 200
Interesting ball, offered is a mildly toned OAL Barnard
model baseball. The sweet spot has a large and classic Babe
Ruth signature that has been enhanced according to JSA.
The other seventeen autographs include HOFers Waite Hoyt
and Bucky Harris; additional signatures include the rare
Johnny Grabowski (D’1946), the even rare Charles Sullivan
(D’1935 at age 32), Koenig, McManus, Whitehill (D’54),
Stone, Alexander, Schang and Owen. JSA LOA (full).
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720		 1942 Cardinals		 Team Ball
8......................... 200
Desirable and scarce World Championship team ball, offered is a mildly toned official ball. This has period notations
on the sweet spot, there are 14 pleasing signatures. The
autographs include keys Southworth, Musial, Slaughter,
Mort Cooper (D’1958), Walker Cooper, Marion, O’Dea,
Beazley and Brown. Hopp is the only secretarial signature.
JSA LOAA.

721		 1946 Tigers Team Ball w/Greenberg 8................. 175
Scarce immediate post-war ball, this clean Detroit Tigers
model ball has 26 signatures. Good ball, this has Hank
Greenberg, a Rookie George Kell, Hal Newhouser, Steve
O’Neill, Fred Hutchinson (D’64), Paul Richards, Virgil
Trucks, Bob Swift (D’66), Tommy Bridges, Al Benton (D’68)
and Dizzy Trout. JSA LOAA.

722		 1947 Yankees		 Team Ball
8.5...................... 100
Very clean partial team ball, this is on a fine OAL Harridge
model. There are 17 solid signatures, this came from the
collection of Yankee trainer Gus Mauch. World Championship team, the keys are DiMaggio, Chandler, Berra, Paige,
Raschi, Rizzuto, Keller and Reynolds. JSA LOAA.

724		 1954 Indians		 Team Ball
8......................... 150
Classic AL Championship team, this historic team won
111 games and ran into a hot New York Giants team in the
World Series. Offered is a very nice OAL Harridge model
ball. There are a full 31 signatures. The signatures vary in
darkness and are very nice overall. Loaded ball, this has
HOFers Doby, Feller, Lopez, Newhouser, Lemon and Wynn.
The other signatures include Rosen, Garcia, Avila, Wertz
and Harder. JSA LOA (full).
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727		 1957 NL All Stars Team Ball
8.5...................... 150
Solid ONL Giles model ball, there are 26 fine blue ballpoint
ink signatures. Desirable All Star team ball, there are six
HOFers. The autographs include an early Aaron, an early
Banks, Alston, Hodges, Mathews, Spahn, Hoak and Bell.
JSA LOA (full).
723		 1952 AL All Stars
		 Team Ball w/Mantle and Paige 8......................... 400
Superb All Star team ball, this was Mickey Mantle’s first All
Star Game. A rare ball, this came from the collection of Yankee trainer Gus Mauch. Offered is a very nice OAL Harridge
model ball, there are a full 29 signatures. The autographs
are quite fine overall and offer a remarkable eight HOFers!
The keys include Mantle, Paige, Doby, Minoso, Fox, Berra,
Jensen, Garcia, Reynolds, D. DiMaggio and Rosen.
JSA LOA (full).

728		 1950s Yankees Old Timers Day Signed Ball 8.5..... 150
Gorgeous ball, this is a clean OAL Harridge model. Filled
with 25 terrific quality signatures, the autographs include
Joe DiMaggio, Joe Page, Home Run Baker, Earle Combs,
George Stirnweiss (D’1958), Gomez, Rolfe, Crosetti, Keller
and Eddie Farrell (D’1966). JSA LOA (full).

725		 1954 Yankees		 Team Ball
8.5...................... 200
Real nice Yankee ball, this is a very clean off-white OAL
Harridge model. There are 28 solid blue ink signatures that
vary only slightly in darkness. From the collection of Yankee
trainer Gus Mauch, Gus is written in vintage ink at the top
of one panel. The keys include Mantle, Berra, Ford, Slaughter, Reynolds, Rizzuto, Konstanty and Lopat.
JSA LOA (full).

726		 1955 Yankees		 Team Ball
8.5...................... 300
Lightly toned and quite clean OAL Harridge ball, this looks
great. The signature of Bob Wiesler keeps this from being a
1956 ball. There are 27 solid signatures. The autographs include a superb Mantle, Berra, Rizzuto, Ford, Martin, Elston
Howard, Skowron, Bauer and Larsen. JSA LOA (full).

729		 1962 Mets Team Ball w/Rogers Hornsby! 8.5..... 400
Remarkable condition ball, this is from the team trainer
Gus Mauch. Vital team ball, this is the first New York Mets
team. Offered is a very fine ONL Giles model ball, there are
a full 30 signatures. This ball is amazing as it has the key signatures of Rogers Hornsby, Red Ruffing and Casey Stengel,
something that one will hardly ever find. The other signatures include Ashburn, Throneberry, Kranepool, Thomas,
Miller, Craig and Coleman; Hodges is the only clubhouse
signature. JSA LOA (full).
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Baseball Autographs

730		 1964 Cardinals		
		 Team Ball in original box!
9 (ONL Giles).... 375
Popular NL Championship team, they defeated a Mantle-Maris Yankee team. Clean ball, this has 23 consistent
blue ballpoint ink signatures. The keys include Keane
(D’67), Ken Boyer, Flood, Gibson, Uecker, McCarver, Schondienst, Washburn, White and Groat. JSA LOA (full).

731		 1969 Mets		 Team Ball
8......................... 200
Classic World Championship team, offered is a clean ONL
Giles ball, this has the usual stamped Hodges or it would
be a very pricey piece. Still the ball has 26 very solid period
blue ballpoint ink signatures. The keys are Seaver, Ryan,
Berra, McGraw, Jones, Koonce, Koosman, Kranepool and
Agee; Grote is clubhouse according to JSA. JSA LOAA.

732		 1971 Mets Team Ball w/Hodges and Stengel
								
6......................... 100
Lightly toned unofficial ball, this has 16 signatures that are
legible but not super bold. A scarce ball with a real Hodges,
this one is special as it also has Casey Stengel. The other
signatures include Seaver, Berra, Koosman, McGraw and
Harrelson. JSA LOA (full).

734		 1976 All Stars		 Team Ball
8......................... 190
Very nice ball, this is a tougher All Star Team ball that one
hardly ever sees, these are mainly but not all NL players.
Evenly toned ONL Feeney model ball, there are 26 reasonably consistent period blue ballpoint ink signatures. There
are eight HOFers present. The keys are Bench, Rose, Seaver,
Ashburn, Toore, Carew, Fidyrich and Concepcion.
CAS Full LOA.

735		 1999 Yankees		 Team Ball
8......................... 200
Limited edition ball (96/250), this is signed on a perfectly
clean 1999 World Series model ball. There are 21 solid blue
ballpoint ink signatures. The keys are Jeter, Torre, Bernie
Williams, Cone, Strawberry and Knobloch. JSA LOA (full).

736		 2003 Yankees		 Team Ball
on 100th Anniversary Yankee Ball 9.5...................... 140
Very nice ball, this is a Mint Selig New York Yankee 100th
Anniversary model from 2003. Filled with 31 flawless blue
ballpoint ink signatures, the ball looks great. The keys include Jeter, Rivera, Torre, Matsui, Bernie Williams, Clemens, Pettite, Mussina, Soriano, Giambi and Posada.
JSA LOAA.

Signed Bats

733		 1974 KC Royals		 Team Ball w/George Brett 8..... 175
Scarce ball, these hardly ever come to market. With a true
Rookie George Brett signature, the offered ball is a very
clean OAL MacPhail model. There are 25 signatures that
vary somewhat in darkness. Aside from the Rookie Brett,
the others keys are Herzog, Killebrew, Frank White, Pinson,
Solaita (D’1990 at age 43) and McDaniel. John Mayberry is
the only secretarial signature. JSA LOAA.

737		 1996 Yankees		
9.5...................... 325
The 1996 Yankees began one of the most memorable dynasties in Yankee history. Offered is a Mint custom 1996 World
Champions Yankees bat, this is a limited edition (6/196).
This has 15 impeccable quality sharpie ink signatures, the
autographs include Jeter, Rivera, Torre, Raines and Boggs
for HOFers. The other signatures include Tino Martinez,
Bernie Williams, Daryl Strawberry, Don Zimmer and Jimmy Key. It does not get any cleaner or nicer than this.
JSA LOA (full).

Baseball Autographs

Signed Bats

738		 Brooklyn Dodgers Bat
		 (approx. 58 sigs, superb)
9.5...................... 200
Jackie Robinson model bat, this is absolutely loaded with
fine Brooklyn Dodger signatures. Very impressive collecting
work, this started in the 1980s. The highlights include Koufax, Drysdale, Durocher, Snider, Lavagetto, Amoros, Neal,
Newcombe, Bordagaray, Chuck Connors, Roseboro, Erskine
and Podres. JSA LOAA.

739		 Campanella, Roy
9.5..................... 250
Scarce signed player model bat, these are missing from
almost all HOF signed bat collections. So undervalued,
this has a large and superb black sharpie ink signature.
JSA LOA (full).

742		 HOF Induction Bat (50 sigs)
9.5..................... 300
An awesome signed bat, full HOF Induction bats from the
last 10 years are rare. This is absolutely bursting with bold
blue sharpie ink signatures, I cannot imagine what this
would run to get signed at shows. With approximately 50
signatures, the highlights include Ken Griffey Jr, Pedro Martinez, Torre, Sandberg, Brett, Yount, Schuerholz, Schmidt,
Trammell, Carew, Ripken, Bench, Randy Johnson, Smoltz,
Murray, Larkin, Fisk, Guerrero and Hoffman. JSA LOAA.

743		 Williams, Ted (full name)
9.5..................... 150
Nice piece, this is an official Ted Williams model bat. The
offered lot is special as it has a Mint Theodore Samuel Williams blue sharpie ink signature. Ted Williams signed bats
are supremely undervalued relative to the current market on
his single signed baseballs.PSA DNA (full).

740		 DiMaggio, Joe
9.5..................... 500
One of the most classic of all signed bats, this one is perfectly preserved and looks great. Limited edition piece
(1150/1941), this has a Mint blue sharpie ink signature in a
perfect spot and comes with the original paperwork. These
have been hot in recent years. JSA LOA (full).

741		 HOF Bat w/Williams and Mays (31 sigs) 9........... 450
Perfectly clean Rawlings HOF model bat, the autographs
look great. Headlined by Ted Williams and Willie Mays,
the other signatures include Drysdale, Gibson, Appling,
Mize, F. Robinson, Kaline, Banks, Ford and Musial.
JSA LOAA.
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Historical Autographs

744		 Armstrong, Neil
9.5..................... 375
Vital autograph of this legendary astronaut and notorious
non-signer, anything Neil Armstrong signed is quite desirable. Offered is a clean 4x5 Belgian postal item regarding the
moon landing, Armstrong this in large blue ballpoint ink,
the signature looks great. JSA LOA (full).
745		 Letter Baruch, Bernard 1949 ALS 9.5................... 20
Nice item, this is an ALS from 1949 on his personal smaller
size letterhead. This is a warm note declining an invitation
to attend a club. Baruch signed this in bold black ink at the
close. Important historical figure, D’1965. JSA LOAA.
746		 Cut Byrnes, James
9.......................... 20
Handsome cut on business card stock, this has a fine looking
black ink signature. An interesting person, Byrnes was from
South Carolina and served in all three branches of government. D’72. JSA LOAA.
747		 8 x 10 Cooper, Gordon
9.......................... 30
Target publicity still of this popular astronaut, this has a
Mint black sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA card.
748		 Letter FDR		
9.5..................... 200
TLS on White House letterhead, this is dated January 10,
1940. This has a perfectly bold black fountain pen ink FDR
signature at the close. The content relates to the proper way
to protect Sequia trees in upstate New York. It is fascinating
that FDR would have the time to write about something like
this given the world events of 1940! JSA LOA (full).
749		 FDR Signed Executive Mansion Card 9................ 200
Perfect quality, this was signed by FDR as New York State
governor in the late 1920s. This is a very attractive and well
preserved piece. JSA LOAA.
750		 8 x 10 Ford, Betty (JSA LOA (card)
9................. 13
751		 8 x 10 Ford, Gerald (JSA LOA (card) 9.................. 25
752		 Letter Ford, Gerald
9.5....................... 25
Nice item, this came from an ornate large format album
of a friend and donor to President Ford. Offered is a 2000
TLS on Ford’s personal Presidential letterhead, the content
is warm and personal. Ford signed this in large and perfect
black ink, this comes with the transmittal envelope.
JSA LOAA.
753		 8 x 10 Kissinger, Henry (framed)
		 (JSA LOA (card)
9.5....................... 20
754		 Montgomery of Alamein Signed 1965 FDC
		 (JSA LOAA)		
9.......................... 15
755		 Murphy, Frank Signed Supreme Court Card 9....... 50
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing dark
fountain pen ink signature. Justice Murphy served on the
Supreme Court from 1940 to 1949. An important justice, he
was the Mayor of Detroit and denounced the internment of
Japanese Americans during World War Two. Murphy sadly
died in 1949 at only age 59, this is a desirable autograph.
JSA LOAA.

756		 Nixon, Richard Vintage Signed Business Card
						
9.......................... 40
Attractive blue ink Nixon signature, this looks to be from
the 1950s, an ideal item for slabbing. JSA LOAA.
757		 Reagan, Ronald Signed 1967 Cubs Program
						
9.5..................... 150
Super fun piece, offered is a very high grade 1967 Chicago
Cubs home scorecard. Signed by none other than Ronald
Reagan, the autograph is in perfect ballpoint ink. How often
do you ever find this? JSA LOA (full).
758		 3 x 5 Rickenbacker, Eddie (JSA LOA (full) 9....... 15
759		 Letter Rickover, Hyman
9.5..................... 100
Clean TLS from 1957, this is on US Atomic Energy Commission letterhead. Content relates to an invitation for a
science center preview, Rickover signed this in perfect black
ink. Rickover is known as the father of the Nuclear Navy
and died in 1986. JSA LOAA.
760		 Van Buren, Martin 1840 Signed Document 7......... 25
Secretarial signed document, this 16x10. A real Presidential
document, but this was not signed by Van Buren, good for
display.
761		 Letter Welch, Joseph
(McCarthy hearings attorney) (JSA LOAA) 9................. 10

Historical and Entertainment

Historical Autographs

762		 Collection of 50 pieces
		 w/Supreme Court Justices		......................... 100
Box lot of historical autographs and memorabilia, this
could the start of a collection. Varied content, with some
historical newspaper, several items have JSA or PSA stickers
but the lot is being sold as-is. The lot includes the following
items: Truman Fires MacArthur newspaper, Carl Bernstein
1974 TLS, Steven Breyer matted 3x5, Fats Domino slabbed
3x5, Zane Grey check, Alex Haley check, Learned Hand 3x
5, Elana Kagan PSA slabbed Supreme Court card, Charles
McNight signed cachet (Enola Gay bomber), Mario Puzo
signed Superman page, John Ratzenberger signed slabbed
1996 Star Wars card, Earl Warren signed Time Magazine
(faded autograph), Elie Wiesel 3x5 and Israel Zangwill ALS.
763		 1812 Louisiana Purchase Exposition
		 Company Admission Pass		........................... 10
764		 Abraham Lincoln Life Mask with Cast Hands......... 25
At least 30 years old, this is a reproduction of the famed
1860 Leonard Volk cast of a beardless Lincoln. Fun conversation piece set, these have some weight to them and are well
rendered.
Entertainment Autographs
Signed 8x10s
766		 Benny, Jack		
9.......................... 20
Classic entertainer, offered is a fine looking b/w portrait.
Nicely signed and inscribed in flowing blue ballpoint ink,
the signature looks terrific. JSA LOAA.
767		 Bolger, Ray		
9.......................... 40
Vintage signed Paramount 8x10 publicity still, this is signed
and extensively inscribed. Famed Wizard of Oz actor,
D’1987. JSA LOAA.
769		 Clooney, George Leatherheads Matted Display 9... 40
Fun George Clooney signed 8x10, the autograph is large
and bold. This engaging display awaits your choice of frame.
PSA DNA card.

Signed 8x10s

765		
768		
774		
775		
776		
778		
779		
781		
782		
783		

Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA)
9.......................... 13
Canova, Judy (5x7) (JSA LOAA) 9.......................... 15
Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA)
9.......................... 20
Peck, Gregory (JSA LOAA)
9.5....................... 20
Richman, Harry (5x7) (JSA LOAA) 9..................... 11
Singin Sam (JSA LOAA)
9.5....................... 13
Swarthout, Gladys (JSA LOAA) 9.......................... 15
Tracy, Arthur (JSA LOAA)
9.......................... 11
Warrick, Ruth (JSA LOAA)
10........................ 15
Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA)
9.......................... 11

777		 Rogers, Ginger
9.......................... 30
Beautiful vintage signed sepia toned photo on better stock,
this has a beautiful flowing blue fountain pen ink signature.
Dated 1934, this is very fine. JSA LOAA.
780		 Sweet, Sarah Blanche
9.......................... 40
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned
image on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless black
sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOAA.
784		 Collection of 47 different signed photos 9.5......... 160
Smartly assembled lot, these were mainly obtained in person by a limo driver in the NYC area. These are all neatly
identified and presented in one pocket sheets, the autographs look great. Mainly obtained in the 1990s, the content
includes: Danny Aiello, Ed Burns, Gabriel Byrne, Minnie
Driver, Linda Evans, Morgan Fairchild, Joan Fontaine,
Claire Forlani, Holly Hunter, Shirley Knight, Frances McDormand, Annabella Sciorra, Christian Slater, Grant Snow,
Leelee Sobieski, Marlo Thomas, Robert Urich and Jack Wagner. Please note these are being sold as-is given the nature of
the autographs, some could well be secretarial as usual.
This lot has many very attractive images.
852		 8 x 10 Knievel, Evil
9.5....................... 75
Great entertainer, this is a desirable and very uncommon
8x10. Clean color image, this has a spotless black sharpie ink
signature in a perfect spot. Robert Craig Evil Knievel died in
2007. This comes with his personal LOA. JSA LOA (full).

770		 Day, Dennis		
9.......................... 25
Handsome image, this is vintage signed with an extensive
inscription. JSA LOAA.
771		 Gandolfini, James
9.5..................... 250
Classic color portrait of Gandolfini in his unforgettable
work in The Sopranos, this looks great. The autograph is
huge and flowing, it is is signed in spotless blue sharpie ink.
These are sadly now extremely scarce and desirable due to
Gandolfini’s death at only age 52. JSA LOA (full).
772		 Martin, Dean
9.5....................... 50
Offered is a classic b/w portrait of this ever popular Hollywood star and entertainer. Signed in solid black sharpie ink
in a perfect spot, this looks great. JSA LOA (full).
773		 Morgan, Helen
9.......................... 30
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed in flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOAA.
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Assorted Signed Items

Entertainment

785		 B52s Signed Debut Vinyl Record 9.5.................... 60
Fun piece, this is signed by four bandmembers on the front
cover in huge blue sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
786		 Bernhardt, Sandra Terrific Signed/Framed
		Display		
9.5..................... 100
Famed 19th century and early 20th century actress and
entertainer, she died in 1923. Offered is a beautiful display
with a 10x14 large image and a signed 6x7 image. The autograph is in bold black fountain pen ink and is dated 1873.
Total size 18x30, this is a truly striking museum-quality
display piece. JSA LOAA.
787		 Bernstein and Sondheim Signed
		 West Side Story Poster		9.5...................... 50
Great piece, offered is an elegantly framed 16x19 display
piece. This is a West Side Story poster that may be from the
original production. This is signed and inscribed by BOTH
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim in 1984. The
signatures are in superb black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
788		 Letter Caniff, Milton (JSA LOAA) 9.5................... 13
789		 Postcard Carson, Martha (JSA LOAA) 9............... 13
790		 GPC Chandler, Jeff
9.......................... 20
GPC from 1954, this has a terrific bold period ink signature.
Actor from the 1940s and 1950s, he died in 1961 at age 42.
JSA LOAA.
791		 Colbert, Claudette Superb Signed 10x13 Photo
						
9.......................... 40
Presented on a large mat, this is a gorgeous period signed
1930s or 1940s original photo. Fine photography, this has
a huge and beautiful fountain pen ink signature with an
inscription. JSA LOAA.
792		 Postcard Douglas, Kirk
JSA has no opinion on this one.

799		 King, Stephen Signed Book		........................... 60
Dual signed, this hefty book is signed by authors Steven
King and Owen King. The autographs look great JSA LOAA.
800 Menuhin, Yehudi Framed Display 9.5....................... 25
Famed violinist, he died in 1999. Offered is a very engaging
24x14 framed display. This contains with two items signed
in 1996 a publicity photo and a program. Both autographs
are huge and superb. JSA LOAA.
801		 Munsel, Patrice Signed 1952 Life Magazine Cover
		 (JSA LOAA)		
9.5....................... 13

802		 Nelson, Ricky Signed/Framed Check Display
						
9.5....................... 75
Very smartly assembled display, this well composed frame
measures 17x23. This has a boldly endorsed check from pop
star Ricky Nelson, the frame is double-sided in order to view
the autograph. Nelson died in 1985 at age 45, and is a desirable and scarce signature. JSA LOAA.
803		 Album Page Parsons, Louella (JSA LOAA) 9.5..... 15
804		 Album Page Schildkraut, Joseph (JSA LOAA) 9... 20
805		 Photo Sheldon, Herb
9.......................... 25
Entertainer appeared on Wonderama and hosted The Looney Tunes Show. Sheldon died in 1964 at age 41. Offered is
a fine looking 5x7 publicity still, signed and inscribed to
Susan in fine looking green fountain pen. JSA LOAA.
806		 Young, Loretta Superb Signed 10x13 Photo 8........ 40
Presented on a large mat, this is a gorgeous period signed
1930s or 1940s original photo. Fine photography, this has
a blowing dark fountain pen ink signature with an inscription. JSA LOAA.

9.5....................... 13

793		 Album Page Hampton, Lionel 9.......................... 13
Small autograph album page, this was signed and inscribed
in 1939. JSA LOAA.
794		 Album Page Harrison, Rex (1956)
		 (JSA LOAA)		
9.......................... 13
795		 Herbert, Hugh ALS (JSA LOAA) 9.5....................... 13
796		 Album Page Hollway, Stanley 9.5....................... 20
Signed in 1956 at My Fair Lady, this actor died in 1982.
JSA LOAA.
797		 Hope, Bob Signed 1963 Sports Illustrated
		 Full Issue		
9.5....................... 25
Such a piece of Americana, Hope is an a Cleveland Indians uniform on the cover. Signed at the lower right corner
in bold black sharpie ink, the autograph looks great. JSA
LOAA.
798		 3 x 5 Kennedy, Merna
9.5......................... 8
Silent Screen star, she died in 1944 at only age 36. Offered is
a 3x5 with a small photo, signed in bold black fountain pen
ink. JSA LOAA.
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Entertainment/Non-Sports Cards

807		 Assorted Signed Photo, Program
		 and Related Flat Lot (39 pcs)
9........................ 100
Mixed lot of signed flats, these are from a huge autograph
collection. Presumably obtained in person, we did not
show these to JSA, they are being solid strictly as-is given
the nature of the material. These look to be mainly vintage
items from the 1960s, there are some earlier historical and
political signatures, there could be something here. The
autographs include: J.P. Goodrich, Robert Horton, Isabella Howard, McHale’s Navy (3 sigs), Dusty Miller, Marilyn
Miller (actress, D’1938), Patricia Neal, Barry Nelson, Tex
O’Rourke, Barbara Payton, John Raitt, Mickey Rooney, Jean
Simmons, Jaclyn Smith and Loretta Young (2).
Entertainment Memorabilia

Non-Sports Cards

814		 1887 N162 Goodwin Champions		Gaudaur
		 (Oarsman)		
PSA 2.................. 20
Beautiful image and card, a clear tape fragment on one
spot on the back likely kept this at a 2.
815		 1887 N28 and N29
		 Lot of 9 different w/nicer backs GVG................. 100
Lower grade but pleasing lot, these are nice in that the backs
are clean. The condition on the front varies, please check our
scans for more detail. The lot has six N28s and three N29s.
These are very attractive cards.
817		 1890 Sweet Caporal Actresses 8 different GVG...... 13

808		 1956		 The Harder They Fall Large Lobby Card...... 10
Bogie’s last movie, this is numbered 56/65. Nice piece,
this is framed to 14x16.
809		 Run of 52 different Mad Magazines......................... 50
Fun lot of this beloved satiric publication, offered is a run
from issues 35 through 89 (1957-1964). The only missing
issues are 64, 73, and 74. Two extra issues are included, the
condition varies, these are mid-grade overall with variance
in both directions.
810		 1991		 Trio of Framed Animation Cells................... 30
Fun lot, these are all framed to 13x16 and are limited
edition pieces.
811		 1991		 Trio of Framed Animation Cells................... 30
Fun lot, these are all framed to 13x16 and are limited
edition pieces.
812		 1991		 Trio of Framed Animation Cells................... 30
Fun lot, these are all framed to 13x16 and are limited
edition pieces.
813		 1991		 Woody Woodpecker Hole In One
		 Framed 11x14 Serigraph Cell		........................... 20

816		 1888 N133 Duke & Sons Governors
		 Very Near Set (48/50)
VG+.................. 175
Extremely attractive issue, this is such a great design. The
cards have wonderful period color lithography and display
well. The condition varies mildly, it is well balanced and
pleasing overall lot. The cards have clean backs overall, only
nine have issues. Neat set, this is so evocative of the era.
818		 Box of 19th Century Non-Sports Trading Cards
		 and Related (135 pages)		75
A medium carton of 19th century trade cards, these are all
neatly mounted onto scrapbook pages in three books. There
are no baseball pieces, the content varies. There are three
scrapbooks with all sorts of colorful period pieces. The overall count must be tremendous, there are pages, mostly with
items on both sides.

819		 1910 E49 American Caramel Wild West
		 Complete Set (25)
Poor- VG.......... 125
Lower grade but not abused set, the cards display reasonably
well. A few are slabbed, all are SGC 1s unless noted: Bridger,
Sitting Bull, David Crockett, Texas Jack and California Joe
(SGC 3.5).
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820		 1910 T73 Indian Life in the 60s
			 27 different		
VG+.................... 40
With a few of the Cowboy series cards, there are some really
nice cards in here. The condition is terrific for the grade.

Non-Sports Cards

821		 1910 Lot of 25 assorted silks, various subjects........ 60
Mixed subject lot, the condition does not look bad at all,
we will have scans of everything on our website,

829		 1953 NBC TV Stars
			 Complete Set (96 cards)
VG-Ex................. 50
Colorful and attractive set, these vary in grade, they
average roughly VG-Ex overall.

822 Assorted Lot of 14 cards
w/1933 Goudey Indian Geronimo PSA 2................... 50
An eclectic mix from our consignor, everything will be pictured on our website.
823		 Grab Bag Box lot 1930s - 1970s (115 cards)........... 100
Mixed lot of non-sports cards, most are clean and in individual holders for protection. The lot includes five 1933
Goudey Indians, 12 1938 G-Men, a ton of pop culture cards
from the 1940s and 1950s and later, five 1962 Civil War
News minis and Beatles/related 1960s cards.
824		 1934 Skybirds Lot of 5 different Good.................. 15
829.2		 1953 Topps Look N See
Complete Set w/wrapper and viewer
Ex-Mt/NM........ 250
Very smartly collected set, this comes with the wrapper and
the viewer, which is very unusual. The set itself is a superb
Ex-Mt/NM overall. Exceptional quality, there could well
be several eights in here and many sevens. The condition
varies from Ex Plus to Nm-Mt, centering is not bad at all,
these cards look great. The key Ruth card is well centered
and Near Mint to Near Mint to Mint to our eyes, the Rembrandt is Ex-Mt in our opinion. In slabs, this could be an
awfully pricey set given the exceptional quality. Consigned
by a great old time collector, nothing has been picked for
grading.

825		 1938 R1 Action Gum
		 Lot of 21 different
Good.................. 25
Lower grade lot ranges from Poor to VG, only a few of the
cards are super rough.

830		 1956 Davy Crockett
		 Complete Set (orange)
VG-Ex................. 75
Pleasing and colorful VG-Ex overall set, a small percentage
of cards could be upgraded. The cards are reasonably well
centered and attractive mid-grade quality.

826		 1950 Topps Bring Em Back Alive
			 21 different cards
Ex........................ 25
Bright and clean lot, some are nicer, centering is typical
for the issue.
827		 1951 Bowman Jets, Rockets and Spacemen
		 Complete Set (108)
NM................... 200
Gorgeous set, these are a superb Near Mint overall. Remarkably well centered, this is a fresh, unpicked set. The condition varies only slightly, this is the finest condition set of
these that we have seen.
828		 1953 Bowman Antique Autos
		 Lot of 30 different
NM..................... 50
A fine Near Mint overall lot, the condition is really nice.
Fresh lot, centering varies a bit as always.

831		 1956 Topps Elvis Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex......... 150
Pleasing mid-grade set of this forever pop culture icon,
these are always popular. The condition varies in both
directions, we feel this averages VG-Ex/Ex overall.
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Non-Sports Cards

832		 1956 U.S. Presidents Complete Set (36) Ex-Mt..... 75
Clean Ex-Mt overall set. Centering varies, there are a few
weaker cards and several nicer Ex-Mt/NM or better cards.
833		 1956 U.S. Presidents
		 Complete Set w/Washington PSA 6 VG-Ex/Ex...... 75
Mixed grade set, this has the usual centering issues. The
cards range from VG to Ex-Mt, averaging VG-Ex/Ex to our
eyes.

838		 1961 Topps Sports Cars
		 Complete Set (66 cards)
NM................... 100
Gorgeous set, the color and imagery are superb. Well
centered and super sharp overall, the cards look to be 75%
Near Mint or better, the balance is almost all Ex-Mt. Fresh,
unpicked set, these look great, especially with the neat larger format.
839		 1962 Topps Civil War News
		 Complete Set w/unmarked checklist Ex+............ 190
Slightly mixed set, these range from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt Plus.
Clean overall, about 10 cards could be upgraded. With many
nice cards, this is anchored by a clean, unmarked checklist,
the key to the set.
840		 1962 Pair of Sealed Series 1 Space Pak Sets
						
Nm-Mt................ 13

834		 1958 Topps Zorro Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM........ 125
Clean set could use some light upgrading, the condition
looks to be about 75% Ex-Mt, the balance is in the VG-Ex
range. Attractive and colorful set, these display well overall.
835		 1959 Three Stooges
		 4 different commons

841		 1963 Rosan JFK
		 Complete Set + newspaper
Ex-Mt/NM.......... 30
This lot has a sharp 1963 JFK set and a Daily News JFK
Assassination full newspaper.

VG-Ex................. 10

842		 1964 Topps Beatles Sealed Pack		........................... 25
Lower grade pack is mainly sealed, with some general wear.

836		 1959 Three Stooges
		 Complete Set (96 cards)
Ex-Mt/NM........ 700
One of the most popular 1950s non-sports set, these are
such fun cards. Offered is a very clean set, the condition
is quite nice overall. The cards have only slight condition
variance, these look to be at least 80% Ex-Mt or better with
many fine cards. Please note, no card has been picked for
slabbing in this fresh to the hobby set.
837		 1960 Funny Valentine
		 Complete Set (66 cards)
Nm-Mt................ 40
Laser sharp Nm-Mt set, these are awfully nice cards. Centering varies only mildly, nothing has been pulled for grading.

843		 1965 McHale’s Navy
		 Complete Set (66 cards)
Nm-Mt................ 50
Well centered overall and super sharp, this is as nice an
ungraded set as one will be able to find. Please note nothing
has been picked for grading.
844		 1965 Monster Greeting Cards
		 Complete Set (50 cards)
Nm-Mt................ 60
Seldom offered set, this is the first one that we have seen.
Super sharp and clean, the condition is outstanding,
nothing has been picked for grading.
845		 1966 Rat Patrol
		 Complete Set (66 cards)
Nm-Mt................ 40
Very colorful set, these cards are awfully sharp and clean.
Centering varies slightly, the condition looks to be Nm-Mt
overall to our eyes.

Non-Sports Cards/Basketball

846		 1967 James Bond Thunderball
		 Complete Set (66)
Ex-Mt/NM.......... 50
Fun set from this classic Bond film, the condition looks to
be a very sharp Ex-Mt/NM overall. Centering varies somewhat, these display quite well overall. Also included is a
1997 Munsters complete set.
847		 1967 Philadelphia Daktari
		 Complete Set (66 cards)

NM..................... 20

848		 1971 Partridge Family
		 Series One (yellow ) Set (55 cards) Ex+.................. 25
Fun and colorful set, the condition varies mildly in both
directions.
849		 1975 Planet of the Apes
		 Complete Set (66 cards)
NM..................... 40
Fine Near Mint set, some cards are off-center, many are
razor sharp and immaculate.
850		 1980 Creature Feature
		 Complete Set w/stickers

NM to Nm-Mt.... 20

851		 Pokemon Rapid Strike		........................... 13
853		 Pokemon Chizard Vmax		........................... 25

856		 1972 Topps 1 Chamberlain PSA 8................ 100
Very desirable number one card from a very popular set,
the offered card has outstanding color and a superb image.
The corners are all super sharp, slight centering to the right
border keeps this out of contention for a 9.
857		 1972 Topps 195 Erving RC
PSA 6................ 100
Brightly colored card, the corners come to points. Well
centered, the card has a very slight diamond cut and some
subtle print. Classic HOF Rookie Card, these are always very
popular.
858		 1972 Topps 195 Erving RC
PSA 7................ 150
Beloved and iconic NBA HOFer, this is an ideal 7. Well centered with four sharp corners, the color and image are both
superb. You cannot do better than this for a 7.
860		 1974 Topps 176 West
PSA 8.................. 40
His last card, this is very well centered with four sharp
corners.

Basketball Cards
854		 1948 Bowman 1 Calverley
PSA 8................ 300
So undervalued, this is the first card to the vital 1948 Bowman basketball set, the first real basketball card set. Such
a condition sensitive issue, this card is well centered with
great color. The surfaces look to be pristine, this has four
sharp corners and is a very fine 8. Who wants to make a
MAJOR upgrade to their 1948 Bowman set?
855		 1971 Topps Complete Set
NM................... 150
Super popular set, these are very colorful and attractive
cards. The offered set is Near Mint overall. The variance is
very mild, the overall centering is terrific for this set. Loaded set, we grade the many key cards as follows: 1 Robertson
Ex-Mt, 29 Archibald Ex ctd, 47 Cowens RC Nm-Mt+, 50
West NM, 55 Maravich NM, 63 Lanier RC Ex, 65 Frazier
NM+, 70 Chamberlain Ex-Mt+, 100 Alcindor NM, 142
Chamberlain Ex-Mt+, 144 NBA Checklist NM mc, 170 Barry RC NM+, 199 Melchionni RC Ex-Mt+ and 200 Issel RC
NM oc. This looks to be a fresh, fine unpicked set with lots
of great potential for slabbing.
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859		 1972 Topps 195 Erving RC
PSA 8................ 200
Beloved and iconic NBA HOFer, the offered card has a
superb image and perfect color. The corners are all quite
sharp, the borders are perfectly white. Centered to the upper
right corner, this might be otherwise graded a bit higher.

Basketball

861		 1975 Sugar Daddy
		 Complete PSA 8 Set (25 cards, multi-sport).......... 200
Very fun set, this checks in at 25 cards. There are ten football
players, with six HOFers (Staubach, Little, Page, Olsen, Lilly,
Lanier). There are seven hockey cards, with HOFers P. Espo,
Park, Parent and eight basketball players, seven HOFers,
with Jabbar, Lanier, Sloan and McAdoo. This is a pure PSA
8 set with no qualifiers. The VCP value as singles is close to
$800, full sets cannot be easy to find!

862		 1975 Topps 254 Moses Malone RC SGC 9........ 150
Gorgeous card, this has four Dead Mint corners, brilliant white borders and perfect color. Submitted by an old
time dealer years ago, this really should cross to a PSA 9
if desired. Beautifully centered, I cannot imagine a nicer
example of this desirable HOF Rookie Card. Superb and
immaculate.

864		 1977 Sportscaster
7418 Larry Bird RC
PSA 6................ 190
So undervalued, this is much, much scarcer and cooler than
the 1980 Topps card. A true classic, this features Larry Bird
as a College player for Indiana. The offered card is a sharp
and fine PSA 6, with great color and imagery, a flick of white
by the lower left corner keeps this at a 6. This is probably a
good card to put in a closet for a few years and let the market adjust properly.

863		 1976 Topps Original Vending Box loaded
		 with stars! (4 cards)
NM to Nm-Mt.. 800
Every once in a while, something truly amazing and great
comes around that you have not seen before. The offered
lot is such an item, offered is a supremely rare double width
original vending box of 1976 Topps basketball. Something
we have not seen or heard of, this is fresh to the hobby and
magnificent (we had two, this is the last one). The condition is a superb NM to Nm-Mt overall, with only very slight
variance, these should be ideal for slabbing. Loaded, the box
includes these 44 better cards: 1 Erving, 30 Cowens (5), 43
Bradley (4), 50 Barry (7), 57 Walton (4), 68 Gervin (2), 77
Jackson (2), 90 Havlicek (5), 100 Jabbar (2), 101 M Malone
(3), 110 D Thompson RC (2), 126 Jabbar AS, 127 Erving AS
(2) and 130 Maravich AS (4). Please note there a ton more
stars below this level in the lot (Frazier, Monroe etc). The
value as singles of these cards in 7 and 8 holders is huge, this
is an almost unique opportunity to find a fresh lot of this
size with such star power. Great lot.

865		 1977 Sportscaster
		 7802 Magic Johnson RC
PSA 9................ 375
So undervalued, this is much, much scarcer and cooler than
the 1980 Topps card. A true classic, this features Earvin
Magic Johnson as a College player for Michigan State. The
offered card is a PSA Mint 9, with great color and pristine
surfaces. This is probably a good card to put in a closet for a
few years and let the market adjust properly.

Basketball

866		 1980 Topps 6 Bird/Erving/Magic SGC 5....... 250
Conservatively graded, this has four solid corners. Centered
to the right border with slight print, this is a very solid card
for a 5.
867		 1980 Topps 6 Bird/Erving/Magic PSA 7....... 250
Classic card, this has four very sharp corners. The color
is good, there is some slight print. Centered to the right
border, this does not have the usual print mark at the lower
right corner. These are always super popular, great card.
868		 1980 Topps 6 Bird/Erving/Magic PSA 8....... 350
Vital card, this is just such an iconic basketball card. Nice 8,
this has four very sharp corners, perfect white borders and
respectable centering. The images of these three legendary
HOFers are all strong.

869		 1986 Fleer 7 Barkley RC
PSA 8................. 90
Fine 8 of this super popular player, this has quality centering
and four sharp corners.
870		 1986 Fleer 7 Barkley RC
PSA 8................. 90
Key HOF Rookie Card of a super popular player, this has
good centering and four very sharp corners.
871		 1986 Fleer 9 Larry Bird
Beckett 9............ 75
Popular card, this is anchored by a 10 subgrade for centering. Fine 9, an 8 on surface kept this from a 9.5.
872		 1986 Fleer 9 Larry Bird
Beckett 9.5....... 150
Popular card, this is anchored by a 10 subgrade for centering. Superb quality, this looks great.
873		 1986 Fleer Key Rookie/Star Card Lot
		 w/Barkley, Ewing, Malone (15 pcs)
................. 125
Mixed grade lot, these are most of the keys from this vital
set. We grade the better cards as follows: 1 Jabbar VG-Ex/
Ex, 7 Barkley RC Ex-Mt+, 9 Bird VG-Ex/Ex, 26 Drexler RC
NM, 31 Erving VG-Ex/Ex, 32 Ewing RC VG-Ex/Ex, 53 Magic
Johnson Ex-Mt, 68 K Malone RC VG-Ex/Ex, 77 Mullin RC
Ex, 109 Thomas RC VG-Ex/Ex and 131 Worthy RC Ex-Mt+.
874		 1986 Fleer Sticker 8 Michael Jordan PSA 9....... 300
A very tough card in this quality, these often have cutting
and wax issues. Perfectly centered with four Dead Mint corners, this example is immaculate. The image of Jordan looks
great, the borders are white, the surfaces are pristine.
875		 1986 Fleer Stickers 8 Michael Jordan SGC 8...... 200
Gorgeous 8, this has four super sharp corners and perfect
centering. The card has a pack fresh look and feel, this is
an awfully, awfully nice card for the grade.
876		 1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan SGC 7.............. 50
Quality 7, this has good centering and four sharp corners.
877		 1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan PSA 8............ 125
A fine 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners.
Freshly graded, we know these are not scarce but they still
seem so cheap given the market on the prior Jordan Fleer
card.
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878		 1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan PSA 9............. 200
Great image, thie offered card has four razor sharp corners.
Well centered overall, the borders are white, the color is
perfect. While not rare, these still seem like excellent values
right now in 9 holders.
879		 1987 Fleer		
		 Complete PSA Graded Sticker Set
................. 100
Good piece, these often have condition issues. The Jordan,
Magic and Bird are 7s, Barkley, McHale, Olajuwon and
Wilkins are 8s.

880		 1988 Fleer 17 Michael Jordan PSA 8................. 45
Sharp and very well centered, this is a fine 8.
881		 1988 Fleer Complete Set w/stickers
			
NM to Nm-Mt........ 125
Great looking third Fleer set, these are such colorful cards.
With many key Rookie cards and a flood of HOFers, this is a
high quality set. The offered set is perfectly sharp and clean,
with mildly varying centering, this is terrific for a raw set.
With some definite potential for slabbing, we grade the key
cards as follows: 9 Bird Nm-Mt, 17 Michael Jordan NM+, 20
Pippen RC NM, 43 Rodman RC NM, 57 R Miller RC NmMt+, 67 Magic Johnson NM+, 115 Stockton RC Nm-Mt+
and 120 Jordan AS NM.
882		 1989 Collection of 48 1990s Packs
................... 60
Lot contains 5 1989 Skybox, 1990 Hoops, 2 1991 Fleer Jumbo, 12 1991-2 Upper Deck, 10 1992-3 Stadium Club,
8 1994-95 Fleer and 10 1994-5 Upper Deck.
883		 1992 Topps 362 Shaq RC
PSA 9 (lot of 5).. 40
The offered lot is a five spot of affordable Shaq Rookies in
Mint 9 holders.

Basketball

884		 1992 Topps Stadium Club
		 Series Two Sealed Box		
................. 100
Factory sealed, this a quality 1990s basketball box that could
be loaded with 10s!
885		 1996 Topps 138 Kobe Bryant RC
PSA 8......... 40
Classic Kobe Rookie, this has excellent centering and four
very sharp corners.
886		 1998 Topps Chrome 135 Paul Pierce RC PSA 9..... 30

887		 1998 Topps Chrome 154 Dirk Nowitzki RC
						
PSA 9.................. 50
Popular card, this has such a great photo. Mint Rookie Card.
888		 2003 Topps Gold 36 Kobe Bryant PSA 7............ 250
Very desirable Kobe card, the grade here is awfully conservative. Strikingly clean, we hardly see any wear, even under
magnification. This might be a good card to review with
PSA in the future, it looks much more like an 8 than a 7.
889		 2003 Upper Deck LeBron James 2003-4 Sealed
Rookie Exclusives Blaster Box		......................... 200
Rarely offered for sale, this is one of the best Rookie LeBron
James boxes. Factory sealed, this looks great.
890		 2005 Upper Deck Performance Clause
		 Kobe Bryant Autograph Jersey Card (3/50)
		 w/10 Signature
......................... 375
Great Kobe card, this is a signed jersey patch card. Limited
edition card (3/50), people are asking $4,500 for these on
ebay. Beckett crushed us on the card grade (2), but the autograph is graded a 10. Very cool card, no doubt this will find
a happy home!
891		 2006 Upper Deck Exquisite Quad Jersey
		 Patch Auto Bill Russell (14/25)		......................... 250
Great contemporary card of living legend Bill Russell, this
has a quad jersey patch and a super bold signature. Beckett
slabbed, this looks great.
892		 2007 Bowman Sterling
		 Kevin Durant
PSA 9.................. 45
A certain future HOFer, this has four dead Mint corners
and immaculate surfaces.
893		 2009 Upper Deck 234 Steph Curry RC PSA 10.... 375
Great looking Steph Curry Rookie, this has bright color and
a perfect image. A very attractive card, it is always great to
find this card in a PSA 10 holder.
894		 2016 Donruss Optic
		 171Pascual Siakam

Beckett 9.5.......... 25

895		 2017 Panini Joel Embiid Instant
		 1/1 Signed Card (11/15/2017)
9.5..................... 200
Desirable card of one of the hottest players in the NBA right
now, this is signed 1/1 from 2017.
896		 2018 Panini Prizm Silver
		 78 Trae Young RC
PSA 9.................. 50
Fine looking Trae Young Rookie, the corners are Mint.

897		 2019 Panini Prizm Possible Complete Set
		 w/many PSA 9s and 10s (193 pcs)		......................... 125
Great looking lot, these are the best cards in the set: 61 LeBron James PSA 9, 249 Ja Morant PSA 9, 250 RJ Barrett PSA
10, 251 DeAndre Hunter PSA 10, 259 Tyler Herro PSA 10
and 288 Darius Garland PSA 10.

898		 1975 Topps 75 Pete Maravich Production Photo
							......................... 100
Key image, this is an original 5 x 5.5 production photo used
by Topps to produce HOFer Pete Maravich’s 1975-76 Topps
card, notations on the back include the card number. Maravich is one of the most widely collected and beloved of all
vintage basketball players, something of this quality hardly
ever comes to market.
899		 1975 Topps 77 Bill Walton Production Photo ...... 50
Key image, this is an original 3.5 x 5 production photo used
by Topps to produce HOFer Bill Walton’s 1975-76 Topps
card. The card number is clearly noted on the reverse, this is
for only Walton’s second card.
900		 1975 Topps 300 Julius Erving Production Photo
							......................... 100
Key image, this is an original 3.5 x 5 production photo used
by Topps to produce HOFer Julius Erving’s 1975-76 Topps
card, notations on the back include the card number. This is
a great photo of Erving high up in the air making a reverse
dunk, it is very rare to find an original production photo
from a player of Erving’s stature and importance.

Basketball

901		 1975 Topps Original Topps Production
		 Photo Collection (90 pcs) w/Bill Russell............... 100
From a former Topps employee, these are remarkable original 3.5 x 5 and 5 x 5.5 production photos and related sizes.
Stunning clarity, these should match the card from the
1975-6 Topps set. Several photos have a card number and
player written on the reverse. An amazing find, the players
include Nate Archibald (3), Rick Barry (2)Dave Bing (2),
Bill Bradley (3), Walt Frazier, Phil Jackson (2), Don Nelson
(2), Bill Russell (2) and JoJo White.

905		 Jordan, Michael Superb
		 UNC Signed Oversize Photo
8........................ 300
Offered is a wonderful 14x11 b/w image of a so young Jordaon with his tongue out shooting a jump shot as a UNC player. Matted and framed, this is signed Best Wishes Michael
Jordan in large black sharpie ink. This is the first time that
we have seen this signed image of Jordan. JSA LOA (full).

Basketball Memorabilia
902		 8 x 10 Chamberlain, Wilt
9.5..................... 100
Great photography, offered is a stunning 1960s Sport Magazine color photo of Wilt at the basket. Vintage signed, this
has a flawless period blue ballpoint ink signature. Superb.
JSA LOA (full).
903		 Chamberlain/Havlicek 1974 Sports Illustrated
		 Framed Print
9.5..................... 125
A classic, these are from 1974 and are so well done. Limited edition (842/1000), these are signed by Chamberlain
and Havlicek in very bold 28x24.pencil. Framed, total size
28x24. JSA LOAA.

906		 Jordan, Michael UDA Signed Basketball ............. 600
The ultimate single signed basketball, these seem to only
appreciate in price. Never common, the supply of these has
always been very limited. Offered is a perfectly clean example, the ball looks great, MJ signed this in large, bold and
flawless black sharpie ink. This has the UDA hologram.

904		 8 x 10 Jordan, Michael (UDA) 9.5..................... 150
A classic UDA Michael Jordan signed 8x10, we have not seen
this one until now. Jordan is flying high against the Indiana Pacers, he signed this image in large and flowing silver
sharpie ink. Framed, this has the paperwork and is in the
original box.

907		 Photo Petrovic, Drazen
8.......................... 60
Extremely desirable signed photo, New Jersey Nets sharpshooter Petrovic tragically died in a car accident on the autobahn in 1993 at only age 29. Offered is a 5x7 b/w portrait
photo, Petrovic signed this in blue sharpie ink, there is mild
wear to the signature from improper storage but it is still
more than respectable. JSA LOA (full).
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Basketball/Boxing

Boxing

911		 1948 Exhibit Lot of 100 cards		........................... 50
Nice quantity of boxing exhibits, the duplication is very
mild, the cards range from VG to VG-Ex to Near Mint and
are not bad at all. The stars are Armstrong, Charles, Conn,
DeMarco, Jack, Maxim, Montgomery, Pep and Zivic.
912		 Lot of 8 PSA Boxing Stars		........................... 60
Neat lot, as follows: 47 Cummings Graziano 8, 1948 Leaf
Pep 5, 1948 Magic Zale 5, 1951 Berk Ross LaMotta panel 7,
LaMotta single 5, 1951 Ringside 34 Robinson/Servo 7, 43
Ray Robinson 5 (ctd) and 54 Scoops 39 Dempsey/Willard 7.
908		 8 x 10 Superb HOF Autograph Collection
w/Bird, Magic, Russell and so much more 9................... 300
Offered is a terrific collection of NBA and College HOF
signed photos. Collected over several decades, these are
beautifully presented in alphabetical order in one-pocket
sheets in a single binder. Collected over many decades by
our great consignor, the content ranges from NBA HOFers
from the 1940s through the 2000 era. The photos are spotless, the signatures are superb, this is a truly remarkable
collection of HOF basketball autographs. In a great touch,
our consignor has famed College Basketball HOF coaches,
broadcasters and some WNBA HOFers. This can be the
foundation for a truly world class basketball HOF 8x10 collection as it so comprehensive. The great content includes:
Abdul Jabbar, Auerbach, Baylor, Bird, Cousy, Drexler, Endacott, Erving, Howell Bud Foster, Clarence Big House Gaines,
Pop Gates, Gervin, Greer, Havlicek (vintage), Heinsohn,
Holzman, Dennis Johnson, Magic Johnson, KC and Sam
Jones, Ed Moose Krause, Kurland, McLendon, Ray Meyer,
Mikan, Shaq, Pippen, Pollard, Riley, D. Robinson, Rodman
(superb image), Bill Russell, Dean Smith, Pat Summit, I.
Thomas, West and Worthy. This is the kind of lot where
whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough!

Boxing
909		 1887 N162 Goodwin Champions		Mitchell
						
PSA 4.................. 25
Clean 4, this is well centered with good color and mild
corner wear. We do not see any creases, the back has slight
toning by one corners and is clean, solid card.
910		 1887 N162 Goodwin Champions		John L. Sullivan
				
SGC Authentic................ 100
Very tough card of perhaps the first superstar boxer, we have
not seen one of these in some time. The card has sharp corners and respectable color, the back is fine. We do not why
this came back an Authentic.

913		 Ali, Muhammed Double-Signed
		 1974 S.I. Full Issue
9........................ 150
Terrific Ali signed S.I., this is a great cover. Our consignor
had this signed at a show and Ali signed it at first in black
sharpie ink and then wanted to make an even nicer signature, so he switched to ballpoint ink. Both signatures are
solid, with The Greatest Inscriptions. JSA LOA Full.
914		 Ali, Muhammed Signed 1963 S.I. Full Issue 9..... 100
Terrific piece, this was the first of so many Ali Sports Illustrated covers. Very clean issue, this has a large and very
strong full Muhammed Ali signature. JSA LOA Full.

915		 Ali/Frazier Signed Bat
7........................ 250
One of the oddest Ali Frazier signed items you will ever see,
offered is a Wade Boggs model bat. The bat shows excellent
use/wear with one slight crack, Ali and Frazier both signed
in silver sharpie ink, Ali dated his signature. JSA LOA (full).

Boxing/Football

Football: Unopened Boxes

916		 Ali/Frazier Signed/Framed Ron Lewis Print
						
9.5....................... 75
Very uncommon Ali signed item, we hardly ever see these.
Perfectly presented in a custom frame, this looks great. The
piece itself is 13x10 as matted and has flawless signatures
from Ali and Frazier. The artwork is terrific. JSA LOAA.
917		 Key Boxing HOFers w/Cassius Clay (3 sigs!)
						
9.5..................... 200
How is this for a great boxing signed display piece? Offered
are fine quality signatures of Cassius Clay (Muhammed Ali),
Sugar Ray Robinson and Joe Louis. Matted and framed with
a wonderful image of these legendary boxers, the image
measures 13x11 and is signed by famed photographer Howard Bingham. The quality is amazing here, the total size is
21x22. JSA LOAA.

922		 1982 Topps
		 Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)		......................... 250
Scarce and desirable early 1980s Topps sealed wax box, this
has some key HOF Rookies and many star cards within. The
box has the black return marker and is otherwise clean.
923		 1984 Topps
Wax Box (BBCE Wrapped)		......................... 500
One of the best football sets ever with the HOF Rookie Trio,
boxes are always desirable. BBCE wrapped, the box has the
usual marks on the top from initial retail return, it otherwise looks great.
925		 1987 Topps Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)................. 75
Good sealed box, this has several Rookie Cards and a wide
variety of HOFers.
924		 1986 Topps Wax Box (BBCE wrapped)............... 950
Very desirable 1980s football wax box, the huge prices for
Jerry Rice Rookie 9s and 10s drive the prices here. BBCE
sealed, the box is rough, the packs were tight and sharp. This
could have excellent potential in the future.

918		 8 x 10 Ali, Muhammed
9........................ 100
Handsome black and white Ali photo, this one is terrific as it
is signed as follows: Muhammed Ali Greatest Boxer of
All Time 2-22-89. How is that for a desirable inscription?
JSA LOAA.
919		 Photo Ali, Muhammed
9.5..................... 150
Offered is a superb 11 x 16 color print of Ali in all his glory.
A piece that we have not seen before, this is very nicely
matted and framed. With a super larger Muhammed Ali
blue sharpie ink signature, the presentation is excellent. JSA
sticker, total size 18x23. JSA LOAA.
920		 Ali, Muhammed and Angelo Dundee 9.5.............. 50
Terrific display, this has a fair unique Ali signed 11x11 image with a huge full Muhammed Ali signature that is superb.
Very nicely matted and framed with an Angelo Dundee 3x5,
excellent presentation. Total size 17x22. JSA LOAA.
921		 Postcard
Willard, Jess
9.......................... 75
Very neat Jack Johnson postcard, this is a 1915 era photo
postcard. The postcard itself is nice, but you have to love the
huge pencil signature from boxing HOFer Willard (D’1968)
on the back; Willard signed this in 1936. Willard defeated
Jack Johnson in 1915 in a great upset with a KO, making this
piece even more interesting! JSA LOAA.

Complete Sets and Lots
926		 1935 National Chicle
Lot of 10 different with four slabbed cards..................... 200
Vital football issue, these are such great cards. Offered is a
respectable low to mid-grade lot, these are not inexpensive
cards as singles in today’s market. Everything will be pictured front and back on our website, the exact content is as
follows: 2 Molenda SGC 5, 3 Kenneally Poor-Fair, 4 Matesic
VG, 8 Zyntell VG-Ex, 12 Hupke VG+, 13 Griffiths PSA 5, 14
Sarboe PSA 2, 17 Jones VG+, 18 Mikulak Beckett 3.5 and 23
Feathers Poor.

Complete Sets and Lots

Football

927		 1950 Topps Felt Backs
		 Complete Set (100 pcs)
Good................ 750
Extremely scarce and desirable football set, these are revered
by 1950s College Football fans and advanced football card
collectors. The offered set is admittedly low grade, but it
will make it within the budget of a wide range of collectors.
The condition is about 20% VG or better, the balance ranges
mainly from Fair to GVG, we feel the set averages Good
overall. Low grade but not abused, there are only a few
super rough cards here. The keys grade as follows: 19 Lou
Creekmur Poor, 20 Glen Davis Good, 35 Leon Hart GVG, 39
Jackie Jensen (brown) Good, 54 Ray Mathews (brown) Poor,
62 Leo Nomellini Good, 64 Joe Paterno RC Poor, 86 Dan
Towler (brown) VG and 92 Doak Walker (yellow) Poor.
Complete Sets and Lots
928		 1952 Bowman Large
		 Lot of 3 PSA 7 commons		........................... 30

929		 1953 Bowman Complete Set
Ex...................... 500
Elusive, desirable and extremely attractive football set, this
is perfect to add to any 1950s card collection. The offered set
varies in grade from GVG to Ex-Mt but looks to be 50-65%
or more be Ex to Ex Plus, with some weaker cards but also
many very well centered and really nice cards. We grade the
many key cards individually as follows: 1 Eddie LeBaron RC
VG, 6 Doak Walter VG+, 9 Marion Motley VG-Ex, 11 Norm
Van Brocklin VG, 20 Charley Conerly Ex-Mt, 21 Bobby
Layne Ex-Mt+, 22 Elroy Hirsch VG+, 24 Chuck Bednarik
VG-Ex/Ex, 26 Otto Graham VG+, 32 Hugh McElhenny
Ex++, 36 Tom Fears Ex-Mt, 43 Frank Gifford SP VG+, 53
Emlen Tunnell SP PSA 5, 56 YA Tittle Ex-Mt, 95 Lou Groza
SP VG-Ex/Ex and 96 William Cross SP GVG.

930		 1957 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............... 500
Classic and vital 1950s football set, these are great as they
have three vital HOF Rookie Cards. The rest of the set offers
an excellent design and a solid selection of star football
players. With an underrated high number run, the offered
set is a pleasing VG-Ex. There is mild condition variance in
both directions, this is an attractive mid-grade set anchored
by slabbed examples of the three key cards. We grade the
key cards as follows: 1 Eddie LeBaron VG+, 22 Norm Van
Brocklin VG, 30 Y.A. Tittle Ex+, 31 George Blanda GVG,
32 Bobby Layne VG+, 85 Dick Lane RC Ex-Mt, 88 Frank
Gifford VG+, 94 Raymond Berry RC VG+, 95 Hugh McElhenny VG-Ex, 104 Earl Morrall RC VG+, 119 Bart Starr RC
PSA 4, 128 Lenny Moore Ex o/c, 138 Johnny Unitas RC PSA
3 (centered), 147 Len Ford VG-Ex/Ex, 151 Paul Hornung RC
SGC 3 and 154 Fred Morrison VG.
931		 1959 Topps
		 Complete Set w/Jim Brown PSA 7 ......................... 300
Extremely colorful and attractive football set, this is loaded
with stars. Anchored by a very sharp Jim Brown PSA 7
and a Johnny Unitas PSA 6, this is a fine set. The condition
is about 60% Near Mint, 40% Ex-Mt or better with only a
small percentage of lower grade cards. We grade the key
cards as follows: 1 Johnny Unitas PSA 6, 10 Jim Brown PSA
6, 20 Frank Gifford NM oc, 23 Bart Starr PSA 5, 40 Bobby
Layne NM, 51 Sam Huff RC NM, 55 Raymond Berry NM, 82
Paul Hornung Ex-Mt+, 103 Alex Karras RC NM, 116 Jerry
Kramer RC Ex-Mt, 130 Y.A. Tittle NM, 132 Jim Parker RC
Ex-Mt, 140 Bobby Mitchell RC Ex ctd and 155 Jim Taylor
RC Nm-Mt.
932		 1962 Fleer Complete Set
NM................... 200
Beautiful AFL set, these have sharp corners, good color and
a super fresh look and feel. Centering varies as always, the
set is about 60% Near Mint, the balance is almost all Ex-Mt
with some centering issues. Elusive set, we grade the key
cards as follows: 1 Lott NM, 3 Cappeletti RC Ex-Mt oc, 16
Shaw Ex-Mt, 46 Blanda NM, 59 Maynard Ex-Mt+, 72 Otto
NM oc, 74 Williamson RC Ex-Mt, 79 Kemp NM ctd, 86 Ladd
RC PSA 6 and 88 Nery RC Ex-Mt oc.
116

Football

933		 Lot of 24 PSA 7 - 9 Cards w/HOFers...................... 100
Good box lot of PSA football cards, the lot includes: 1959
Topps 36 Gene Lipscomb RC 7, 1962 Topps 133 Lipscomb 7,
1963 Topps 37 Gabriel 7, 44 Jones 7, 1968 Topps 160 Taylor
8, 1971 Topps 250 Namath 7 st, 260 Simpson 5, 1972 Topps
170 Butkus 8, 1973 Topps 389, 300 Butkus 7, 400 Namath 7,
487 Stabler RC 5, 1974 Topps 129 Tarkenton 7, 150 Unitas 9
st, Topps 2219, 230 Butkus 9, 390 D. Jones 9, 1991 Stadium Club Favre RC 9.

938		 1971 Topps Complete Set
Ex+................... 100
Popular football card set, the offered lot is pretty nice.
Mixed grade, about half the set is Ex-Mt with some nicer or
close to that, the balance is in the VG-Ex range with variance above and below that. The key Bradshaw RC has no
creases, this set has some very clean cards. We grade the key
as follows: 1 Unitas Ex, 3 Schott. RC Ex-Mt, 25 Butkus NM,
39 Blanda Ex, 45 Csonka Ex-Mt, 113 Houston RC NM, 114
Lanier RC Ex-Mt+, 120 Tarkenton Ex, 150 Sayers Ex, 156
Bradshaw RC VG+, 160 Griese Ex-Mt+, 200 Starr Ex-Mt,
245 Greene RC Ex++, 250 Namath Ex, 260 Simpson Ex-Mt.

935		 1965 Philadelphia
		 Complete Set w/Jim Brown PSA 7 ......................... 200
Very sharp and fine set, the condition is terrific. We grade
the set Near Mint overall, it looks to be about 60-65% Near
Mint, the balance is almost all a nice Ex-Mt. The cards have
a very fresh look and feel and are quite clean overall. We
sent five cards to PSA, the 6s are awfully sharp cards that
we feel were hardly graded. The key cards are as follows: 12
Unitas NM, 14 Shula Ex-Mt, 19 Ditka Ex-Mt+, 31 Brown
PSA 7, 41 Warfield RC PSA 5, 47 Lilly NM, 50 Meredith
NM, 53 Renfro RC PSA 6, 64 LeBeau RC NM, 76 Hornung
Ex-Mt+, 79 Nitschke Ex-Mt, 81 Starr PSA 6, 82 Taylor NM
oc, 84 Lombardi Nm-Mt, 105 Eller RC Nm-Mt, 110 Tarkenton NM, 189 Krause RC NM, 195 Taylor RC PSA 6, 197
Checklist NM and 198 Checklist Ex-Mt.
936		 1969 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt............... 150
One of my favorite football sets, I love the colors on these
cards. Offered is a pleasing Ex-Mt overall set, there is mild
condition variance. The cards present well, we grade the
key cards as follows: 1 Kelly Ex-Mt, 25 Unitas Ex-Mt+, 26
Piccolo RC PSA 4, 51 Sayers VG-Ex/Ex, 75 Meredith Ex-Mt,
100 Namath PSA AA, 120 Csonka RC PSA 6, 139 Butkus ExMt+, 150 Tarkenton NM, 161 Griese NM, 215 Starr Ex-Mt+
and 232 Blanda Ex++.
937		 1970 Topps Glossy Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM....... 90
Great looking set, these have beautiful color and a very fresh
look and feel. Only a few cards have centering issues, this is
a fine looking overall set that has not been picked for grading. The Namath is an SGC 6, the other keys of Starr, Unitas,
Simpson and Tarkenton are all bright and clean, with no
creasing or other visible condition flaws.

939		 1973 Topps
		 Complete Set w/Stabler RC PSA 8 ......................... 100
Desirable larger size football set, this set has several very
popular Rookie Cards and many HOFers. The offered is
quite nice, NM overall with some variance and many superb
cards. The cards have a super fresh look to them, this is the
finest set of these that we have handled in years. We grade
the key cards as follows: 15 Bradshaw PSA 7, 34 Ken Anderson RC Ex-Mt, 60 Tarkenton Ex-Mt+, 77 Art Shell RC NM,
89 Franco Harris RC PSA 6, 115 Jack Ham RC PSA 6, 322
Dierdorf RC Ex-Mt, 343 Youngblood RC NM, 400 Namath
PSA 6, 455 Unitas Ex-Mt, 475 Staubach Ex+, 487 Stabler RC
PSA 8 and 500 Simpson NM.

940		 1975 Topps
		 Complete Set w/Blount PSA 9		......................... 100
Classic and always popular 1970s Topps football set, this
one has some great cards. The set is a fine NM to Nm-Mt
overall with Mint cards, the Fouts RC came back a PSA 9
and is being offered as a separate lot (we put a nice PSA 7 in
the lot to keep the set complete). Fresh and superb overall
set, we grade the key cards as follows: 12 Mel Blount RC
PSA 9, 39 Rocky Bleier RC NM, 65 Drew Pearson RC PSA 6,
145 Staubach NM, 282 Swann RC PSA 7, 300 Harris Nm-Mt,
367 Fouts RC PSA 7, 380 Stabler Nm-Mt, 416 Thiesmann RC
NM, 461 Bradshaw NM, 500 Simpson NM and 524 Branch
RC NM.

Football

941		 1975 Topps Original Production Photo Lot
				
(351 pcs)		......................... 100
Fresh lot of Topps production photos, these measure 3.5
x 5. Higher quality color photos, hardly any are identified
on the back. We do not believe these were actually used for
any cards, we spot checked the HOFers. With duplication,
the content includes: Curtis, Dobler, Griese, Hart, Jackson,
Marshall, Page, Spurrier, Upshaw and Yepremian. There are
some baseball pieces in the lot, including Blue, Campaneris,
John, Kaat and Torre and a few basketball (Bobby Jones and
Jerry Sloan).

945		 1997 Playoff Felt Pennants
		 Complete Set (192, rare)		......................... 375
Offered is a very unique and scarce football set. Issued in
1997 by Playoff, this licensed and super cool set consist
of five inch long cards with felt surfaces and stickers for
each player, the manufacturer etc. These hardly ever come
to market. The big names here are Favre, Marino, Emmitt
Smith, T. Davis, Rice, S. Young, R. White, D. Sanders, C.
Carter and T. Gonzalez, Seau and Moon.
Single Cards

942		 1980 - 1983 High Grade Topps Set Run (4 sets)
						
Nm-Mt.............. 100
Fine run of super clean sets, these are a strong Nm-Mt overall. Untouched items from the original owner, nothing has
been picked for grading. The 1980 set is in sheets, the others
are in boxes.
943		 1984 Topps
Lot of Four High Grade Complete Sets Nm-Mt..... 150
Fine lot, these have not been touched or picked. Well centered generally, these are super sharp sets that look great.
Classic set, we all know the Rookie Cards here!
944			 Lot of Five Bowman Sets 1996-2005 Nm-Mt...... 100
High grade lot is as follows: 1996 Bowman’s Best, 1998,
2001, 2003 and 2005. These are high grade, untouched and
unpicked sets. There are many key Rookie Cards here, with
Peyton Manning, Aaron Rodgers, Drew Brees and more.

946		 1895 Mayo
		 21 Tom Manahan (Harvard) PSA 2................ 225
There are such great cards, and are so undervalued. Not bad
at all, this player does not look happy to be here! General
wear keeps this at a 2, there is no creasing, the back is a
vibrant black with only slight wear.
947		 1952 Bowman Large 35 Ecklund PSA 8.......... 100
Tough and desirable 8, there has not been a public sale for
one of these in years. Beautifully centered with four sharp
corners, fine 8.
948		 1952 Bowman Large 92 Pihos
PSA 8............ 40
Very sharp and colorful card, this is centered slightly to the
right border.
949		 1952 Bowman Large 96 Wightkin PSA 8........ 100
Pricey 8, the last public sale was for $645. Well centered with
four sharp corners, this looks great.
950		 1952 Bowman Large 103 Paul
PSA 8........ 100
Tough and desirable 8, there has not been a public sale for
one of these in years. Nicely centered with four sharp corners and great color, fine 8.
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951		 1952 Bowman Large 134 Ulrich PSA 7................. 25
Tougher 7, this has sharp corners and a great image.
952		 1955 All American 27 Grange PSA 6.................. 50
Strong 6, this has square corners and hardly any wear. Centered to the upper right corner, this is a solid card for the
grade.
954		 1955 Bowman
75 McElhenny PSA 8............ 35
Well centered with four sharp corners, the image looks
great, fine 8.
955		 1955 Bowman
85 Arenas PSA 8.................. 50
Very sharp card has terrific color, this is centered slightly to
the left border.
956		 1955 Bowman
96 Jagade PSA 8.................. 60
Great looking card, this has four very sharp corners and
terrific color.

957		 1957 Topps 119 Starr RC
PSA 6................ 150
Key HOF Rookie Card, these are always very desirable. The
corners come to strong points, the color is good, the surfaces
are clean. Centered to the lower right corner, this is a solid
card.
958		 1957 Topps 138 Unitas RC
PSA 5................ 125
Much more like a 6 than a 5, this has bright color and four
corners that come to points. The surfaces are clean, centering to the bottom border likely led to the 5 grade. Key
Rookie Card, these are not scarce but still seem awfully
cheap right now.
959		 1957 Topps 138 Unitas RC
PSA 5................ 125
Very attractive card, this has exceptional color and image
quality. Centered slightly to the left corner, the corners come
to points. This is a terrific card for the grade.
960		 1957 Topps 151 Hornung RC SGC 4.5............ 100
Crisp and quite clean, a corner line keeps this at a strong
4.5. Centered to the top border, the color is excellent, the
corners come to points.
961		 1958 Topps 22 Unitas
PSA 6.................. 30
Beautifully centered, this is an awfully nice 6. The corners
come to points, this looks great.
962		 1958 Topps 22 Unitas
SGC 7................. 30
Very sharp card, these are not easy to find this nice. Reasonably well centered, this is a terrific 7 to our eyes.
963		 1958 Topps 62 Jim Brown RC PSA 3................ 200
Vital Rookie Card of one of the ultimate football players,
offered is a quality 3. The offered card has good color and
a solid image. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even
under magnification. Centered to the bottom border, the
corners show mild and consistent wear. This has two subtle
print lines, the surfaces are clean overall.
964		 1959 Topps 10 Jim Brown
PSA 7................ 150
Only his second-year card, these usually has major centering and cutting issues. The offered card is reasonably well
centered and really nice. Notable for four sharp corners and
great color, the borders are white, the color is terrific.
Good card.

965		 1960 Topps 23 Jim Brown
PSA 6.................. 30
Sharp and quite clean, centering to the top border likely
led to the conservative 6 grade.
966		 1960 Topps 54

Hornung

PSA 7.................. 15

967		 1964 Kahns 22 Jim Katcavage PSA 10........... 125
A PSA 10! Gem Mint card, this has perfect centering four
Mint corners. Who wants to own a scarce 10?
1964 Philadelphia
968 12		 Johnny Unitas
PSA 8.................. 45
Funny image, this is sharp and well centered, the borders
are bright white.
969 17		 Mike Ditka
PSA 8.................. 30
Well centered with solid corners, the borders are bright
white, the color is strong.
970 30		 Jim Brown
PSA 8................ 150
One of my favorite 1960s cards, the wonderful photo has the
great giant 1960s car in the background. Well centered and
sharp, this is a fine 8. Classic card, this is so evocative of the
era.

1964 Philadelphia
971
972
976
977
979
984
986

37
48
72
74
89
195
198

John Morrow
Bob Lilly
Willie Davis
Paul Hornung
Roman Gabriel
Washington Redskins
Checklist 2
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PSA 8.................. 25
PSA 8.................. 25
PSA 8.................. 25
PSA 8.................. 20
PSA 8 oc............. 13
PSA 8.................. 20
PSA 8.................. 25

973
49 Amos Marsh
PSA 8.................. 25
Super sharp card, slight centering to the upper right corner
keeps this at an 8.
974
51 Don Meredith
PSA 8.................. 25
Very sharp card with a perfect image, this is centered
slightly to the left border.
975
71 Herb Adderley
PSA 8.................. 25
Fine 8, this has quality centering and four very sharp
corners.
978
79 Bart Starr
PSA 8.................. 50
A key to the set, this has terrific centering, four sharp
corners and terrific color.
980
91 Merlin Olsen
PSA 8.................. 36
Popular card, this has four sharp corners and quality
centering.
981
109 Fran Tarkenton
PSA 8.................. 35
Sharp and well centered, this has great color and a very
fresh look and feel.
982
110 Mick Tingelhoff
PSA 8.................. 60
Tougher 8, this has four very sharp corners. The centering is
not bad at all, the image is terrific, the borders are
bright white.
983
161 Jim Johnson
PSA 8.................. 30
Ideal 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners, the
amusing photo looks great.
985
197 Checklist 1
PSA 8.................. 60
Desirable checklist, this is a super fresh 8. Well centered
with sharp corners and terrific color, this is very fine.
934		 Collection of 152 different PSA 8s!........................ 800
The first Philadelphia football set, these are classic and
widely collected 1960s cards. A fine lot, there are no qualifiers, these are such attractive cards that seem so cheap in 8s
at current market levels. There are no major stars (they are
being offered as separate lots) but this remarkable lot if 75%
of a full PSA 8 set! An exact inventory will be on our website, the VCP value as of Jan 2022 was approximately $3,500.
987		 1968 Topps Teams Atlanta Falcons SGC 6............ 30
Centered to the left border, this has four sharp corners,
clean white borders and a fine image.
988		 1968 Topps Teams San Francisco 49ers SGC 6..... 30
Centered to the left border, this has four sharp corners,
clean white borders and a fine image.

989		 1971 Topps 156 Bradshaw RC PSA 7................ 100
Cultural icon and beloved HOFer, these are always nice to
find in 7 holders. Sharp and quite clean, this is a very fine
7 to our eyes. Well centered with vibrant red borders, the
image looks great, the corners show only the slightest wear.
Strong 7.
990		 1973 Topps 115 Ham RC

SGC 8................. 15

991		 1973 Topps 300 Butkus
Elusive 9, this has a terrific image.

PSA 6.................. 30

992		 1973 Topps 400 Namath
PSA 8.................. 40
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has a terrific
image.
993		 1975 Topps 282 Swann RC
PSA 9................ 100
Extremely popular Steelers HOFer, this is a terrific card in a
9 holder. Often found with centering issues, the offered card
has excellent centering and four Mint corners, it looks great.
994		 1975 Topps 367 Dan Fouts RC PSA 9............. 100
Freshly graded, this has four super sharp corners and is immaculate. The highlight of a very fine set, this is one of the
few affordable 9s from the 1970s for a top name HOFer.
995		 1975 Topps 416 Thiesmann RC PSA 8............... 25
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996		 1976 Topps 148 Payton RC
PSA 7............. 150
Vital HOF Rookie Card of a great person, this has four
sharp corners and excellent color. Nice card, centering to the
right border keeps this at a 7.

1010		 2008 Topps Chrome
		 3 Tom Brady Copper Refractor PSA 9................ 150
Beautiful card, the refraction really makes the card. Perfect
quality, freshly graded, this looks terrific.

997		 1979 Topps 390 Earl Campbell RC PSA 9........ 225
Neat HOF Rookie Card as it is his only card. Not a scarce
card but it is not easy to find these in Mint 9 holders. The
offered card has four perfect corners and terrific centering.

1011		 2009 SP Rookie Authentics
		 Matthew Stafford RPA (461/499)		......................... 150
Cool card of the reigning Super Bowl Champion quarterback, this is great looking card. Limited edition card, this
has a Mint blue sharpie ink signature.

998		 1981 Topps 216 Montana RC PSA 8............. 110
Fine 8, this has quality centering, four sharp corners and
bright white borders.
999		 1982 Topps 434 L. Taylor RC Beckett 9.......... 75
Key 1980s Rookie card, this has perfect centering and four
Mint corners. The grade looks exactly accurate to us, strong
card.
1000		 1984 Topps
		 63 John Elway (lot of 4 graded cards)................ 100
Sharp lot, these are as follows: SGC 8.5 (2) and Beckett 7.5
and 8.
1001		 1986 Topps 161 Jerry Rice RC PSA 8............... 70
Centered very slightly to the left border, this has four extremely sharp corners and hardly any wear.
1002		 1986 Topps 161 Rice RC
SGC 7.5............ 30
Sharp and well centered, this looks very nice for the grade.
1003		 1989 Score 270 Aikman RC (lot of 3
							
Beckett 9.......... 40
Trio of Mint 9 cards, these look great.
1004		 1998 Bowman Chrome Preview Refractor
		 1
Peyton Manning
SGC 9............... 90
Quality Peyton Manning Rookie, this is a Preview Refractor
in an SGC Mint 9 holder.
1005		 1998 Finest 121 Peyton Manning PSA 10.......... 65
Gem Mint 10 Peyton Manning Rookie, this has a perfect
image and immaculate surfaces.
1006		 2000 Pacific Aurora 84 Tom Brady RC PSA 8....... 75
Very attractive Brady Rookie, this has four super sharp
corners and fine centering.
1007		 2000 Skybox Impact
		 27 Tom Brady RC
PSA 8............... 75
Very sharp and well centered, this looks awfully nice for
the grade.
1008		 2000 Skybox Impact
		 27 Tom Brady RC
PSA 9............. 130
Mint Brady Rookie, this is razor sharp and looks great.
1009		 2000 Upper Deck
		 254 Tom Brady RC
PSA 6............. 140
Very popular Brady Rookie, you have to love the image of a
so thin Brady. Conservatively graded, the corners come to
points, the blue borders look good, the color is terrific.
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1012		 2017 Panini Contenders
2 98 Patrick Mahomes Auto Rookie Card PSA 8/10..... 375
Fine card of this amazingly talented quarterback. PSA
graded the card itself an 8 and the autograph a 10. It will be
interesting to see where these go to over the next year.
1013		 2019 Panini Contenders 122 Jarrett Stidham Rookie
Ticket Auto Right Foot Down
Beckett 10/9.5.... 40

Football
1026		 Rozelle, Pete		
9.5..................... 100
An absolute key to a signed set, these are almost always
autopen, authentic examples are extremely scarce and desirable. Missing from almost all sets, offered is a perfect clean
example with a flawless black sharpie ink signature. Superb.
PSA DNA card.
1027		 Sanders, Barry
9.5....................... 50
Very limited signer, these can sell for big prices. Perfect
quality, this looks great. JSA LOAA.

1014		 2020 Panini Contenders 101
Joe Burrow Rookie Ticket Auto RCPSA 9/10........... 500
A key card of this superstar QB, these are naturally super
desirable after his amazing run to the Super Bowl this year.
Great looking card, PSA graded the card itself a Mint 9 and
the autograph a Gem Mint 10.
1015		 2020 Panini Impeccable Helmet Patch Auto
103 Justin Herbert RC (25/75)
Beckett 8/10..... 75
Very cool card of this star quarterback, Beckett graded the
card an 8 and the autograph a 10. Very limited edition card
(25/75), it will be interesting to see what these trade for next
season.

1028		 Starr, Bart		
9.5....................... 50
Key Goal Line, the quality is perfect, this comes with the
show ticket from when it was signed. JSA LOAA.
1029		 Swann, Lynn		
9.5....................... 50
Tough Goal Line, the quality is perfect, this comes with
the show ticket from when it was signed. JSA LOAA.
1030		 Unitas, Johnny
9.5....................... 75
Great artwork, the large autograph of the legendary
Johnny U is perfect. JSA LOAA.
1031		 Walsh, Bill		
9.5....................... 50
Extremely scarce signed Goal Line, this is signed To Lee
Bill Walsh in large and Mint black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

Football Memorabilia
Signed Goal Line Postcards
1016		 Brown, Paul		
9.5....................... 75
Key NFL HOF coach, this is a key to the set. The signature
is Mint, this looks great. JSA LOAA.
1017		 Buchanan, Buck
9.5....................... 50
Tough Goal Line, this very popular Kansas City Cheifs
HOFers died at a relatively young age; the signature is
perfect. JSA LOAA.
1019		 Grange, Red		
9.5..................... 120
Legendary HOFer, these are not rare but are a key to the
set. Boldly signed, perfect quality. JSA LOAA.
1021		 Hutson, Don		
9.5....................... 60
Beloved Packer, this has a solid sharpie ink signature on
the right side. This is a key to the set. JSA LOAA.
1022		 Landry, Tom		
9.5....................... 60
Beloved Cowboys HOF coach, this has a perfect blue
sharpie ink signature. JSA LOAA.
1024		 Nitschke, Ray
9.5....................... 50
Tougher piece as he died at a relatively young age, the
signature of this Packers HOFer is perfect. JSA LOAA.
1025		 Payton, Walter
9.5..................... 125
Another key to the set, these have totally dried up in recent
years. Perfect quality, this has a huge signature with his
number 34. Superb. JSA LOA (full).
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1018		 Davis, Al		
9........................ 500
Super rare card, this is an absolute key to this widely collected set. Only one of a handful of examples that we have seen
or handled, this ever fascinating Raiders HOF owner signed
this in black sharpie ink right on his image. Who wants to
majorly upgrade the status of their Goal Line set?
PSA DNA (full).
1020		 Hickerson, Gene
9.5..................... 300
Almost impossible to find, this might the first time that
we have ever handled one of these. PSA slabbed Authentic,
Hickerson signed these Gene as is always the case. Perfect
quality, who wants to try and make a truly complete signed
Goal Line set?

1023		 Luckman, Sid
9.5..................... 200
Such a tough signed Goal Line, it seems like 99% of these are
secretarial signatures. Offered is the real McCoy, it is PSA
slabbed Authentic. The autograph of this most vital football
HOFer is perfectly bold and spotless, it is in a good spot and
has an excellent flow to it.
1032		 Wojciechowicz, Alex
9.5..................... 800
Extremely rare signed Goal Line as Alex Wojciechowicz
passed away in 1992, the same year that his postcard was
issued. This was signed at his home a mere 10 days before
his death. The offered lot is signed in Mint blue sharpie, and
is a desirable full signature. This is a great opportunity to
bring your Goal Line collection to another level or quality
and of course, help to complete it! Purchased from us by our
consignor back in 2014, this has not been seen publicly in
eight years. JSA LOA (full).
1033		 Collection of 215 different signed Goal Lines!
						
9.5................... 1000
Offered is a remarkable collection of Goal Line signed
postcards. Among the most widely collected football flats,
this run is just amazing. The quality is immaculate, these are
neatly presented in two-pocket pages in two albums. Our
consignor, an amazing collector, spent decades working on
these. Many include the show ticket or an LOA card. The
value here as singles must be huge as the collection is fairly
current, with all of the recent players who can charge $100
or more for a signature. Something that you just never see,
this is absolutely loaded. These better pieces are included
(there is just so much more, we will have a full list on our
website): Troy Aikman, Marcus Allen, Terry Bradshaw, Jim
Brown, Tony Canadeo, Harry Carson, John Elway, Weeb
Ewbank, Brett Favre, Ray Flaherty, Joe Gibbs, Frank Gifford,
Lamar Hunt, Michael Irvin, Jim Kelly, John Madden, Dan
Marino, Bruce Matthews, Art Monk, Joe Montana, Joe
Namath, O.J. Simpson, Emmitt Smith, Hank Stram, Emmitt
Thomas, Bulldog Turner, Doak Walker, Mike Webster and
Steve Young.
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1035		 1988 Swell Complete Set w/almost all
attainable autographs! (94 signed cards) 9..................... 300
An amazing collecting accomplishment, our consignor
obtained all 97 obtainable signatures from this set. The
autographs are almost invariably bold and fine, they contrast nicely against the clean cards. Almost all HOFers, the
content is just amazing. Loaded with scarcities and desirable
cards, the highlights include: Jim Brown, Paul Brown, Butkus, Ditka, Dudley, Flaherty, Fortmann, Graham, Grange,
Greene, Groza, Hornung, Hutson, Luckman, Motley,
Namath, Nitschke, Rozelle, Sayers, Simpson, Starr, Staubach, Tarkenton and Unitas. There are doubles of Lavelli,
Ringo, Willis. The cards are not in alphabetical order, there
are 100 cards in the lot, there could be one or two other duplicates as a note. This is a truly awesome lot. JSA LOAA.

1034		 1977 Touchdown Treasures Fully Signed Set
of 50 Attainable Cards w/rarities (superb) 9....... 500
One of the great manageable football sets to have signed,
these attractive little cards are extremely popular among
collectors. Smartly signed, these look great. There are fifty
signed cards, only Sid Luckman is secretarial as is typical.
This set has a large number of NFL and College HOFers
going back to the 1920s, many of these players passed away
within a few years of the sets issue, creating a great scarcity;
many others here passed away in the 1980s, also creating a
scarcity.
The keys here include the vital Tuffy Leeman (D’1979) on
one of the few cards that he could sign. Other notable cards
include Dutch Clark (D’1978), Benny Friedman (D’1982),
Ken Strong (D’1979), Hunk Anderson (D’1978, extremely
rare) and Beattie Feathers (D’1979). The set continues with
desirable signed cards from Red Grange, Bronko Nagurski,
Bruiser Kinard, Don Hutson, George Halas and Sammy
Baugh. Great lot, these will no doubt cost some serious
money and time to assemble as singles. JSA LOA (full).

1036		 1991 Enor Football HOF
		 Collection of 64 different signed cards 9.5.......... 200
Very attractive signed card set, we hardly ever see these.
Loaded with HOFers with big names, this is a terrific lot.
The autographs are quite bold overall, the content includes:
Baugh, Bradshaw, Campbell, Ditka, Dudley, Graham,
Greene, Hutson, Hutson, Landry, Noll, Sayers, D. Walker
and B. Willis. JSA LOAA.
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1037		 Trio of 1939 Giants Vintage Signed
		 Large Format Photos
9........................ 100
Trio of gorgeous and rare 10x12 photos, there are four
signatures. All are signed in period fountain pen ink, these
wonderful and scarce images came from the team trainer.
The signatures are Hank Soar, Kink Richards and Eddie
Miller (2). JSA LOAA.

1040		 8 x 10 Brady, Tom
8........................ 250
Nicely matted and framed, offered is an attractive color
print of Tom Brady. With the Super Bowl and Tristar holos,
Brady signed this in slightly light but fully legible black
sharpie ink on one of his images. Tristar LOA and
JSA Full LOA.

1038		 Photo 1941 New York Giants
		 w/Jack Lummus!
9........................ 150
So rare, this little treasure came from the team trainer. All
vintage signed in fountain pen, this has tape at the corners.
The image clarity is excellent, the period fountain pen autographs are terrific. With a remarkable 37 signatures, this
is a remarkable pre-WW II football team signed photo. The
1941 Giants lost in the Championship game to the Bears.
Headlined by the profoundly rare signature of Jack Lummus
(he died at the battle of Iwo Jima at only age 29, the other
autographs include a very early Wellington Mara, Steve
Owen, Hank Soar, Tuffy Leemans, Mel Hein, Jim Poole, Kay
Eakin, Bill Owen and Jim Lee Howell. JSA LOA (full).

1039		 1948 Giants Vintage Signed Photo 9.................... 100
So rare, this little treasure came from the team trainer. All
vintage signed in fountain pen, these are so much rarer than
their baseball counterparts. There are a full 35 signatures
filling up every possible space at the top and bottom. The
autographs include Steve Owen (D’64), a very early Wellington Mara, Tex Coulter, Charlie Conerly, Emlen Tunnell, Len
Younce and Joe Scott. JSA LOAA.

1041		 Large Print Brady, Tom
9.5..................... 375
The great Tom Brady, offered is a superb framed 16x20
signed photo. Total size 23x27, this has a crystal clear image
of Brady about to make a pass in a Patriots uniform. Brady
signed this in large and bold blue sharpie ink. This has two
holograms, including a Super Bowl XXXIX, and a Tristar
card on the back. JSA LOAA.

1042		 Large Print
		 Brown, Jim w/rare inscriptions 9.5..................... 200
Offered is a stunning 16x20 signed color photo of the legendary Jim Brown. This one is very special as Brown hardly
ever did any inscriptions. Signed as follows: Jim Brown HOF
71 1964 NFL Champs 1957 ROY in large silver sharpie ink
superb. PSA sticker.
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1043		 Auto Football Buchanan, Buck
		 with HOF Inscription (very rare) 9........................ 250
A very popular HOFer, 1960s Kansas Chiefs HOF defensive
tackle became a HOFer in 1990. Sadly Buck died in 1992,
creating a great scarcity for HOF inscribed items. Offered is
a perfectly clean single signed football, signed neatly with
an HOF inscription. This must be extremely rare as the only
public sale that we saw was for nearly $1,500. Who wants to
own something that almost no one else has? JSA LOA (full).

1046		 HOFers Signed Print (88 signatures!) 9.5............ 200
Great football signed item, offered is a 16x20 cardboard
NFL logo display that is absolutely, completely bursting
with signatures. The autographs are bold and superb, the
content is just remarkable. A list will be on our website, this
has many signatures that just never appear on these types
of items. Highlights include Walter Payton, Bill Walsh,
Johnny Unitas, Chuck Noll, OJ Simpson, Franco Harris,
Ray Nitschke, Otto Graham, Terry Bradshaw, Mike Webster,
Mike Ditka, Paul Hornung, Dan Fouts and Fran Tarkenton.
JSA LOAA.

1044		 Jersey Burrow, Joe Signed
		 Cincinnati Bengals Jersey (Fanatics) 9.5.............. 110
Hot item! This is a great looking signed jersey of the most
in demand player in football right now. Two toned Bengals
player model jersey with a Fanatics holo, the signature is
perfect.

1047		 Neale, Greasy Signed 9x13 Original Photo 7.5.... 200
A special item, this is a wonderful 9x13 original photo of
pioneering NFL HOF coach Earl Greasy Neale reviewing the
diagram of a play on a chalkboard. Neale was also a 1919
Cincinnati Red, he died in 1973. Neale signed this in blue
ballpoint ink at the upper right corner. JSA LOA (full).
1045		 Auto Football
		 HOFers Signed Football (30+ sigs) 9.................... 100
Fine football has images of classic HOFers. A Pro Football
HOF model ball, the autographs are neatly signed and contrast perfectly against the clean ball. The autographs include
Landry, Nitschke, Greene, Groza, Ditka, Harris, Gifford,
Dudley, Sayers, Buchanan, Griese, Lilly, Warfield and Doak
Walker. JSA LOA (full).

1048		 8 x 10 Starr, Bart w/great inscriptions 9.5............. 50
Mint Bart Starr color 8x10, this is great as Starr penned an
SB I, II inscription below his Mint signature.PSA DNA card.
1049		 Strong, Ken Superb Vintage Signed
		 Large Format Photo
9........................ 100
Stunning signed photo, this is signed to team trainer Gus
Mauch. The image is amazing, a real conversation stopper!
The inscription is amazing, the signature looks great, everything is in period fountain pen. You will not find a nicer
1940s signed football photo, it is 10 x 12, making it even
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more special! JSA LOAA.
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1050			 Super Bowl MVPs Signed Football (18 sigs) 8..... 100
Neat football, this is a clean Wilson model with signatures
from 18 former Super Bowl MVPs. The autographs include
Starr, Namath, Montana, Bradshaw, Allen, Csonka, Harris,
Rice and Dawson. The signatures are in large blue sharpie
and have bled somewhat into the football, but everything is
still fully legible.PSA DNA (full).

1051		 8 x 10 Superb HOF Autograph Collection
		 w/Namath		
9.5..................... 300
Offered is a terrific collection of NFL HOFers signed photos.
Collected over several decades, these are beautifully presented in alphabetical order in one-pocket sheets in two binders.
Collected over many decades by our great consignor, the
content ranges from the 1940s through the 2000 era. The
photos are spotless, the signatures are superb, this is a truly
remarkable collection of HOF autographs. Extremely comprehensive, the great content includes: M. Allen, Bradshaw,
Buchanan, Butkus, Campbell, Csonka, Grange, Creekmur,
Dickerson, Ditka, Dorsett, Elway, Fortmann, Fouts, Gibbs,
Graham, Grant, Greene, Harris, Hickerson, Hornung, Jim
Kelly, Knox, Landry, Lott, Luckman, Marino, Montana (his
hologram), Motley, Munoz, Namath, Noll, Rice, B. Sanders,
Sayers, Simpson, Staubach, Stram, Tarkenton, LT, Turner,
both Walkers, Webster and Steve Young. This is the kind of
lot where whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough!
JSA LOAA.

1052		 Very Large Football Sport Magazine
		 Photo Collection (295 pcs)		......................... 300
Pair of binders of (mainly) vintage signed Sport Magazine
photos, these are neatly presented in 8x10 pages in two
binders. The autographs vary in darkness, there is light
duplication, they are in alphabetical order, there could be
some buried treasure here. The better signatures include: M.
Allen (2), Alworth, Davidson, Flores, Gabriel, Holtz, LaMonica (2), LeBaron (3), Little (3), Jim Marshall (3), McGee
(2), Meredith, Plunkett, Pearson, Sayers, Simpson, J. Smith,
Stabler (2), St. Clair and Tarkenton.

1053		 Ron Mix Signed Set (111 pcs)
9.5..................... 400
Neat set that usually comes in a sealed box, our consignor
neatly placed these in a binder in two-pocket sheets. Perfect
quality, all HOFers, the keys include Alworth, Baugh, Bell,
Biletnikoff, Butkus, Csonka, Dawson, Ditka, Dorsett, Fouts,
Gibbs, Graham, Groza, Harris, Hornung, Landry, Largent,
Namath, Noll, Sayers, Simpson, Staubach, D. Walker, Bill
Walsh and Webster (2). Excellent value lot. JSA LOAA.

Football Memorabilia
1054		 Bob Waterfield Large Cardboard Sign ................. 100
Very fun piece, offered is a large format 15x30 heavy duty
cardboard store display sign. Promoting a Silver Star razor,
the attractive color sign has a test pilot named Gene May at
the top and football HOFer Bob Waterfield at the bottom.
This has typical wear for a 1940s sign and is quite nice overall to our eyes. The back has the original easel, which cannot
be very common!
1055		 Chesterfield Grantland Rice Cardboard
		 Football Sign			 ........................... 75
Huge piece, this measures 29x48. Real cardboard sign,
this is taped to a matted backing. With some creasing, this
appears to be complete and retains vivid original coloring.
With a dramatic quote from famed sportswriter Grantland
Rice, this undated sign is ideal for display.

Golf Autographs

Golf/Hockey

Hockey Cards

1058		 1951 Parkhurst 93 Raleigh
Beckett 7............. 25
Centered mildly to the right border, this card of a
New York Ranger player has four solid corners.

1056		 Woods, Tiger UDA Signed/Framed Print 9.5....... 100
Beautiful Tiger Woods display piece, this has a very limited
edition signed 8x10 photo. Numbered 38/100m this has a
terrific early Tiger Woods auto and a UDA holo. Matted and
framed with a golf scorecard from his historic Masters win,
total size 18x22, this has the UDA paperwork.

1057 Woods, Tiger Superb UDA Grand Slam
		 Framed Print (7/25)
9.5..................... 100
Offered is a superb and extremely desirable Tiger Woods
framed display. Checking in at 25x22, the piece itself measures 20x16. A UDA piece, this is a super limited edition
item (7/25). Tiger signed this in Mint black ink with a grand
slam inscription.
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1059		 1951 Parkhurst 94 Stanley RC Beckett 8........... 100
Desirable New York Ranger HOF Rookie Card, this is a
tougher card. Well centered with four sharp corners, the
color is terrific, the surfaces are quite clean. Strong card.

1060		 1954 Topps 8
Gordie Howe Beckett 5........... 600
Key 1950s hockey card, this is a vital hockey card. Undervalued in our opinion, offered is a particularly well centered
5. The blue borders looks good, the surfaces are clean, the
corner wear is not bad at all.

1061		 1959 Parkhurst Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex......... 325
Mid-grade set has some better cards that are quite sharp,
perhaps 20% of the set. Attractive set with a high percentage
of stars, we grade them individually as follows: 1 Canadiens
On Guard NM, 2 Maurice Richard VG+, 3 Carl Brewer RC
VG-Ex/Ex, 6 Jean Beliveau Ex, 8 Doug Harvey VG, 23 Tim
Horton VG-Ex, 24 Frank Mahovlich Ex-Mt, 27 Toe Blake
CO PSA 7, 32 Johnny Bower VG+, 33 Bernie Geoffrion Ex,
39 Henri Richard Beckett 8, 41 Jacques Plante VG-Ex/Ex
and 50 King Clancy AGM NM. The stars reflect the condition variety of the set.

Hockey

1062		 1960 Parkhurst Complete Set		 ......................... 325
Complete mixed set, these are just all over the place. About
half the set is more is pretty nice, including some fine Ex-Mt
cards. A very manageable project to upgrade if desired, the
nicer cards provide for some real value here. The keys are
as follows: 1 Tim Horton Fair, 2 Frank Mahovlich GVG, 3
Johnny Bower VG, 9 Red Kelly VG+, 20 Gordie Howe GVG,
26 Norm Ullman FPHC Ex-Mt, 31 Terry Sawchuk GVG,
36 Alex Delvecchio Ex-Mt, 45 Maurice Richard Ex++, 46
Bernie Geoffrion VG-Ex/Ex, 47 Henri Richard VG+, 48
Doug Harvey Ex-Mt, 49 Jean Beliveau Ex, 53 Jacques Plante
Ex-Mt+, 57 Marsh/H.Richard/Moore Ex-Mt, 59 Boom/Marshall/Beliveau Ex++ and 61 Jim Morrison Ex++.

1065		 1967 Topps 92 Bobby Orr
PSA 3................ 250
My favorite Bobby Orr card, I love the image and the color.
So undervalued, the offered card is a fine crease-free 3. Centered to the bottom border, the image looks great, the back
is clean, the corner wear is not bad at all.
1066		 1971 Topps 61 Ernie Hicke PSA 10................ 35
A PSA Gem Mint 10 card from 1971, who wants to do
something smart with their high grade set?
1067		 1971 Topps 77 Apps
PSA 9.................. 55
Very well centered with razor sharp corners, this is a fine 9.
1068		 1971 Topps 96

Shack

1069		 1971 Topps 129 Cashman

PSA 9.................. 10
PSA 9.................. 15

1063		 1966 Salada Coins Presumed Complete Set
		 + extras w/early Orr
NM..................... 75
Presumably complete, this lot has 136 coins. Bright and
very attractive lot, these look great. The keys are Beliveau,
Cheevers, Esposito, Horton, Howe, Keon, Mahovlich,
Mikita, Orr, H. Richard, Pilotte, Sanderson, Sawchuck and
Ullman.

1070		 1977 Topps Wax Box		......................... 300
BBCE sealed, this is a sharp and tight box. Fresh to the
hobby, this set has many HOFers. It is always neat to find
unopened full boxes from the late 1970s, these are naturally
prized by collectors.

1064		 1966 Topps USA Test
		 15 different clean cards
Ex-Mt/NM........ 175
Scarce and key 1960s hockey issue, this is a fresh and clean
lot. Nothing has been picked for slabbing, everything will
be pictured front and back on our website.

1071		 1979 Topps 18 Wayne Gretzky RC SGC 3........ 250
Colorful 3, this has no visible creasing. Centered to the right
border, the image of Gretzky is quite nice. The corner wear
is not bad at all, the blue borders are vibrant, this displays
very well for the grade.
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Hockey

1074		 1980 OPC 289 Messier RC PSA 7.................. 60
Solid 7, this has quality centering. The corners come to
strong points, this has to be in any hockey card collection.
1075		 1984 Topps 49 Yzerman RC (lot of 5 Becketts)
							........................... 75
Super sharp lot, these are four Beckett 8s and one 8.5.
1076		 1985 Topps 9 Mario Lemieux RC PSA 9............ 350
Vital hockey HOFer, this is always a very desirable card in a
Mint 9 holder. Freshly graded, this has a perfect photo, four
dead Mint corners and pristine white borders.

1072		 1979 Topps 18 Wayne Gretzky RC PSA 7........ 600
Vital hockey card, the offered card has particularly rich
color and a fine image. The corners are all quite sharp, this is
centered to the right. The borders are blue, the image really
pops on this card.
1073		 1979 Topps 18 Wayne Gretzky RC PSA 7........ 600
Vital card, this one has particularly rich color and a terrific
image. Sharp and clean, the corners are strong, the blue borders show no chipping and are awfully nice. Mild centering
to the right border keeps this at a 7.
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1077		 1985 Topps
Complete Set w/Lemieux PSA 6 Nm-Mt.............. 100
Sharp set, the Lemieux Rookie has four sharp corners, but
is off-center to the left. This is a remarkably sharp and well
centered set, the original Lemieux Rookie in the set came
back a Mint 9 and is being offered as a separate lot. We
thought it best to add a different Lemieux to keep the set
complete, the condition really is superb. The star cards of
29 Yzerman, 110 Lindbergh and 120 Gretzky are all Nm-Mt
Plus or better to our eyes. This may be a perfect set to look at
for slabbing in the future.
1078		 1990 OPC Premier
		 30 Fedorov RC (lot of 5 Becketts)........................ 30
This lot contains four Beckett 9.5s and one Beckett 9.
1079		 1990 OPC Premier
		 50 Jagr RC
Beckett 9.5 (lot of 2)....... 60
Desirable card, these can sometimes sell for over $200 each.
1080		 1990 OPC Premier
		 50 Jagr RC (lot of 8 Becketts)		........................... 80
Nice quantity, the lot has six Beckett 9s and two Beckett 8.5s.

Hockey/Tennis

1081		 2005 Alexander Ovechkin
		 Signed Oversize Rookie Card		......................... 150
Very cool card of this vital hockey star, the larger size affords for such a great image. Boldly signed as Rookie,
the signature is large and looks great.
1082		 2015 Upper Deck Young Guns
		 201 Connor McDavid
PSA 9................ 300
One of the hottest hockey players in the NHL, his cards
are in great demand. Offered is a dead Mint 9 Upper Deck
Rookie, this is so nice that we thought it had a shot at a 10!

1084		 Lot of 81 signed photos w/16 HOFers 9.5............ 200
Quality lot of hockey autographs, there is only slight duplication. Headlined by Gordie Howe, H. Richard, B. Hull and
T. Esposito, the other HOFers are: Bathgate, Bossy, Francis,
Giacomin, Gilbert, Gillies, Howell, Leetch, Park, Potvin, B.
Smith and Trottier. JSA LOAA.
Tennis Memorabilia

1085		 Jimmy Connors US Open On Site Posters (3)......... 30
Very unusual lot, these are large cardboard display signs
from the U.S. Open. Unsigned, these display really well. The
sizes vary from 23x34 to 30x46. Local pickup only on this
lot.

Hockey Autographs
1083		 Collection of 100 different signed photos
		 w/Gretzky, Howe, Orr
9.5..................... 300
Offered is a terrific collection of hockey HOF signed photos.
Collected over many decades by our great consignor, the
high quality content includes: Bathgate, Beliveau, Bossy,
Bower, Clarke, Dionne, both Espositos, Geoffrion, Gretzky
(perfect quality), G. Howe (superb vintage signed Sport
Magazine photo), Hull, LaFleur, Lemieux, Mikita, Orr (vintage), Parent, Pilotte, both Richards, Storey and Worsley.
JSA LOAA.

1086		 Roger Federer US Open On Site Posters (5)............ 50
Very unusual lot, these are large cardboard display signs
from the U.S. Open. Unsigned, these display really well. The
sizes vary from 24x36 to 30x46. Please note one is framed,
local pickup only on this lot.

Baseball Memorabilia

Baseball Memorabilia

Fine Black Bat Collection
1087		 1949		Yankees Black Bat
Ex.................... 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. With
some general wear from display, this is a pleasing Ex or
better overall to our eyes.
1088		 1950		Yankees Black Bat
Ex.................... 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. With
some general wear from display, this is a pleasing Ex or
better overall to our eyes.
1089		 1951		Yankees Black Bat
Ex.................. 150
Great collectible from one of the most historic team in
Yankee history as it featured Joe DiMaggio and Mickey
Mantle for the first time, this came from the Yankee team
trainer and have been in a basement since the time of issue.
The condition is Ex overall with some general wear, the bat
displays well overall.
1090		 1951		Yankees Black Bat
Ex-Mt/NM..... 150
Great collectible from one of the most historic team in Yankee history as it featured Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle
for the first time, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. The
condition is quite clean.
1091		 1952		Yankees Black Bat
NM.................. 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. The
condition is superb, with hardly any wear and vibrant gold
lettering throughout, very fine.
1092		 1955		Yankees Black Bat
Ex.................... 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. With
some general wear from display, this is a pleasing Ex or
better overall to our eyes.
1093		 1956		Yankees Black Bat
VG-Ex/Ex...... 125
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. With
some general wear from display, this is a pleasing Ex or
better overall to our eyes.
1094		 1957		Yankees Black Bat
Ex.................... 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. With
some general wear from display, this is a pleasing Ex or
better overall to our eyes.
1095		 1961		Yankees Black Bat
NM.................. 75
Great collectible, this came from the Yankee team trainer
and have been in a basement since the time of issue. Historic
and super popular team, the condition is superb, with hardly any wear and vibrant gold lettering throughout, very fine.
‘
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Baseball Memorabilia: General

1096		 Cincinnati Baseball Player CDV (1860s-1870s)
							......................... 100
Fine looking CDV, this measures 2.5 x 4. Obtained in the
Cincinnati area in 1983, this was produced by a J.J. Meyer
Studio and the player pictured is Conrad Meyer, the photographer’s brother. The photo looks great, with strong
contrast. The CDV itself is a technical VG but displays well.
There is a story with this card that is enclosed, the writing
on the back may well be an autograph of Meyer. This is a
nice very early baseball item.

1100		 Circa 1927 Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig
			 Framed Period Photos		........................... 50
Charming display of Ruth and Gehrig, these are 1920s
snapshots according to our consignor. Framed, the backs of
these fine looking 4x6 images are blank. These show some
slight cracking and definitely appear to be period photos.
Fine quality images, these are smartly matted and framed to
16x15.
1101		 1937 Lot of 8 America’s Badge Cubs Pins
		 - Superb Quality + Paper Items		......................... 150
These are scarce pins that hardly ever come to market. The
condition is gorgeous, the players are French, Herman,
Jurges, O’Dea, Parmelee, Root, Shoun and Stainback. Please
note just the Parmelee pins sold for $230 in 2020, so this is
going to be a pretty substantial lot. Also included is a 1939
Mickey Cochrane first edition book and a 1940s Joe DiMaggio pub.

1097		 1906 Pin Chicago White Sox		......................... 150
Scarce pinback from the 1906 World Champion White Sox,
this is approximately .75 of an inch in diamater. The front
reads ‘06 Champs For Me with the White Sox logo, this has
the original paper backing. Good pin.
1098		 1917 Rare Honus Wagner Day Pin ...................... 500
Terrific Honus Wagner item, offered is this very scarce 1.25
inch pinback. The front has a fine image of Wagner and no
foxing, the edges show virtually no wear, this retains a nice
gloss and has a very fresh feel to it. The back retains the
original paper with some damage.

1099		 Babe Ruth Underwear and Scarce Photo.............. 100
Very amusing lot, offered is a perfectly white and pristine
Babe Ruth underwear set from the 1920s. The key to this lot
may well be the scarce 7x9 photo of Babe that came with the
underwear. Framed, this does not have the box, two pieces
total.

1102		 1940 PM10 Pin
		 Lou Gehrig w/ornament		......................... 200
Gorgeous Lou Gehrig pinback, this is an absolute key to a
PM10 Stadium pin run. Quite clean, there is no chipping,
slight general wear on the surface led us to grade this a
conservative Ex-Mt/NM. Bright and fresh, the haunting
image of Gehrig looks great, this comes with the original
ornament. Superb.
1103		 1941 Lou Gehrig Memorial Ticket
				
PSA Authentic.............. 200
Vital ticket, these are always beloved by collectors and in
demand. The prices have naturally shot up in recent years.
Offered is a pleasing stub, this has some general wear and a
stray mark by the upper left corner. The corner wear is consistent, the ticket retains a good image of Lou Gehrig and
has a very clean back. No doubt this will be a very popular
lot!

Baseball Memorabilia

1104		 Joe Gordon Glove in Original Box......................... 150
From the 1940s, the cover has a large picture of HOFer Joe
Gordon making a play in a Yankee uniform. The box is fully
intact with all flaps, there is some typical general wear. The
glove shows typical use, it comes with the very uncommon
instruction booklet. Nice lot.

1105		 Extremely Rare 1949 Yankees
		 Gold and Diamond Championship Jewelry.......... 500
A real treasure, these were only given out to Yankee players
and a select few, they hardly ever come to market, it may
well be that hardly any even exist. From the collection of the
Yankee trainer at the time, this is completely fresh to the
hobby. This beautiful piece of jewelry measures about 1.5
inches in diameter. This elegant design offers the classic Yankee top hat with six jewel stones encrusted just above. 10k
LGB is engraved on the back, the condition looks to be quite
clean overall. This is a special item that will be revered by
the winning bidder. Please note 1949 was a special year for
the Yankees: they made it to the World Series by breaking
the hearts of a generation of Red Sox fans by beating them
in a playoff game and went on to defeat a mighty Brooklyn
Dodger team in the World Series, the first of their unique
feat in baseball history of compiling five straight World
Series titles.
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1106		 Scarce Willie Mays Sheet Music		......................... 125
Something that hardly ever comes to market, this is a
strikingly attractive 9x12 sheet music of the classic Say Hey,
Willie Mays. The condition is beautiful, there hardly ever
come to market. Superb.
1107		 1953 Brooklyn Dodgers Team Pin ...................... 125
Fun and affordable Brooklyn Dodgers item, this is a superb
condition team pin. The pin measures 3.5 inches in diameter
and looks to be Near Mint to our eyes. There is no obvious
surface or edge wear, this looks terrific.

1108		 1953 Yankees Silver Presentation Plate Ex............ 150
Very desirable item, these wonderful silver plates were given
to various Yankee players and teammates to celebrate the
Yankees historic run of five straight World Series titles.
Fresh to the hobby, this one belonged to team trainer Gus
Mauch. Proudly displayed in his home, this has typical
general wear from age and display, it might benefit from a
cleaning but we did not want to touch it. Great design, the
center of this 13 inch plate has the Yankees logo with 1949,
1950, 1951, 1953 and 1953 World Champions to the left,
right and above. The names of the team players from the
1953 squad are engraved on the plate.
1109		 1954 Sports Illustrated
		 1st Thirteen Issues		......................... 200
Neat lot, this is something that you hardly ever see. Anchored by the key first two issues, the others are also highly
collectible. Mid-grade, the number one and two issues have
the baseball card inserts.

Baseball Memorabilia

1110		 1954 Ticket
		 World Series Game 1 (Mays catch) PSA 1.5......... 500
One of the most famous World Series games, tickets are naturally quite desirable. These have exploded in price in recent
years. Offered is a freshly graded full stub, PSA deemed it a
rather harsh 1.5. The ticket has typical wear at the left edge,
it is otherwise pretty crisp and clean. The ticket retains good
color and has excellent eye appeal, the back is clean, creasing
is very minimal. The quality is exceptional for the grade in
our opinion. Fine ticket.
1111		 1955 Pin
Tour of Japan		........................... 50
Very small and always desirable pin, this is consigned by
the family of the original recipient of the pin.

1112		 1955 Yankees Rare 14 Karat Gold Belt Buckle
							......................... 500
Extremely desirable item, these were issued in an extremely
limited quantity and hardly ever come to market. Public
sales for examples from Hank Bauer and Casey Stengel
(2005 sale) have been in the $3,500 range. A beautiful piece,
this has the famed Yankee tophat logo on the front with
some attractive color stones. This is engraved American
League Champions 1955 Yankees Gus Mauch on the front.
Some general wear is present, this displays quite well overall. The back has a 14 karat gold engraving and some other
numbers. This is likely only the third known example of one
of these; completely fresh to the hobby, this little treasure
measures 1.25 by nearly 2 inches.
1113		 1956 Press Pin
		 Yankees World Series
Ex-Mt/NM........ 100
Classic team, this is always a desirable pin. Bright and clean
with only slight wear, the back has a mount and no engravings.

1114		 1956 Mickey Mantle Rawlings Cardboard Sign
							......................... 375
Cut from a very large sign from 1956 that would run a small
portion in today’s market, offered is the large Mantle item.
As presented, this measures 13.5 x 17. From Mantle’s greatest season, this has a vibrant image of a young Mantle at
the height of his talent. With typical general wear and some
creasing, this is a sturdy cardboard sign that displays well.
Ideal for framing, this has tremendous eye appeal as offered,
despite not being complete.

1115		 Extremely Rare 1957 Yankees Gold
		 and Diamond Tie Clasp		......................... 500
Measuring just over two inches long, this is a gorgeous
piece. Rare, these have hardly ever traded publicly. Consigned by the family of the Yankee trainer at the time, this
is a special piece of Yankee memorabilia. With six small
diamonds and the classic Yankee top hat logo in the center, American League 1957 Champions is engraved above
and below. The condition is clean overall, but there is some
general wear from age and use. The back is engraved Gus
Mauch LGB 14K. A wonderful item from this great period
in Yankee history, who wants something great that (possibly) no one else has?

Baseball Memorabilia

1116		 High Grade Mickey Mantle Bobbin Head............. 200
Super clean, this is as nice as we have ever seen. Bright and
super clean, we cannot see any cracks, this is an awfully nice
Mantle nodder. These seem so undervalued compared to his
card prices from the same era.
1117		 Roger Maris Mini Nodder in Box Ex................... 100
Fun piece, these are so charming and adorable. Bright and
clean, this is in an original box. There is a slight wear of
white showing at the brim of his hat and there is wear and
the back of his head. The color is bright and original. This
will ship with the head separate to protect against any damage.

1118		 1969 Mets Championship Pendant Jump Ring..... 300
Consigned by the family of team trainer Gus Mauch, this is
a terrific piece. Given by Bill Shea to select players and team
employees, this has wonderful detail on both sides and was
engraved to Mr. Mauch’s wife Mary. The condition is clean
overall, with only light general wear. This terrific little treasure has various small gem stones on both sides and measures about an inch high and seven-eighths of an inch wide.
The last public sale for one of these was in 2019 for $1,920.
The 1969 Miracle Mets are among the most famous teams in
baseball history. With the explosion in price for player rings
from key teams in recent years, these charming items seem
like utter bargains in today’s market.
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1119		 1969 New York Mets Gold and
		 Diamond Cufflinks Pair		......................... 200
Gorgeous pairing, these measure a just a hair below an inch
in diameter. From the team trainer, these are completely
fresh to the hobby. These have the classic Mets logo and New
York skyline, with two red stones and a diamond. The backs
are each engraved Balfour 14k. We cannot find any public
sales for these, they may well be extremely rare. Superb item
from one of the most popular Championship teams in baseball history, great lot.

1120		 1969 New York Mets Superb Sosnak Ball.............. 200
Great 1969 Mets piece, this was given to Mets trainer Gus
Mauch and is fresh to the hobby. The condition is superb,
this is a gorgeous ball. Sosnak goes into his wonderful signature detail on every spot of the ball, detailing memorable
highlights from this beloved World Championship team.
1969 Mets Sosnak balls hardly ever come to market, this
should be an extremely popular lot.

1123		 1970 Mets Trainer Sosnak Ball		......................... 150
Fun Mets piece, this was given to Mets trainer Gus Mauch
and is fresh to the hobby. The condition is superb, this is
a gorgeous ball. Sosnak goes into all sorts of detail of the
1960s Mets records and the career of Sosnak.

1124		 1970 Yankees/Mets Trainer Sosnak Ball................ 100
Interesting Sosnak ball, this was given to long-time Yankees
and Mets trainer Gus Mauch and is fresh to the hobby. The
condition is superb, this is a gorgeous ball. Sosnak goes
into his wonderful signature detail on every spot of the ball,
detailing all sorts of interesting details from the almost
forty-year career of Mauch. This looks great.

Baseball Memorabilia
1121		 Unused Wilson Full American League Hat Set
		 w/original paper inserts! (12 pcs)		......................... 200
Another amazing lot from the collection of the Yankee and
Met trainer, these were all collected at stadiums in the 1960s.
An essentially untouched lot, each hat has the original paper
insert and is in terrific condition. The entire American
League of 1969 is here, the better hats may well be the first
year hats for the Pilots and Royals. These will look amazing
in the right display and likely have a very substantial value
as singles to 1960s equipment collectors.
1122		 Unused Wilson Full National League Hat Set
		 w/original paper inserts! (12 pcs)		......................... 200
Another amazing lot from the collection of the Yankee and
Met trainer, these were all collected at stadiums in the 1960s.
An essentially untouched lot, each hat has the original paper
insert and is in terrific condition. The entire American
League of 1969 is here, the better hats may well be the first
year hats for the Expos and Padres. These will look amazing
in the right display and likely have a very substantial value
as singles to 1960s equipment collectors.
1125		 1975 Ticket
		 World Series Game 6 - Autographed by Fisk!........ 160
Very fun piece, this is from one of the very best games in
baseball history. Offered is a bright and clean full stub, the
front has perfect color, the back has a small tape fragment.
Carlton Fisk, hero of this game, signed this in perfect blue
sharpie ink by the bottom border. Superb. JSA LOAA.
1126		 Mike Greenwell Boston Red Sox
		 Game Jersey			......................... 125
Popular star Red Sox player, offered is a great looking signed
road gamer. Undated, this is Rawlings size 40. The jersey
shows excellent use, has a large signature, and displays well.
1127		 1989 Babe Ruth Peter Rubino Bust....................... 100
Grand piece, this is a very substantial and solid high quality
bust of Babe Ruth. This measures approximately 16x9x8
and weighs 9 pounds, the base has wear and a one crack.
Babe Ruth is engraved on the front, the back is engraved
by the artist Rubino and copyrighted 1989, this is number
275/5000. There is general wear present, this looks great.
1128		 1989 Ty Cobb Peter Rubino Bust		......................... 125
Grand piece, this is a very substantial and solid high quality
bust of Ty Cobb. This measures approximately 16x9x8 and
weighs 10 pounds , there is a slight chip at the front brim
of Cobb’s hat. Ty Cobb is engraved on the front, the back is
engraved by the artist Rubino and copyrighted 1990, this is
number 160/5000. There is general wear present, this looks
great.
1129		 1990 Lou Gehrig Peter Rubino Bust...................... 125
Grand piece, this is a very substantial and solid high quality
bust of Lou Gehrig. This measures approximately 16x9x8
and weighs 12 pounds. Lou Gehrig is engraved on the front,
the back is engraved by the artist Rubino and copyrighted
1990, this is number 293/5000. There is general wear present, this looks great.
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